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Batson is the exclusive U.S. agent for
textile equipment from the leading textile
manufacturers worldwide. Experienced
people back up our sales with complete
service, spare parts, technical assistance,
training and follow-up.
DREF 3 Friction Spinning Machine
—
Excellent for Core Yarns and Multi-Component
Yarns. Count range 3.5c.c. to 18c. c. Delivery
speeds to 330 yds/min.
Fehrer—Needle looms with
speeds to 2300 strokes/min. and
widths to 257". Nonwoven web






Dornier Rapier Weaving Machine—Versatile
enough to weave any fabric. Also ideally suited
for short runs. State-of-the-art monitoring and
control. An optimum tool for the creative
weaver.
Knotex Warp Tying Machine—Speeds to 600 knots per minute. Ties
knots with tails from Va' to 2. 1A" . Tying methods include lease-to-
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Chuck Baldwin was chosen the MVP of the ACC
last year, as he hit .370 and led the Tigers in
saves with five. But his character and desire to
play the game are even more impressive, as
Sam Blackman explains.
52 Tiger Tutoring
Clemson has one of the largest academic advis-
ing staffs in the nation. In this case more is
better, as nearly a quarter of Clemson's athletes
made the academic honor roll last year. Tim
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Four new coaches are on the Clemson roster
this year as new, fresh ideas have come to the
Tiger system. David Latimer summarizes the
careers and coaching theories of the new men-
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The Clemson Broadcast Group is the new mar-
keting arm of the athletic department for Tiger
TV and radio shows. Karen Blackman tells us
about the changes we will see in Clemson
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With the return of three All-Americans the Clem-
son soccer team could return to the National
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Two teams coming off incredibly sim-
ilar 1985 seasons will wage war in
Death Valley this afternoon. Both Clem-
son and Virginia Tech are anxious to es-
tablish themselves in a season that is
supposed to be a landmark campaign for
southern teams whose football tradition
dates back to before the turn of the
century.
There were so many similarities last
year between the Tigers and the Gobblers
that the contest between the two teams
should have ended in a tie score, that
would have really punctuated the com-
parison. A look back at the game tells us
that the contest almost ended in a dead-
lock.
Clemson and Virginia Tech have had
three straight white-knucklers and the Ti-
gers have captured all three (in fact Clem-
son has won 34 straight over teams from
the state of Virginia dating back to 1954).
In 1 985 a David Treadwell field goal at the
horn gave Clemson a 20-17 verdict at
Blacksburg, VA. It was quite a celebrated
beginning for Treadwell, who had not
played in a football game since he was 10
years old.
But, that was Clemson's only win in the
first four games, the exact same start Vir-
ginia Tech registered. Both teams ended
the year with 6-5 regular season records.
Both teams overcame anemic rushing
performances early in the season, then
moved into the nation's leaders in rushing
by the end of the season. Virginia Tech
averaged 293 yards per game over the
last six contests to finish 1 4th in the nation
in rushing, while Clemson averaged 280
yards a game over the last six games to
finish 13th in the nation in rushing.
leading receiver last year with 31 recep-
tions, including a Virginia Tech record 13
against Cincinnati. Clemson senior Ter-
rance Roulhac led Clemson in receiving
last year with, you guessed it, 31 recep-
tions. Both teams also have excellent tight
ends. Clemson is led by Jim Riggs, the
returning AII-ACC player at that position,
while Clemson is familiar with Gobbler
tight end Steve Johnson, who snared a
fourth-down pass for a touchdown that
Looking At A Mirror
Clemson and Virginia Tech follow similar coaching philosophies.
Tailbacks have been the dominant force
in both teams' running attacks recently
and that should be the case in 1986. Last
season Kenny Flowers and Stacy Driver
combined for 2031 yards at the tailback
slot, while Maurice Williams and Eddie
Hunter joined forces for 1634 yards. Of-
fensive lines are young on both sides of
the ball also this year, a key for the respec-
tive rushing attacks. Clemson returns only
John Phillips among the starters from last
year's line, while Virginia Tech does not
have a returnee in the interior of the line.
In the passing game, both Virginia Tech
and Clemson have talented pass catch-
ers. Virginia Tech's Donald Snell was the
David Treadwell won last year's Tiger-Gobbler clash with a 36-yard field goal at the horn.
tied last year's game at 17-17 in the final
quarter.
Defensively the comparisons continue.
Terence Mack is the leader of the Clem-
son team from the bandit, or defensive
end position. He is an outstanding athlete
who is a former quarterback. Mack, who
adorns the cover of this program, had 1 02
tackles last season, and eight passes bro-
ken up.
The best all-around athlete on the Vir-
ginia Tech defense is Curtis Taliaferro, a
6-3 defensive end who runs the 40 in 4.65
(best among VPI linemen) and can vertical
jump 39 inches, the best on the team. He
had six tackles last year against Clemson
and was a thorn in Clemson's side all day.
Both teams have young secondaries,
but, looking at the offensive tendencies of
both teams, they probably will not be
tested until a later game. Clemson should
start three freshmen or sophomores in the
defensive backfield, as James Lott, Don-
nell Woolford and Gene Beasley have all
had excellent pre-seasons. Likewise, Vir-
ginia Tech will not start a senior in the
secondary. Carter Wiley had five intercep-
tions to lead the Gobblers last year and
Billy Myers, a starting cornerback, is a
fleet athlete who averages over eight
yards per punt return.
The last three meetings between these
two teams may have been won by the
Tigers, but all three contests have been
extremely close calls, possibly due to the
fact that the teams feel they are playing
against themselves.
Clemson has been familiar with the Vir-
ginia Tech situation, if for anything else
because the current Tiger head coach and
assistant head coach came to Tigertown
from Blacksburg. Danny Ford was the of-
fensive line coach at VPI between 1974
and 1976 before coming to Clemson,
while Tom Harper was the defensive coor-
dinator between 1978 and 1980 before
helping to bring Clemson a national title in
1981.
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"We do have similar philosophies in
that we like to run the football," said Ford.
"Coach (Bill) Dooley has been successful
at North Carolina and Virginia Tech with a
tailback oriented offense and we have
been able to pick up a lot of wins with that
type of game. We both like to use power
football and that is probably what people
will see today.
"The team that holds on to the football
will come out on top this year. Last year
we were fortunate in that we fumbled the
ball five times and still won. We won't be
able to do that this year and in general we
have to cut out turnovers to be successful
this year. Turnover ratio has been the
most important statistic when it comes to
Clemson football since I have been here."
Although Danny has not totalled it up
himself, we have. Since Danny Ford has
been at Clemson the Tigers are 36-2-1
when making fewer turnovers than the
opposition and 11-14 when the Tigers
make more turnovers than their op-
ponents.
Clemson drilled on that aspect all spring
with more contact and the results have
been positive so far this fall. In the August
27 scrimmage over 100 plays were run
without a single turnover. "We have the
veteran players in the backfield and two
quarterbacks with a year of experience so
we should cut down on the turnovers this
year. If we can do that we will be a much
improved football team and at least give
ourselves a chance to be successful."
Both Clemson and Virginia Tech have
been successful in recent years. Clemson
has not had a losing season in 10 years,
the longest streak of non-losing seasons
in ACC history. Virginia Tech on the other
hand has won more games in the last six
years (45) than at any other six-year
stretch in Virginia Tech history, and Vir-
ginia Tech has gone six straight years
without a losing season.
Both teams are looking to get this year
off to an outstanding start. Although both
teams will not go through the season un-
blemished, they would like to have some-
thing else in common at season's end; a
major bowl bid and about 10 wins.
*****
Although both Randy Anderson and
Rodney Williams did not have record set-
ting seasons in 1 985, they both did a good
job of avoiding interceptions. In fact both
are among the top four in Clemson history
in that category. Among all Clemson quar-
terbacks over the years with at least 100
attempts. Anderson ranks second and
Williams fourth in interception avoidance.
Anderson has an interception avoidance
percentage of 3.78 (or only 3.78 percent of
his passes have been intercepted in his
career), while Williams has a 4.1 percent-
age figure. Billy Lott is the all-time leader
in that category with only seven intercep-
tions in 198 attempts, a 3.53 percent
mark.
The Kenny Flowers countdown starts
today. The Clemson senior has 2319 ca-
reer rushing yards and needs just 253 to
eclipse Buddy Gore's career mark of
2571 . Gore played for the Tigers between
1966 and 1968 and had exactly 600 car-
ries. Flowers has 2319 yards in 467 car-
ries so far. Ray Yauger is second at 2439
and Chuck McSwain is third with 2320.
So. McSwain will dip to fourth on Flowers
first carry of the game in all probability.
Flowers also enters the season eighth
in total career carries with his 467 figure,
133 behind Gore's record of 600.
Ray Williams and Terrance Roulhac
also rank high in a couple of Clemson
career categories. Of course Williams will
miss the Virginia Tech game due to a hip
problem that required summer surgery,
but he is hoping to get back by sometime
in October.
Williams enters the year tied for eighth
in career receptions with 66 (Jerry Gaillard
also has 66), and is ninth in total reception
yardage with 1010. The senior from Fay-
etteville, NC is first in career kickoff re-
turns with 66 (ironically the same total as
his reception figure, but we can't possibly
think of a statistical correlation that makes
sense) and is first in total return yardage
with 1350.
Roulhac is sixth in total receptions with
72. fifth in reception yardage with 1259
and third in touchdown receptions with
15. The native of Jacksonville, FL is also
ninth in kickoff return yardage with 530
and has a 22.1 average, fourth best aver-
age in Clemson history.
1985 Clemson Statistics 1985 Virginia Tech Statistics
(6-6 Overall, 4-3 in ACC) (6-5 Overall)
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD LG Rushing Att Yds Avg TD LG
Flowers. RB 227 1200 5.3 13 52 M. Williams 167 936 5 6 9 36
Driver. TB 181 831 4 6 2 29 Hunter 130 698 5.4 5 41
Flagler, TB 52 232 4.3 2 47 E. Jones 57 278 4.9 1 32
T. Johnson. FB . . 39 197 5.1 1 22 Dudley 34 141 4 1 1 14
Rod. Williams, QB . 56 127 2.3 23 Donnelly 20 115 5.8 42
CLEMSON 603 2688 4.5 20 52 VIRGINIA TECH . . . 547 2475 4.5 24 42
Opponents 568 2167 3.8 1
1
48 Opponents 421 1221 2 9 1
1
34
Passing Att Comp Int Yds Pet TD LG Passing Att Comp Int Yds Pet TD
Rod. Williams 122 56 5 772 .459 1 51 Greenwood . . . 169 85 9 919 503 7
Anderson . . . 123 63 5 703 .512 2 46 M. Cox 96 50 3 682 521 3
CLEMSON . . 257 125 10 1595 .486 6 57 VIRGINIA TECH 281 42 13 1682 505 10
Opponents .319 180 1 1 2164 .564 12 54 Opponents 360 94 14 2461 539 14
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LG Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LG
Roulhac. WR 31 533 17 2 3 57 Snell 31 369 11.9 44
Ray Williams. WR . 24 400 16.7 1 51 Becton 23 295 12.8 1 53
Riggs. TE 18 203 11.3 1 43 Howell 19 243 12.8 3 47
Quick. FB 11 73 6.6 12 E. Jones 11 157 14.3 1 36
Flagler, TB 10 54 5.4 15 Ellsworth 11 133 12.1 18
CLEMSON 125 1595 12.7 6 57 VIRGINIA TECH . . 142 1682 11.8 10 53
Opponents 180 2164 12.0 12 54 Opponents 194 2461 12.7 14 82
Kickoff Returns No Yds Avg TD LG Kickoff Returns No Yds Avg TD LG
Ray Williams 26 502 19.3 45 Hunter .... 12 265 22.1 44
Roulhac . 15 362 24.1 35 Dudley 6 96 16.0 34
CLEMSON 43 915 21.3 45 VIRGINIA TECH 25 480 19 2 44
Opponents 25 561 22 4 32 Opponents 33 615 18.6 34
1986 Clemson Schedule 1986 Virginia Tech Schedule
Sept 13 VIRGINIA TECH 12:20 PM Sept. 6 20-24 L Cincinnati
Sept. 20 at Georgia. 3 30 PM Sept. 13 at Clemson. 12:20 PM
Sept 27 at Georgia Tech. 12:20 PM Sept 20 at Syracuse. 12:20 PM
Oct. 4 THE CITADEL. 1 00 PM Sept 27 E TENN. ST , 1:00 PM
Oct. 11 at Virginia. 7.00 PM Oct. 4 WEST VIRGINIA. 12:20 PM
Oct 18 DUKE. 1:00 PM Oct 11 SOUTH CAROLINA. 1 00 PM
Oct. 25 at N C State. 7:10 PM Oct. 18 Temple (at Norfolk). 12 20 PM
Nov. 1 at Wake Forest 1:00 PM Oct 25 VIRGINIA. 1:00 PM
Nov 8 NORTH CAROLINA, TBA Nov 1 KENTUCKY. 1 00 PM
Nov. 15 Maryland (at Baltimore), TBA Nov 8 at Richmond. 12:20 PM








That's the spirit ofFirstUnion . And it's
catchingon fast alloverSouth Carolina.
This spirit ofnew beginning, new
strength. New financial opportunity
between people and their bank.
Alongwith this new spirit comes a
newcommitmentfrom over 1,000bank
employees. A commitment to aggres-
sively serve your financial needs and
help you attain your highest goals.
The spirit of First Union. It's a
heightened sense offinancial strength.
It's a new spirit ofteamwork. It's en-
thusiastic people who are high on
South Carolina and feeling confident
with their bank.
That's the spirit. ^gH§1 K i
And once you feel it, rTTMO'^
youjust can't top it . U
'




Fans who recall Clemson's 1981 na-
tional championship squad will re-
member a versatile athlete who remains
emblazoned in their minds for his amazing
athletic talent. His name is Andy Headen,
now playing with the New York Giants, an
AII-ACC team member during his senior
year and seventh leading tackier on the
championship squad. During his Clemson
career, Headen played five different posi-
tions and wore two numbers. One of
those numbers and three of those posi-
tions are familiar to a player created in the
Headen mold. The 1986 version of Andy
Roosevelt Headen is Tiger senior bandit
end Terence Mack.
When Mack came to Clemson he want-
ed to continue wearing his big number 12,
which he has worn throughout his prep
career. One problem though, Headen al-
ready was making himself quite famous
wearing the jersey as a senior starter and
Mack knew the Tiger veteran was not
about to relinquish the number. Terence
had to settle for #11 during his redshirt
season.
"I was talking to Andy after practice one
day and he told me that if I wanted to wear
The Bandit
Terence Mack Plays all over the field.
#12, 1 must do him a favor," said Mack. "I
would have to give him my Georgia tickets
if I wanted to have his jersey after he
graduated. No tickets were exchanged
and I still got to wear my #12. Good thing
he was not in charge of the equipment
room."
When Mack came to Clemson. as Head-
en did in 1982. he had intentions of being
the Tiger quarterback. "My redshirt sea-
son was not a lot of fun. Mostly I stood
around and when they needed a volun-
teer, I would always jump in at quarter-
back because I wanted some action."
Admittedly, Mack felt that he would not
see much playing time because Homer
Jordan was putting a cap on his fine ca-
reer and Mike Eppley was waiting in the
wings to take over the quarterbacking
position.
"They were looking for someone to play
bandit because Andy was leaving. They
told me that they would try me and if I did
not like it I could move back. I just wanted
to play the game. The first ccuple of times
I got killed. I was tired and ready to just
quit. It took me a while to become ac-
customed to the position, but after a good
Spring Game in 1 983, 1 really began enjoy-
ing the bandit position."
What is a bandit? It is roughly compara-
ble to being a standup defensive end. The
only difference is that the bandit not only
can rush the quarterback, he can drop in
pass coverage or come up and stuff the
run. The opposition has no idea what the
bandit will be doing next.
The concept of the bandit is a very com-
plicated idea which is a culmination of
years of thought by assistant Head Coach
Tom Harper. "We require that the bandit
position possess size and speed so that
he can drop back to control the tight ends,
and Terence Mack more than adequately
fills the bill." said Harper.
Mack fits the mold with his 4.75 speed in
the 40, the best among defensive ends
and a power clean lift with a 324 figure
ranking him eighth on the team.
Before his arrival in Tigertown, Mack
was named the State AAA Back-of-the-
Year as a senior and participated in the
1982 Shrine Bowl. He also still holds
school records at Winnsboro High for
the most interceptions, most touchdown
passes thrown, and best passing per-
centage.
During the South Carolina game in his
freshman year he made probably one of
the biggest plays of his life. He intercepted
a pass during the closing moments of the
game that halted a possible game-winning
drive for the Gamecocks.
"TheCarolina interception was the best
of my career. The Carolina quarterback at
the time was Alan Mitchell. Both of us
were on the same Shrine Bowl team, and
we have always kept in touch.
The Gamecocks were on our 20-yard
line in the closing minutes of the game.
Alan rolled out to my side and my only
thoughts were catch the ball and keep
them from the end zone. A receiver was
coming across the middle and. when Alan
threw the ball I jumped and caught it. At
first, I thought I should just stay in the end
zone. But no, I felt I could go for 1 03 yards
There was no one in front of me. But, by
the time I made a decision, the pursuit had
closed in and I only made it 17 yards
In his 83 season. Mack recorded 39
tackles, 73 in the 84 and 102 this past
season. His efforts last season placed him
Mack makes opposing coaches think Andy
Headen is in his eighth year at Clemson.
fourth on the team in tackles even though
he missed a full game and half of two
others. These numbers can only place
stars in Coach Ford's eyes concerning the
upcoming season.
"This squad has a lot more enthusiasm
than any other that I have been associated
with," says Mack. "Coach (Bill) Oliver has
brought in all types of new defenses and I
think our pass defense will be better. Fi-
nally everyone on our defense is utilizing
all their talents. Now in practice, every
time the offense comes to the line we are
throwing a new look at them.
The new defenses should help prepare
Mack for the pro game.
I feel I have a shot at the pros and I am
just trying to concentrate as much as I can
on and off the field. Besides improving on
my strength and quickness. I want to be
more of a team leader. Mack received
the Leadership Award for his efforts in
spring practice of 1986
Mack's career certainly has not been
handed to him on a silver platter. He has
had to work extremely hard to get where
he is today. "You need to do what you
have to do and that is work hard and be a
leader at all times. It is the same motto I
use for school."
It is this same drive, determination and
leadership that has helped Andy Headen
get off to a fine start in pro football. He has
been the trailblazer for Terence Mack and
right now it appears the trail leads to the
NFL.
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Carolina Pride Hot Dogs








Chuck Baldwin battled injuries last year on the way to an ACC MVP season.
Baldwin celebrated 16 home runs in 1986.
by Sam Blackman
Chuck Baldwin is truly a throwback
to the old days. He doesn't want to
sit on the bench and watch the others play
baseball. "I don't want to be like Wally
Pipp," explains Baldwin.
On June 2, 1925, Wally Pipp, a 10-year
veteran with the New York Yankees, was
not able to play one day because of a
headache and a young player named Lou
Gehrig was called on to take his place.
From that afternoon on Gehrig played in
2,129 consecutives games over 15 years,
in Pipp's old position, first base.
Clemson's Chuck Baldwin is also a
player who plays with injuries and pain.
The 1986 ACC MVP has an insurmount-
able love for the game of baseball and
an immeasurable amount of dedication.
These values have kept him off the bench
and on the centerstage as a baseball star.
These are some of the characteristics that
helped earn him the IPTAY Athlete-of-the-
Year award for 1985-86.
"The IPTAY Board of Directors, which
decides the award, considers this to be a
highlight of the year." says Allison Dalton,
executive secretary of IPTAY. "It gives
them an opportunity to express their ap-
preciation to an athlete who has been truly
representative of what we feel a student-
athlete should be. The Clemson head
coaches nominate the athletes and the
board of directors of IPTAY decides by a
consensus vote which athlete is most rep-
resentative of an outstanding student-ath-
lete. Although athletic ability is important,
the board gives consideration to char-
acter, attitude, scholastic achievement,
and all-around character.
"I was surprised when I found out that I
had won it," said Baldwin. "I was playing
in a summer league game and I just got
back to the room, when my Mom called
and told me. I said there is no way . . . they
have gotten the wrong guy." But they got
the right guy. Baldwin is an unselfish,
team-oriented person who represents the
words student-athlete well.
Head Baseball Coach Bill Wilhelm is
very happy Baldwin was honored. "He is a
very unselfish youngster. He has done
everything we have asked him to do. Last
year he played out of position at first base,
but he recognized his playing there would
help the club. We use him there to take
less out of his arm so he can come out of
the pen and do some relief pitching, and
he did a great job there also," stated
Wilhelm. "He is willing to do anything. He
is a tough young man who will play hurt
and with pain."
Baldwin had an extraordinary last
spring for the Tigers. Besides his selec-
tion to the AII-ACC team, the Whiteville.
NC native was named second-team All-
American. "Being named ACC Player-of-
the-Year was hard to believe. I worked
hard, and everything went well."
Baldwin had some great numbers in the
score book last season. He broke three
ACC and Clemson school records for a
season with most at bats (289), most hits
(1 07), and most doubles (23). Baldwin also
registered a .370 batting average and had
16 home runs which was tied for first
among team members. The rising senior
also saw some action from the mound for
the first time. Overall, he appeared in 19
games allowing 27 hits and striking out 21
batters. He posted a 3-3 record in the
relief role and gained five saves.
With such an outstanding season it was
no wonder Baldwin was selected in the
13th round by the Milwaukee Brewers in
the recent baseball draft. But Baldwin
turned down a lucrative contract and
opted to stay another year at Clemson. "It
really wasn't that hard. I wanted a chance
to play, but the money was not there for
me to come out ahead financially in the
long run and I wanted to go ahead and
finish my education."
Baldwin also gets a great deal of sup-
port from his family and perhaps that is a
reason for his success. "My family has
always been involved in sports. My broth-
er Jerry played baseball at Appalachian
State and I followed him around when we
were younger. My family has been real
supportive of me. My father takes a lot of
vacation time in the spring so they can see
me play as much as possible."
During his first three years at Clemson,
Baldwin has been a successful player, but
has had some adversity. In 1984, his
freshman year, he had a .356 batting aver-
age as an infielder even though he had a
bad case of shin splints. "I had my shins
taped up every game and I just tried to
ignore the pain, says Baldwin.
"That summer I played in a league in
Virginia. Once, when I was at bat I hit a
double and my hand hurt so bad it felt as if
someone had slammed it with a hammer. I
had it X-rayed and nothing appeared to be
wrong, but I played two more games and
later on I found out that it was broken."
During Baldwin's sophomore campaign
his batting average dipped down to a .262
figure, which was a sad performance by
Baldwin's high standards. "I played short-
stop and had a bad year hitting and field-
ing. I got very down mentally. But it did
not keep him down long.
Last spring, Baldwin was moved to first
base and began a career as a relief
pitcher. Still, Baldwin was hampered by an
injury. This time pain in a knee was the
problem, but it was not enough to keep
him out of action. "I had a nagging pain in
my knee. We didn't know what it was at
first, but later we found out that it was just
something that needed rest. It bothered
me all season, but I love the game of
baseball and I do not want to sit out."
Vince Lombardi. former Green Bay
Packers Coach once said, "No one is ever
hurt. Hurt is in the mind." Chuck Baldwin
has lived up to this statement and is still
successful. His work ethic, athletic suc-
cess and perspective on education are the
major reasons he is the 1986 IPTAY Ath-
lete-of-the-Year.
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KODEL,THE FIBER THAT PUTS THE YES IN POLYESTER.
STEDMAN SAYS YES TO KODEL.
On any field of play, Stedman wears well on America.
Here, our fans sport raglan sleeve jersey t-shirts.
Dad's is shown over a mesh short lined with a soft jersey
All fabrics are blends of Kodel polyester and cotton.
And because they're made with Kodel, the fresh look lasts.
At fine sporting goods departments and stores.
Clemson President
MAX LENNON
Max Lennon, former vice president for
agricultural administration at Ohio State
University, became President of Clemson
University on October 14, 1985. The Uni-
versity board of trustees announced the
unanimous decision at a board meeting at
Clemson on that day.
Dr. Lennon is a native of Columbus
County, NC and earned his bachelor's de-
gree in animal science from N. C. State in
1962. He also earned a doctorate in ani-
mal science from the same institution in
1970.
He had been at Ohio State for two years
where he had aiso served as executive
dean for agriculture, home economics
and natural resources. Lennon was also
on the Ohio State Faculty Senate and was
co-chairman of the Governor's commis-
sion on agriculture.
Previously, he had served as dean of
the College of Agriculture and director of
the Agricultural Experiment Station at the
University of Missouri and as associate
dean and director of research in the Col-
lege of Agricultural Sciences at Texas
Tech University.
Lennon, who has also served as an as-
sistant professor at Texas Tech and an
associate and full professor at Texas
Tech and Missouri, spent two years with
the international agri-business firm Cen-
tral Soya of Illinois. He also has partici-
pated in many national and international
conferences concerning new technolo-
gies in agriculture.
The 45-year-old Lennon was chosen
from about 200 candidates for the presi-
dency at Clemson. "You have the un-
wavering support of the entire Board of
Trustees to carry out your duties as Presi-
dent of this university," said Louis Bat-
son, chairman of the board of trustees.
"We will stick to our role as maker of
policy and we want you to carry out our
policies without any interference from
us."
Lennon commented on his philoso-
phies and goals for Clemson in his open-
ing press conference. "I am extremely
delighted to be chosen as the leader of
this great institution. We're at an ex-
tremely important time in our lives, not
because of circumstances but because of
where we are in history. We need land-
grant institutions in a way that is almost
unique ... so we can continue to be com-
petitive in a world market.
"We at Clemson University must make
our own priorities to lead us into the 21st
century. We must begin by making our-
selves visible in the state, then we must
focus on the global perspective of the
university and what we can accomplish in
that arena."
Batson declared that the long selection
process had discovered a man who
knows what he wants. "Max Lennon is a
good planner, a deep thinker, and a man
ready for the challenge. He is restless
without being impatient."
Lennon said the early part of his admin-
istration will consist of familiarizing him-
self more closely with Clemson's pro-
grams. "It would be presumptuous of me
to come in here with a set of priorities," he
said. "In the academic community you
build on the strengths of the institution,
and my first business will be learning
about those strengths. I'll be calling for
help from the students, faculty, admin-
istrators, alumni and the rest of the Clem-
son family to make sure our priorities are
in order."
Lennon began his teaching career at
N. C. State in 1966 when he served as a
graduate assistant professor. In 1970 he
moved to Lubbock, TX, where he served
as an assistant professor of animal sci-
ence at Texas Tech University. He re-
mained at the Texas institution as an
assistant dean and associate dean in the
College of Agriculture until 1980. On the
first day of this decade he became the
chairperson in the department of animal
husbandry at the University of Missouri.
He served as Dean of the College of Agri-
culture at Missouri until 1983. when he
moved to Ohio State as vice president for
Agricultural Administration.
Lennon is married to Ruth Carter Len-
non and they have two children. Daniel




Sept. 5 WESTERN CAROLINA Sept. 2 FURMAN Sept. 7 APPALACHIAN STATE
Sept. 12 at Virginia Tech Sept. 9 at Florida State Sept. 14 at Virginia Tech
Sept. 19 GEORGIA Sept. 16 at Virginia Tech Sept. 21 OPEN DATE
Sept. 26 GEORGIA TECH Sept. 23 MARYLAND Sept. 28 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 3 OPEN DATE Sept. 30 at Duke Oct. 5 at Georgia
Oct. 10 VIRGINIA Oct. 7 VIRGINIA Oct. 12 VIRGINIA
Oct. 17 at Duke Oct. 14 GEORGIA TECH Oct. 19 at Duke
Oct. 24 N.C. STATE Oct. 21 N.C. STATE Oct. 26 N.C. STATE
Oct. 31 WAKE FOREST Oct. 28 WAKE FOREST Nov. 2 WAKE FOREST
Nov. 7 at North Carolina Nov. 4 at North Carolina Nov. 9 at North Carolina
Nov. 14 MARYLAND Nov. 11 OPEN DATE Nov. 16 MARYLAND
Nov. 21 at South Carolina Nov. 18 at South Carolina Nov. 23 at South Carolina
(7 home, 4 away) (6 home, 5 away) (6 home, 5 away)
1988 1990 1992
Sept. 3 VIRGINIA TECH Sept. 1 APPALACHIAN STATE Sept. 5 BALL STATE
Sept. 10 FURMAN Sept. 8 at Virginia Sept. 12 FLORIDA STATE
Sept. 17 FLORIDA STATE Sept. 15 at Maryland Sept. 19 VIRGINIA TECH
Sept. 24 at Georgia Tech Sept. 22 OPEN DATE Sept. 26 at Georgia Tech
Oct. 1 OPEN DATE Sept. 29 DUKE Oct. 10 at Virginia
Oct. 8 at Virginia Oct. 6 GEORGIA Oct. 17 DUKE
Oct. 15 DUKE Oct. 13 at Georgia Tech Oct. 24 at N.C. State
Oct. 22 at N.C. State Oct. 20 at N.C. State Oct. 31 at Wake Forest
Oct. 29 at Wake Forest Oct. 27 at Wake Forest Nov. 7 NORTH CAROLINA
Nov. 5 NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 3 NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 14 at Maryland
Nov. 12 at Maryland Nov. 10 VIRGINIA TECH Nov. 21 SOUTH CAROLINA
Nov. 19 SOUTH CAROLINA Nov. 17 SOUTH CAROLINA (6 home, 5 away)
(6 home, 5 away) (6 home, 5 away)
American textile products . . . the




A total sports program. That's the goal of the
Clemson University Athletic Department, and
under the leadership of Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson, Clemson is headed solidly in that
direction.
The road to the athletic director's position
has been a steady, successful progression
through athletic and administrative oppor-
tunities for Robinson. He was born in Columbia
and attended A. C. Flora High School. During
his high school career, he was a point guard for
the basketball team and a third baseman in
baseball. He also played golf competitively, and
was a scratch golfer at one time. Robinson did
not play any high school sports as a senior
because of a heat stroke suffered in the sum-
mer of 1963. He graduated from A. C. Flora in
1964 and then enrolled in Furman University.
Robinson graduated from Furman with a
B.S. degree in business and political science in
1968. He was president of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity chapter at Furman. After he
was graduated from Furman. Robinson worked
in his family's laundry and dry-cleaning busi-
ness for two years.
Robinson came to Clemson in 1970, not in
athletics, but in the housing office. After three
years, he moved across campus to serve as an
administrative assistant in the athletic depart-
ment. "I started at Clemson in the housing
office, but I came to Clemson with the intention
of working in athletics,'' said Robinson. "No
opening existed at the time, so I had to wait until
there was one."
After serving the athletic department in vari-
ous capacities, he became business manager
in 1975. Two years later he was named as-
sistant athletic director and in 1980 he became
associate AD. He held that title four years, but
his area of responsibility was primarily football
and basketball.
While serving his administrative duties,
Robinson found time to coach the Clemson golf
team between 1975 and 1983. During his time
as the head coach, Clemson won its only ACC
title in golf and three times the Tigers partici-
pated in the NCAA tournament. In 1983, his
final season as the head coach, he guided
Clemson to a number-five national finish. Clar-
ence Rose was one of three All-Americans to
play for the Tigers during his tenure and is now
a successful member of the pro tour.
Thus, it is easy to see why Bobby Robinson is
most qualified for the position of athletic direc-
tor at Clemson University — he has done it all.
He has been an administrator at all levels, he
has worked in other areas in the University, he
has been a head coach, and he has handled the
budgetary aspects needed to run a $12 million
program.
Bobby Robinson s philosophy of athletics is
very simple. "We want to be the very best — in
competition, in academics, in facilities. We have
made the commitment to provide our coaches
and athletes the tools necessary to compete on
the conference and national level."
In competition, Robinson led the Tigers to
one of their best years ever. Football and men's
basketball were involved in post-season play
and no less than 1 teams participated in NCAA
post-season competition. Seven of these
teams were ranked in the top 20 in the country.
In the Knoxville Journal's All-Sports Poll Clem-
son ranked 1 8th in women's sports and 22nd in
men's sports. Clemson's first top 25 rating in
both areas in the same year.
In academics. Clemson student-athletes had
an outstanding year. Over 90 athletes had 3.0
or better grade point ratios either semester,
with the football team having five players
named to the Academic All-Conference Team,
the most in the ACC.
In the area of facilities. Robinson continues
his philosophy. Recent renovations have in-
cluded the Strength Training Center, one of the
finest in the country; Tiger Field, home of the
Clemson Tiger baseball team; and the West
End Zone locker room complex in Memorial
Stadium. New facilities now underway include a
new activities room in Death Valley, an indoor
tennis facility, and a new permanent soccer
stadium on Riggs Field. In addition to all of this,
a continuing maintenance program for all facili-
ties and practice areas has been established.
From a university perspective, Robinson en-
visions the athletic department as being one of
49 departments on campus, equal to English,
accounting, admissions, and the others. "We
believe the athletic department is a viable,
important part of the mission of Clemson Uni-
versity," says Robinson, "as athletic competi-
tion provides a common bond for students,
faculty, staff, and friends."
Under Robinson the athletic department has
continued support of the university. Band uni-
forms and travel, the educational enhancement
fund, and the athletic-academic endowment
fund (coordinated with the Athletic Council) are
some of the areas that have been developed.
Robinson has confidence in his staff, his
coaches, his athletes, and the facilities at Clem-
son University. "We have a solid base to work
from, but if we are not moving forward, we are
losing ground. We will work within university
guidelines and expand our horizons. We want
to be as good as we can be as a vital part of the
university and the State of South Carolina
Bobby Robinson guided Clemson to a top 25 finish in both men's and women's sports last year.
1 1
DELICIOUS
Lastyear, ARA served thousands ofmeals topeople awayfrom home.
College students, hospital staffs, industrial personnel. Why, right here
in Clemson, ARA serves over 1 5,000 breakfasts, lunches and dinners to
students, parents and faculty daily.
Butyou may not know ourfull story. ARA chooses only thefreshest
and most wholesome ingredients. Bright, crisp vegetables. Ripe, firm
fruits. The choicest meats and dairy products. Ingredients that are
chopped, steamed, broiled, baked and blended into lucious menus. For
banquets or birthdays. Cocktail parties or tailgatefeasts. Inyour home
or in one ofourprivate dining rooms in the Clemson House. No matter
what your special occasion, ARA can fill the bill offare.
So the next time your calendar is marked with a red letter day . .
.
call ARA for that special service.
Welt cater to your every need.
STL , > V
Call 654-1893 or 656-2120
Clemson University:
THE SECOND CENTURY
Clemson Looks to the Future
Clemson University approaches its 100th birth-
day in 1989 with an aggressive plan to begin its
second century of service to the state, region and
country.
"Clemson University: The Second Century"
names five major areas for emphasis. Its aim is to
forge a partnership for economic progress among
the university, the state and the private sector. It
will be used as a road map to seek external support
and focus the University's research and public ser-
vice efforts.
The five areas are:
• AGRICULTURE — By applying the most so-
phisticated of tomorrow's technologies, Clemson
will be able to help the agriculture industry become
more efficient and profitable. Programs include
such areas as biotechnology, food and nutrition,
pest control, packaging, environmental science,
and water and resource management.
• EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES — Advanced
manufacturing systems and new materials — such
as the fiber-reinforced composites — are revolu-
tionizing industry. Clemson will contribute to the
next generation of manufacturing productivity and
materials through research in areas such as com-
puter communications, robotics, semiconductor
reliability and the chemical synthesis of totally new
materials.
• MARKETING/MANAGEMENT — Marketing,
particularly international marketing, is key to South
Carolina, where more than 1 5 percent of total man-
ufacturing output, and one-fourth of farm produc-
tion, is exported. Clemson will emphasize market-
ing, as well as produce a new breed of manager —
one who speaks the language of technology as
fluently as the language of commerce.
• QUALITY OF LIFE — The human and natural
resources that make life worth living — and sustain
economic growth — must be cherished, nurtured
and protected. At Clemson. programs emphasize
the humanities; public school education; profes-
sional development and continuing education;
community and regional planning; and the travel
and tourism industry.
• TEXTILES — The U. S. textile industry is the
world's most productive, and it has spent $2 billion
on modernization in the last year alone to remain
competitive. The state's textile industry will benefit
from all of the above programs in technology, man-
agement, marketing and human resources, as well
as from additional emphasis on textiles and fibers
research.
From top left shrink wrapping peaches individually to prolong shell lile is one innovative lood packaging technique
under study; getting robots to perform more complicated tasks is the obiect of Clemson s research m advanced
manufacturing technologies; marketing tesearch is vital to South Carolina, which exports more than 15 percent of
total manufacturing and 25 percent of farm production; public school educational programs help prepare the next
generation for its challenges, a |Oint proiect between the State Water Resources Commission and the Strom
Thurrr.jnd Institute is an example of cooperative efforts between Clemson. industry and the state; research on
composites and textiles at Clemson ranges from new materials for aircraft to fibers for bulletproof clothing
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Coach Danny Ford's children enjoying their Price Aquatech pool.
Coach Danny Ford wants more than just a place to swim . . .
A relaxing retreat from pressures of the day.
An ever-ready setting for formal or casual
entertaining.
A family gathering place that eliminates the
generation gap.
A health benefiting experience.
A lifetime home improvement and hedge
Since 1956. The prestige pool builder in North and South Carolina.
against inflation.
Julian H. Price, Co., Inc.




In North Carolina and Georgia, call
1-800-845-4355
In South Carolina, call 1-800-922-5110
Danny Ford
Danny Ford is America's seventh winningest active coach.
Clemson head coach Danny Ford is not
an opera buff, he's not even close. And, it
is likely that Wolfgang Mozart never saw a
college football game. But, these two gi-
ants in their fields have something in com-
mon — success at a very early stage of
their careers.
Mozart became famous for his ability to
compose symphonies by the time he was
five years old. Danny Ford was not coach-
ing college football teams at age five, he
was barely holding a football. But, a look
at past national champions indicates that
the current Clemson mentor is the young-
est coach in the history of the college
game to win the Associated Press Na-
tional Championship. It puts him ahead of
all the heavyweights of the game in the
modern era (since 1938) of college
football.
Ford took Clemson to the national title
in 1981 at the age of 33 and now is the
winningest coach in the history of the At-
lantic Coast Conference on a percentage
basis. Additionally, Ford is already sev-
enth in total wins among ACC coaches.
Not bad for someone who is still two years
away from his 40th birthday.
And, the success has come against top
competition. Ford has already gained
more wins over AP top 20 teams and top
10 teams than any other Clemson coach
in history and is the only coach in ACC
history (eight years experience) to have a
winning record against top 20 teams (top
20 when playing against Clemson).
Clemson fans are certainly happy Ford
entered the profession because he has
brought a solid program to among the
finest in the nation. Now in his eighth full
season at Clemson, his record of 58-21-2
(.728) is the seventh best winning percent-
age in college football among active
coaches.
Between 1 981 and 1 984 Clemson had a
37-6-2 ledger, the fourth best winning per-
centage in America. The class of '84 was
the third winningest in ACC history in
terms of winning percentage, and no ACC
YOUTHFUL CHAMPIONS
(Youngest Coaches to win the
AP National Championship)
Name/School Year Record Age
Danny Ford. Clemson 1981 12-0-0 33
Bud Wilkinson. Oklahoma 1950 10-1-0 34
Paul Brown, Ohio State 1942 9-1-0 35
Paul Dletzel, Louisiana State 1958 11-0-0 35
Barry Switzer. Oklahoma 1975 12-0-0 38
class in the 33-year history of the league
ever won more games in a four-year
period.
Ford has been a part of three ACC
championship teams and one National
Championship team at Clemson. In 1978
he was offensive coordinator for the 1 1-1
team that won the Gator Bowl over Ohio
State, 1 7-15. The Gadsden, AL native was
more than just the offensive coordinator in
that game however, as he had become the
head coach of the Tigers on December 1
after Charley Pell had already left to go to
Florida. The 30-year-old Ford made quite
a celebrated beginning to his head coach-
ing career with that victory over the
Woody Hayes-coached Buckeyes. The
nationally televised Clemson victory
helped put the Tigers on the national foot-
ball map and it began Clemson's climb to
among the elite of college football.
A review of Ford's football past should
help us understand why he has been so
successful as a head coach. Another in a
long line of former Bear Bryant players
that have gone on to greatness in coach-
ing, Ford played for the Bear between
1967 and 1969. He was Kenny Stabler's
sophomore tight end as a starter in 1967,
played that position in 1968 and moved to
offensive tackle in 1969. Ford started all
three years, was all-conference in 1969
and played on three teams that went to
bowl games. In 1969 he was also a mem-
ber of the All-SEC academic team, and
served as the captain of the Alabama
team.
After Pat Dye's coaxing, Ford remained
at Alabama as a graduate assistant for the
1970 and 1971 seasons. He had already
earned his B.S. degree in industrial arts
and earned his master's degree in special
education in 1971. Ford became a full-
time aide for Bryant in 1 972 and 1 973. The
Tide went to four bowl games while Ford
was an assistant coach.
Clemson's current head man then ac-
cepted a position as an assistant coach
under Jimmy Sharpe at Virginia Tech. He
remained in Blacksburg for three seasons
(1974-76) before coming to Clemson as
offensive line coach in 1977. And, just 23
games later he was named head coach of
the Tigers at the age of 30. the youngest
active Division I coach in the country.
Nearly 40 years after hiring 31 -year-old
Alabama graduate Frank Howard, Clem-
son had hired 30-year-old Alabama grad-
uate Danny Ford.
Now 38 years old, Danny Ford is run-
ning out of mountains to climb. He has
been associated with 19 college football
teams as a player or coach through the
years and 18 have had winning regular
season records and 1 2 have gone to bowl
games. Additionally, those clubs have had





the Clemson staff on
February 24, 1986, as
the quarterback







tjt ^B I Trophy winner Bo
. B I Jackson. He has also
' B I served in the offen-
sive coordinator posi-
tion at Wyoming and North Alabama, and was
both an assistant and head coach at Livingston
University. Crowe received his undergraduate
degree from Alabama-Birmingham in 1 970, and
completed his master's degree in education
from Livingston in 1973. The Fairfield, AL,
native will recruit in the Georgia, Virginia, and
Alabama areas this year.
Woody McCorvey is
in his fourth year of
coaching Clemson
players that catch the
ball. He coached tight
ends his first three
years and two sea-
sons he coached the
AII-ACC tight end. He
is in his first season
as a wide receiver
coach. He recruits in
North Carolina and
Florida. McCorvey
came to Clemson from Alabama A&M where he
was defensive coordinator for four years. The
1972 Alabama State graduate lettered four
years in football at the school before earning
his physical education degree. He then re-
ceived a master's degree in health, leisure, and
sports from the University of West Florida in
1977.
Bill D'Andrea is the
newest addition to the
Clemson coaching
staff as he returned to
Clemson on June 23,
1986, from Southern
Mississippi. Prior to
that he was an as-
sistant coach at East
Carolina, the Univer-
sity of Virginia, Mas-
sanutten Military
Academy, Catawba
College, and most re-
cently was a graduate assistant at Clemson.
D'Andrea received his bachelor's degree from
Indiana State in 1973, and completed his mas-
ter's degree in 1975. He will assist in coaching
the Clemson offensive line and will recruit for
the Tigers in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and
northern New Jersey.
Larry Van Der Hey-
den has coached
Clemson's offensive
line for the past seven
years. In addition, he
recruits in South Car-
olina, North Carolina,
and western Pennsyl-
vania. Van Der Hey-
W I den joined the Tiger
J^B^tp^^^^^h coaching staff in Jan-B I uary 1979 coming
1 B from Memphis State
™ where he was offen-
sive coordinator for three years. He also served
stints at Iowa State, Drake, Indiana State, East
Carolina, and Virginia. He earned his B.A. and
master's degree at Iowa State and lettered
three years in football and baseball. He is a




staff in June of 1985.
A native of Kansas
City, MO, Aldridge
coaches the inside
linebackers. He is re-
sponsible for recruit-
ing in South Carolina,
Florida, southern




lege, he is in his 1 6th year of coaching. Aldridge
began his collegiate coaching career at East
Tennessee State, after he moved to Wichita
State, Tulsa, and then Mississippi. Before arriv-
ing at Clemson he served as linebacker coach
at Duke for two seasons.
Tom Harper became
Clemson's assistant





State, his most recent
stint in that same
position was at Vir-
ginia Tech. He was
also Wake Forest's
head coach in 1972.
Harper graduated
from the University of Kentucky with his bach-
elor's degree in 1 955 and received his master's
degree from there in 1 958. He is responsible for
recruiting in South Carolina and New York. Six
of the Clemson players he has coached have
played pro football, including three who were
NFL starters last year (William Perry, Dan Be-
nish, and Jeff Bryant).
Chuck Reedy has
coached Clemson's
running backs for the
last eight years. He




and the New York-
Long Island areas.
The St. Augustine,
FL, native earned two
letters in football from
Appalachian State
where he was a 1971 graduate in health and
physical education. He came to Clemson from
Kentucky on July 5, 1978. Reedy is the main
reason Clemson has signed the top player in
Jacksonville five years in a row. He has
coached three backs who have gone on to the
NFL, including Kevin Mack, last year's AFC
offensive rookie-of-the-year.
Tommy West is in his
fifth season coaching
the Clemson defen-
sive and bandit ends.
He recruits for the Ti-
gers in Florida and
Georgia. Prior to
coming to Clemson,




tive earned his B.S.
degree in health edu-
cation from the University of Tennessee in 1975
after lettering three years in football and base-
ball. A fine all-around athlete, West was drafted
out of high school by baseball's Chicago Cubs.
Bill Oliver is in his first
season at Clemson
as the defensive sec-
ondary coach. He will
also recruit for the Ti-
gers in Florida, Ala-
bama, and Georgia. A
native of Livingston,





years later was hired
by the late Paul "Bear" Bryant to fill the same
position at Alabama. His most recent stint,
however, was with the Memphis Showboats of
the United States Football League where he
served as senior defensive coordinator and
secondary coach. Oliver was a member of the
1961 undefeated National Championship Ala-
bama team and he received his bachelor's de-
gree in 1962.
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The M. E. Harrison Company
First in electrical, construction and maintenance related activities.
THEM.E.hARRISON
COMPANY
First in Electrical Construction and Maintenance
A Division of Gore & Hardy Inc.
P. O. Box 5599
The Koger Center
100 Executive Center Drive. Suite 209
Greenville. South Carolina 29606
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Textile Hall is known as the perfect spot for any large gathering because of its 1 1 -acre
exhibit complex, built on a 50-acre site with free parking for over 3,500 cars.
But that's only part of the Textile Hall story. Did you know that Textile Hall's auditorium can seat 2,000
people for meetings, or 1,500 for catered dinners? Or that Textile Hall has smaller rooms for sales
meetings, banquets, seminars and receptions? Or that Textile Hall can accommodate practically any
size meeting or meal, from a barbeque for 10,000 to a wedding reception for 750 or less?
Before your next meeting or reception, get the full story on Textile Hall.
TEXTILE HALL
CORPORATION
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA, USA
Exposition Avenue; PO Box 5823; Greenville, SC 29606; (803) 233-2562 Telex 57-0397
Serving the industry and the community since 1915
Textile Hall is proud to be a donor of the Textile Bowl trophy, presented annually to the winner of the
Clemson-North Carolina State game, in honor of the textile graduates of these two fine universities
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Dr. Max Lennon, President
Dr. W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Mr. David R. Larson, Vice President for Business and Finance
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Clausen, Secretary of the Board of Trustees and Wee
President for Administration
President Emeritus Walter T. Cox, Acting Vice President for Institutional
Advancement
Mr. Manning N. Lomax, Acting Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr. Benton Box, Acting Vice Provost and Vice President for Agriculture and
Natural Resources
Mr. Frank Mauldin, Assistant Vice President for Human Resources
ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz, Vice Provost Dean of Graduate School
Dr. Jerome V Reel. Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Dr. Stephen R. Chapman, Acting Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences
Dr. James F. Barker, Dean, College of Architecture
Dr. James E. Matthews, Dean, College of Education
Herbert Brantley, Acting Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean, College of Sciences
Ryan C. Amacher. Dean. College of Commerce and Industry
J. Charles Jennett, Dean. College of Engineering
Robert A. Waller. Dean, College of Liberal Arts


























Each and every one of us can be
craftsmen. For certain values are
constant,whatever your profession.
At C&S Bank, we believe that
you begin by learning traditional
ways. You add innovative methods
when they can truly improve the
final product. And you believe con-
stantly that what you are doing
must be done better than you've
ever done it before.
The 2700 people of C&S Bank
believe that by doing this, you
create something real, and true,
and new
Old Values.NavIdeas.
©1985 The Citizens and Southern National Bank
of South Carolina
Member FDIC
1 986 ACC FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(Starting Time In Several Cases Still Uncertain) (All Times Listed Are Eastern)
SEPT
SEPT
Maryland at Pittsburgh (8:00-TV)
South Carolina at Virginia (12:15-TV)
The Citadel at North Carolina (12:15)
Duke at Northwestern (2:30)
East Carolina at N.C. State (7:00)
Appalachian at Wake Forest (7:00)
SEPT. 13 — Virginia Tech at Clemson (12:15-TV)
Furman at Georgia Tech (1:00)
Duke at Georgia (1:00)
Virginia at Navy (2:00)
North Carolina at Kansas (2:30)
Vanderbilt at Maryland (7:00)
Pittsburgh at N.C. State (7:00)
Boston Univ. at Wake Forest (7:00)
SEPT. 20 — WAKE FOREST at N.C. STATE (12:15-TV)
Maryland at West Virginia (1:00)
Clemson at Georgia (TESA)
GEORGIA TECH at VIRGINIA (7:00)
Ohio University at Duke (7:00)
North Carolina at Florida State (7:00)
SEPT 27 — CLEMSON at GEORGIA TECH (12:15-TV)
Wake Forest at Army (2:00)
VIRGINIA at DUKE (7:00)
N.C. STATE at MARYLAND (7:00)
VIRGINIA at WAKE FOREST (12:15-TV)
GEORGIA TECH at NORTH CAROLINA (12:15)
The Citadel at Clemson (1:00)
Duke at Vanderbilt (9:00)
N.C. STATE at GEORGIA TECH (12:15-TV)
NORTH CAROLINA at WAKE FOREST (1:00)





CLEMSON at VIRGINIA (7:00)
N.C. STATE at NORTH CAROLINA (12:15-TV)
DUKE at CLEMSON (1:00)
Georgia Tech at Auburn (2:30)
WAKE FOREST at MARYLAND (7:00)
OCT. 25 — MARYLAND at DUKE (12:15-TV)
Virginia at Virgnina Tech (1:00)
Tennessee at Georgia Tech (2:30-TV)
CLEMSON at N.C. STATE (7:00-TV)
North Carolina at Louisiana State (8:00)
MARYLAND at NORTH CAROLINA (12:15-TV)
South Carolina at N.C. State (12:15)
DUKE at GEORGIA TECH (1:00)
CLEMSON at WAKE FOREST (1:00)
William & Mary at Virginia (1:00)
NOV. 8 — N.C. STATE at VIRGINIA (TBA)
NORTH CAROLINA at CLEMSON (TBA)
Virginia Military at Georgia Tech (1:00)
WAKE FOREST at DUKE (1:30)
Maryland at Penn State (TBA)
VIRGINIA at NORTH CAROLINA (12:15-TV)
DUKE at N.C. STATE (12:15)
Wake Forest at South Carolina (1:30)
CLEMSON-MARYLAND at Baltimore (TBA)
GEORGIA TECH at WAKE FOREST (12:15-TV)
Western Carolina at N.C. State (12:15)
South Carolina at Clemson (1:00)
NORTH CAROLINA at DUKE (1:30)
MARYLAND at VIRGINIA (2:30-TV)
Georgia Tech at Georgia (1:00)









Join Head Coach Danny Ford and staff in an opportunity
for boys of all ages and abilities to correctly develop the
fundamental skills of Tiger football.
Camp sessions available for boys enrolled in grades 3-12.
June 14-19, 1987 Junior Camp (Grades 3-9)
June 21-24, 1987 Senior Camp (Grades 10-12)





CLEMSON TIGER FOOTBALL CAMP






Post-season activity highlighted the 1985-86
sports year at Clemson University, as 15 of the
18 athletic teams were involved in post-season
championships. Ten of Clemson's teams fin-
ished in the top 30 in the nation last year, seven
in the top 20, and four individuals finished run-
ner-up in national championships. The wom-
en's program ranked 18th in the country while
the men were 22nd, according to The Knoxville
Journal's collegiate all-sports poll.
The Tiger teams captured four Atlantic Coast
Conference titles, including an 11th ACC soc-
cer crown, the first ever men s swimming title, a
sixth men's tennis title, and fifth straight
women's tennis championship.
Taking national team honors for Clemson
was the defending NCAA Champion soccer
team, which spent most of the year ranked
number-one, but had to settle for a final na-
tional ranking of fourth after losing in the round
of 16 in its 13th NCAA tournament.
The men s and women's tennis teams
reached new heights as both clubs were among
the favorites to win their respective NCAA titles.
Chuck Kriese's Tigers spent most of the year
ranked in the top three, including a school-
record high of No. 2 in February, but claimed a
final ranking of fifth, which marked ;he eighth
consecutive season in the top 15. Coach Andy
Bob Boettner Wayne Coffman
Swimming Women's Track
Johnston's Lady Tigers reached a high of
fourth in the country on three different occa-
sions and ended up eighth in the final poll.
Clemson s swimming program established a
solid national reputation this season as the
women finished ranked seventh in the country,
best ever finish for any Clemson swim team
The men's team captured the school's first ever
ACC title and wound up 35th overall at NCAAs
Wrestling and golf maintained their strong
standing among the traditional NCAA leaders.
The wrestlers finished 19th in the NCAA dual
meet poll and they wound up 20th at NCAAs, as
Clemson had representatives at the NCAA
tournament for the sixth straight year.
Coach Larry Penley guided the golfers to a
fifth straight NCAA appearance, sixth overall,
and a finish of 21st in the championship Soph-
omore Brad Clark captured the long driving
contest at the NCAA golf tournament and also
led after the first day of the tournament as he
shot a 68 to share the lead with eventual NCAA
champ Scott Verplank of Oklahoma State and
Wake Forest's Tim Straub.
The Tiger football and basketball programs
were in the national spotlight once again, as the
gridders made a 12th post-season bowl ap-
pearance in the Independence Bowl and the
roundballers reached the quarterfinals of the
Cliff Ellis Eddie Griffin
Basketball Wrestling
Annie Tribble Linda White
Women's Basketball Volleyball
National Invitation Tournament. Coach Danny
Ford s football squad had five players selected
to the AII-ACC Academic team, the most ever,
and more than any school in the ACC.
Clemson had six ACC MVPs last year, one
less than the school record of seven. Gary
Conner became the 11th Clemson soccer
player to be so honored. Pam Hayden copped
the women's swimming MVP, while Chuck
Wade won his second straight ACC Diving
MVP. Wrestler Joey McKenna was an ACC
MVP recipient as he won his 150-pound divi-
sion and rookie Ingelise Dnehuis was the fifth
Lady Tiger tennis player to be named MVP.
Chuck Baldwin was chosen the league's base-
ball MVP. marking the third time Clemson has
had back-to-back winners since 1973.
Four coaches were chosen ACC Coach-of-
the-Year in their respective sports. For the sec-
ond straight year Bob Boettner and Andy John-
ston were accorded the honors. Boettner was
selected co-coach for the women and won it
outright in the men's division, while Johnston
collected his third league coaching award. Soc-
cer mentor I. M. Ibrahim won his third and
Chuck Kriese picked up his second ACC award
and third Southern Tennis Association Coach
of the Year honor.
Dr. I. M. Ibrahim Andy Johnston
Soccer Women's Tennis
Bill Wilhelm Wade Williams
Baseball Men s Track
23
ForA&Seasons. Whatever sport orteam you follow, make it
a point to fly Piedmont Airlines.
We have convenient flights to
over 100 cities.coast to coast.with
some ofthe lowest fares around.So
wheneverorwherever your favorite
team is playing,being there to cheer
themon is not only possible,now it's
also affordable.
What's more.we have so many
flights to places like Hilton Head,
Denver, Daytona Beach, KeyWest
and Myrtle Beach, to name just a
few, you're only a plane ticket away
from some ofthe best golf, tennis,
skiing, fishing or sailing that you
can find anywhere.
So next time yourgame plan
calls for leisure time activity, just
remember Piedmont.
You'll have more fun ifyou're




VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are re-
quested to enter Gates 1,5,9, 1 1 , or 1 3.
Persons with top deck tickets must enter
the stadium via the ramps which are lo-
cated behind the North and South stands.
Ramp entrances are adjacent to Gates 1
and 1 3 on South side and Gates 5 and 9 on
North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the
handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 13.
Gates 4, 6, and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will
be available at Gates 1,5,7,9,11,13, and
the top decks. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have a pass out check, as well as an ad-
mittance stub to be readmitted to the
stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated: South Side — Under Section J;
South Top Deck — Under Section E;
North Side — Under Section T; North Top
Deck — Under Section K. Trained nurses
are on hand during the game. Should a
doctor be needed, ask any usher, who
knows the seat locations of doctors. Am-
bulances are located at Gates 1,5,8, and
13.
TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are lo-
cated at the stadium ticket offices at Gates
1 , 5, 9, 13, and top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of
the public address system to make social
contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's rest-
rooms are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report same to Gate 1 infor-
mation booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal. A
concession price list is published on this
page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth. The
emergency number is 656-2999.
tor " • oils .
NOTE: The following items are prohibited
in Memorial Stadium — umbrellas, folding
chairs, chaise lounges, food and bev-
erage containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clem-




Mesh Caps S 8 00
Nylon Caps $10.00
Adult T-Shirts $ 8 00
Youth T-Shirts S 7.00
Adult Crew Sweatshirt $15 00
Youth Crew Sweatshirt $13 U0
Adult Hooded Sweatshirt $20 00
Youth Hooded Sweatshirt $18 00
Booster Buttons $ 1.00
Wrist Bands $ 2.00
Face Decals $ 1 .00
Pennants $ 2.00
Pom Poms $ 1.00
Cushions S 5.00
Ponchos $ 4.00
Tiger Rags $ 2 00
Stuffed Animals $ 8.00
Bumper Stickers $ 1.00







Drinks (cold) $1 .00




The Greenville Clemson Club salutes these Clemson University student-athletes who
received awards in 1986 for their accomplishments in the classroom and on the playing field.
Women's Basketball





Mr. & Mrs. C. M. "Fuz" Burdette Cheerleader
Academic Award
Mark Brown and Joe Schelble




Ratchford Family Coach s Achievement Award for
Most Improved
Bruce Murray
Lynch Most Valuable Soccer Award
Gary Conner
ACC Most Valuable Soccer Player
Gary Conner
Wrestling
Poole Most Valuable Wrestler Award
Joey McKenna




Maj. Gen. William S. Coleman Cross Country Award
Ute Jamrozy




Renwick-Flanders Most Improved Football Award
John Watson
Hamilton Award for Most Valuable Football Player
Kenny Flowers
Independence Bowl Most Valuable Offense Player
Kenny Flowers
R. F. Poole Memorial Trophy for Best Offensive
Player in the USC Game
Kenny Flowers
R. F. Poole Memorial Trophy for Best Defensive
Player in the USC Game
Perry Williams
Women's Track
Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Women's
Indoor Track Award
Kirsti Voldnes
Turner Most Valuable Women's Outdoor Track
Award
Tina Krebs
Clemson IPTAY Club Most Valuable Women's
Indoor Track
Tina Krebs




Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Tennis Award
Ingelise Driehuis




Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Swimmer
Award
Jeff Lebeau
McCollum Most Valuable Swimmer Award
Rick Aronberg
Women's Swimming
Coleman Most Valuable Women's Swimming Award
Pam Hayden




Clemson IPTAY Club Most Valuable Men's Indoor
Track Award
Victor Smalls
Jervey Most Valuable Men's Outdoor Track Award
Greg Moses
Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Men's Indoor
Track Award
Kip Farris




Ellison Most Valuable Men's Cross Country Runner
Award
Martin Flynn




Lightsey Most Valuable Player Award
John Trivison
Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Golfer Award
Mitch Ralston
Volleyball
Blackman Award for Most Improved Volleyball
Player
Wendy Anderson
Dr. Bernard Caffrey Most Valuable Volleyball Award
Denise Murphy
Men's Tennis
Sloan Most Valuable Player Award
Joe DeFoor
Clemson IPTAY Club Most Improved Tennis Award
Brian Page
Baseball
Mitchell Most Valuable Player Award
Jim McCollum
Hal Stowe Pitcher Award
George Stone
Men's Basketball
Morrow Award for Most Improved
Glenn Corbit
Bowie Award for Most Valuable
Horace Grant
Scholarship
Women's Scholarship Athletic ACC Scholastic
Award
Tina Krebs
Men's Scholarship Athlete ACC Scholastic Award
Matt Frooman
Greenville Clemson Club Scholastic Award
Jeff Adkins







Clemson University Student Manager of the Year
David McClain
Trainer
McGee-Sutton Trainer of the Year
Danny Moss
We extend our special thanks




Kick Off the season, Hyatt-style, for your next visit to
Death Valley! Make your reservations now to stay at the
HYATT REGENCY GREENVILLE for Home Game Weekends!
Treat yourself to . . .
• Beautiful Rooms and Restaurants
• Swimming Pool and Jacuzzi
• Our Tiger Territory Headquarters Rate!
Make the Hyatt Your
Headquarters Hotel! *54
•Single or Double Occup«inc> Limited to Spate Awiilahle
Does hot Appl> to Groups or Conventions
HYATT REGENCY©GREENVILLE
220 north Main Street






Don't miss the Tiger Myattfest: Friday, November 2 1st!
Coming Friday , November 21!
The 1986 WFBC Greenville Clemson Club Pep Rally
Prior to the Clemson-USC Game
Hyatt Regency — Greenville
Doors open at 7:00 p.m. with
music and dancing at 8:00 p.m.
featuring the Showmen and the East Coast Band
To get your tickets early, send a check for
57.00 per ticket to the:
Greenville Clemson Club
P. O. Box 16353
Greenville, SC 29606
Please send me _ tickets to the 1 9S(i WTBC Green-





Watch each week for exciting
features and facts about Clemson
Football— the players, the history,
and the fans. Plus, a look ahead at
next week's game. Stan Olenik hosts
this all new show.
All the highlights of each week's
game can be seen on Clemson
Football '86. Don't miss any of the
action plus Danny Ford's insight
and the players' views of the game.
WSPA-TV 7 FRI 11:45 pm
WOLO-TV 25 FRI 12:00 am
WPDE-TV 15 FRI 12:00 am
W67BE-TV FRI 7:30 pm
WSPA-TV 7 SAT 11:30 pm
WOLO-TV 25 SUN Noon
WPDE-TV 15 SUN Noon
WRDW-TV 12 SUN 9:30 am
WCSC-TV 5 SUN TBA




"IT WORKS FOR CLEMSON"
"IPTAY. It Works For Clemson."
The theme of IPTAY s 53rd campaign is aptly
put. Since 1934. success in serving Clemson
has been the key in making IPTAY one of the
nation s premier athletic scholarship fund-rais-
ing organizations.
Founded by Dr. Rupert Fike and other friends
of Clemson. IPTAY was created in Atlanta,
Georgia as a secret organization to support
athletic programs. From the early days when
memberships were often paid up in eggs and
fresh vegetables. IPTAY (l-Pay-Thirty-A-Year)
has annually been one of the top organizations
of its kind in the country. Today, over 20.000
active members support IPTAY annually
IPTAY's first and foremost goal is to annually
insure the financing of a quality education for
nearly 400 student-athletes, trainers, and man-
agers. Countless numbers of success stories
begin with the receipt of an IPTAY scholarship,
and through the generous support of IPTAY
members. Clemson University has been able to
award the maximum number of scholarships
allowed by the NCAA in Clemson's 18 men's
and women's varsity sports. For the over 3.000
students who have been awarded IPTAY schol-
arships, and for those who are still to come,
without a doubt IPTAY works for them.
Because of IPTAY s commitment to excel-
lence both in the classroom and on the playing
field, the ability to expand programs has en-
abled IPTAY to directly benefit the entire univer-
sity family. In the fall of 1 984. the IPTAY Athletic
Academic Endowment Scholarship Fund was
created to award financial support to students
whose performance in the classroom war-
ranted distinction.
The concept that supports the endowment is
based on money donated by matching gift com-
panies, as well as monies generated by televi-
sion appearances and scholarship awards in
such contests. What results from this endow-
ment is one of the largest unrestricted schol-
arships in the history of Clemson. Perhaps the
most exciting feature of the fund is its potential.
As the years go on. the growth of the program
will only be equalled by IPTAY's desire to work
for Clemson.
Other contributions made possible to Clem-
son University through IPTAY include several
capital improvement projects which have
helped to give the university the best facilities in
the nation.
Some of the current projects that are spon-
sored by IPTAY include an indoor tennis facility,
as well as permanent soccer stadium. The in-
door facility features four indoor courts, as well
as permanent seating, and will be available for
faculty, students, and staff when not in use by
the varsity tennis teams. The soccer stadium
will provide a home for the 1984 National
Champions, who will once again be defending
their ACC championship. Improved lighting as
well as 6.000 permanent seats and a new
scoreboard will give the Tiger Soccer program
the facility it deserves.
Other improvements that IPTAY has estab-
lished for the university as a whole include a
$1 50.000 enhancement grant for education to
be used as the university desires, improved
lighting for Riggs Field, and the development of
East Bank Recreation Area for student usage.
The Tiger Band will be sporting brand new
uniforms as it takes the field this fall. The uni-
forms, as well as all expenses for band travel,
are sponsored by IPTAY. This commitment, of
well over $200,000. allows the Tiger Band to
strut its stuff in style, both home and away.
Although the success of IPTAY s programs
and the financial management of its Board of
Directors have enabled IPTAY to assist in other
concerns of the university, the primary concern
of IPTAY is in educating young people and in
servicing the needs of its membership.
I PTAY sponsors one of the most progressive
tutorial programs in the country, and at any
time, any athlete is able to supplement his edu-
cation through the use of tutors, or the im-
pressive study hall program. A highly-trained
academic advising staff helps the student-ath-
letes to prepare for a future, and to shape their
tomorrows by studying today. Through these
efforts, almost a fourth of Clemson's student-
athletes were on the honor roll in the spring
semester of 1986.
Working for IPTAY members is one of the
major goals of the IPTAY Board and the internal
staff Each IPTAY member receives personal
service to their account, and is constantly kept
abreast of the programs of Clemson through
the IPTAY office. Every member receives thirty-
five issues of the Orange and White each year.
As the official publication of IPTAY, the Orange
and White is exclusively distributed to IPTAY
members, and features indepth coverage of
Clemson athletics
IPTAY is a part of Clemson in many ways.
Through its various programs and contribu-
tions, the 20.000 members of IPTAY spread
their support of Clemson throughout the entire
university family. There is no doubt that this
year s theme echoes loudly through the red
hills of upstate South Carolina, because IPTAY
truly works for Clemson.
Emergency Services
The Clemson University Athletic De-
partment provides the following for your
safety and emergency medical needs:
1 . Advanced cardiac life-support sta-
tions in four locations. (North
stands, Upper North deck, South
stands, Upper South deck.) These
units are staffed with skill-care
nurses, physicians, cardiologists,
internists, paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and para-
medics are strategically located
throughout the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equip-
ment are available in North stand
and South Stand areas and have
prearranged routes for evacuation
to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel
and facilities.
WHAT TO DO IF
EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the orga-
nized stadium EMS personnel room to
work. Well-intentioned attempts to help by
untrained persons interfere with the effi-
ciency of the EMS system. If you have
basic or advanced training in specific life-
support methods, make your qualifica-
tions known and offer your help. Un-
trained personnel can be frequently more
harmful than helpful.
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR FANS
If you have a pre-existing medical or
health problem, please check with your
personal physician and obtain his advice
before attending games. Many emergen-
cies occurring at the stadium do so be-
cause of prior existing conditions. Use
common sense in dressing, eating, drink-
ing and physical exertion. Be certain that
you have identification on you as to the
diagnosis and what medications you are
currently taking.
Be aware of warning signs of heart at-
tacks: chest pain, chest tightness, short-
ness of breath, sweating, palpitations,
fainting, nausea and vomiting.
Recognize that our most common se-
rious medical problem at football games
are heart attacks and allergic reactions to
insect stings. Be aware that insect stings
will continue to always be very frequent at
outdoor sporting events and should al-
ways be treated with immediate ice until
advice can be obtained. If you have ever
had a reaction to bee or other insect sting,
check with your personal physician as to
whether you should carry a kit.
The stadium emergency phone number
is (803) 656-2999.
DIVERSIFIED LIFE SAFETY FIRE PROTECTION








2056-E West Park Place
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30087
(404) 469-9564
Selasco Sprinkler Company
910 East Airport Road
Destin, Florida 32542
(904) 837-6513






Tiat s the kind of sen-
ice most people expect from us.
But that's not all we do.
Our Summer Foundation
provides assistance for organi-
zations which aid people in
need. Programs like the Baptist
Medical Center Foundation
and the Foundation for the
Multihandicapped, Blind and
DeafofSouth Carolina, whose
helping hands reach a lot of
people.
Ifyou know ofan organi-
zation that could use our help,
drop us a line.




The Summer foundation (095;
P.O. Box 764
Columbia. S.C. 29218
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Randy Anderson led Clemson in completions in 1985. y ^
Ty Granger
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Eric Nix First Friday Parade, 1985
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SUPPORT YOUR TIGERS with Clemson Brass
ALL ITEMS ARE SOLID POLISHED BRASS
Solid Brass Tiger, authentic replica, excellent detail
over 2 lbs.. 4" high, 9" long $14.95 UPS Prepaid
Brass Tiger Paw Paper Weight
raised pads, over 7 oz., 2lM" diameter . . $ 7.95 UPS Prepaid
Brass Tiger Paw Medallions, raised pads, both sides
Medallion with key ring .... $3.95 ea. or 3/S10.75 UPS Prepaid
Medallion with hole for ornament $3.75 ea. or 3/S10.00 UPS Prepaid
Ideal for Christmas Tree Ornament +
offii iallv licensed
by Clemson ( niversiiv
SC RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX — IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FROM STOCK
Shipped Via UPS - Give Complete Address - UPS will not deliver to a Post Office Box
CLEMSON MASCOTS, P.O. Box 711, Dept. FP, Anderson, SC 29622
— DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME —
GROWINGJOBS FOR
RURAL AMERICA
Growing jobs in South Caro-
lina is like growing
anything else.
It takes a lot of work,
preparing, nurturing, har-
vesting your resources with
skill and commitment.
That s what The Electric
Co-ops of South Carolina have
done for the past 50 years. By
delivering affordable, depend-
able power to rural areas, they made
possible the industrialization of more
than half of our state.
Since then, they've been
working with local govern-
ments for economic
growth, actively recruiting
business and industry, and
helping provide the exper-
tise to keep South Carolina
competitive and growing.
All to make rural South
Carolina, and all of South
Carolina, the cream
of the crop.
THE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES OF SOUTH CAROLINA
P.O. Box 2145 • Cavce-West Columbia, S.C. 29171 -(805)796-6060
36
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It's great to see our Tigers on the prowl ... and when
you're "prowling" for the best in carpeting, ask your
dealer for Olympic! For your free copy of "Consumer's
Guide to Carpet Selection", write to:
OLYMPICar*






Vance Hammond Eric Harmon




Front Row (L-R): Barney Farrer, Tim Kelly, Jody Flowers, Richard Kent and John Duncan.










"We are proud to wear grange!"
40
young
P. 0. Box 18268
Asheville, NC 28814




Don Jones and Tommy Norns











































































J Henry Sitton, Jr














Our most sincere appreciation goes to each of these dealers
who have donated cars to the Athletic Department for
use in travel by members of the staff
• 11
Cliff Ellis' Tiger BasketballCamp
at Clemson University
Individual camp for boys and girls
Team camp for boys
Program Includes:
* Outstanding camp staff featuring high school and college coaches plus college and professional players.
* Full court league games - one played twice daily with each camper guaranteed ample playing time.
* Daily Free Throw and Hot Shot competition
* ACC highlight film each day
* Everyone receives a camp T-shirt and participation award.
Tree Rollins Larry Nance fg Vincent Hamilton
. just three of the professional players who have lectured at camp.





















DIAL 1-800-922-4524 then 945451
Out of S. C.
DIAL 1-800-845-8879 then 945451




Get ready for another exciting season of ACC FOOTBALL
This fall millions of loyal fans will tune in to heart-pounding gridiron action
as Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions presents another full schedule of ACC Football.
We're part of the Jefferson -Pilot family of companies And whether it's protecting
families with life insurance or entertaining them on radio and television, our commitment
to quality in business and in life, remains the same
So, as the passion and the pageantry of one of America's most exciting sports
spectacles unfolds across some of the country's most beautiful campuses, all of us at Jeffer-
son-Pilot Teleproductions wish each ACC member the very best of luck And we invite
everyone to enjoy the action with us
ACC football and Jefferson -Pilot Teleproductions The tradition continues
Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Jefferson-Pilot Corporation
National sales and syndication by Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions
44
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
• Carpet sales & installation
• Binding & fringing area rugs





2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. 0. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
ee 5
custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs of dlsctinctionfor the Southeast.
Kings Rd.








Lawrence Starkey Eddie N. Dalton
IPTAY President IPTAY Secretary-Treasurer
Director, At Large Director, District VII
IPTAY PAST PRESIDENTS
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Chariie W. Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director George G. Poole, Jr., Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director




W. H. Taylor, Director
Dr. J. H. Timmerman, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BOBBY ROBINSON
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — ALLISON DALTON
HONORARY DIRECTOR — FRANK HOWARD
— denotes Representative
Emeritus
i- denotes County Chairman
Emeritus







P. O. Box 589
Clemson, SC 29633
Abbeville County
Dr. William H Baxley, III
(cc) Chairman
Mr, V Wendell Boggs
Mr. Charles B. Murphy— Mr Philip H. Rosenberg
Mr. Don Southard, Jr.
' Mr. M. Earle Williamson
Anderson County
Dr. P. S. Mowlajko (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Melvin E. Barnerte
Mr. Victor G Chapman
Mr. B. K Chreitzberg
Mr. R. Carol Cook
• Mr. Joe B. Davenport
Mr. George H. Ducworth
' Mr. J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. James P Hentz
Mr. Robert Lee Hill
• Dr. William P. Kay. Jr
Mr. C. Patrick Killen
Mr. S. T. King
Mr James F. Little
Mr Harry Major
Mr Randall W McClain
Mr. P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Mr Rick Sellers
Mr. Robert G. Sharpe
Mr. Tony Smith
Greenwood County
' Mr Robert L. McCord (cc)
Chairman
Dr F E Abell, Jr.
Mr Nick P Anagnost
Mr. Joe M Anderson
Mr Lewis Bagwell
Mr. Wayne Bell
Mr John L Bracknell
Mr. William E. Burnett
Mr William D. Coleman
Mr Johnson Craig
Mr W K. Fooshe
Mr James S. Hull
Mr Nevit Y. Johnson
Mr. Melvin Pace
Mr. Wayne B. Richey
Mr W. M. Self
Mr Richard Suggs
McCormick County
" Mr. T. C. Faulkner, Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Oconee County
Mr Joel Harris (cc)
Chairman
— Mr. J. H. Abrams
Mr. Ronald Paul Barnerte
Mr James P. Burns
Mr. Sammy Dickson
Mr. J. H McJunkin
Mr Frank J. McGee
Mr Horace McGee
Mr William E Mays
Mr Sam Thrift
Mr. W. Harold Wood
Pickens County
' Mr. Charles E. Dalton (cc)
Chairman
Mr Frank Anderson
Mr. William J. Barnett
• Mr. Francis Bosdell
' Mr. Jerry R. Byrd
Mr Benjamin C Dysart, III— Dr. R C Edwards
Mr Gaston Gage, Jr.
• Mr. Roddey E. Gertys, III
• Mr. Robert M Guerreri
• Mr. Bob Harmon
Mr. W C. Harper— Mr. Frank J. Howard
Mr. Floyd M Hunt
Mr. Edwin L Kilby. Jr
Mr Tom C Lynch, Jr.
Mr James V. Patterson
— Mr. R. R. Ritchie
Mr. Max Monroe
• Mr. Gil Rushton
Mr. William C. Singleton
• Mr G Neil Smith
Mr Erston G. Sparks
Mr. John E. Sparks
Mr. Joseph J. Turner, Jr.— Mr. K. N. Vickery
' Mr. Joseph A. West
Mr Eugene P Willimon





15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, SC 29607
Cherokee County
Mr. John M. Hamrick, Jr.
(cc) Chairman
Dr. W Ronald Barrett
— Mr R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Mr. Gary E Clary
Mr. Wylie Hamrick
Mr. E. Raymond Parker
Mr. Jim Sanders
Greenville County




Mr. Walter Glenn Brackin,
Jr.
Mr. Joseph Bailey Bright
' Mr. Miles E. Bruce
Mr Charles A Bryan, Jr.
Mr Phillip H. Burnett
— Mr. Charles W Bussey, Jr.
Mr Alex Coleman
• Mr Larry B Copeland
Mr. J. Bennette Cornwell,
III
Mr J. Mike Crawford
• Mr Walter B Crawford
• Mr Gordon S. Davis
Mr. William Lem Dillard
• Mr I. L. Donkle, Jr.
Mr. Jim Douglas
Mr Charles Elderidge
*— Mr. Henry Elrod
Mr Clark Gaston, Jr.
— Mr Joe D. Gibson
• Mr. Joel W Gray. Ill
• Mr Richard H Ivester
Mr Willis A King, Jr.
Mr Terry A. Kingsmore
Mr. Jim League
Mr. Floyd S Long
" Mr. Terry L. Long
Mr. W. M. Manning, Jr
Mr. Seabrook Marchant
Mr James T McCarter
• Mr Ronald J McCoy
Mr James D. Miller
Mr. J. G. Miller, Jr.
" Mr. William J Neely, Jr.
Mr Thomas K. Norris
' Mr William H Orders— Mr. John F. Palmer— Mr. I. N. Patterson, Jr.
Mr. George Millon Plyler
• Mr. C. Evans Putman
Mr Bobby Ramsey
Mr C. F. Rhem, Jr.
Mr James Rochester
' Mr. Earl E Sammons, Jr.
Mr. Robert G. Sharpe
• Mr John G Slattery
' Mr Joe D. Swann
Mr. E Richard Taylor, Jr.
Mr. Stanley T. Thornton
Mr James E. Vissage, Jr.— Mr. S. Gray Walsh
• Mr. Robert B Whorton
— Mr. David H. Wilkins
Mr. Charles P. Willimon
Laurens County
' Mr Thomas E. Davenport
(cc) Chairman
+ Mr. J. R. Adair
Dr. W. Fred Chapman
' Mr. James A Coleman
— Mr. Henry M. Faris, Sr.
Mr. William J. Hendrix
— Mr. W B. Owens
Mr Carl R Rogers
" Mr. Michael E Simmons
Mr James C Welborn, Jr.
Dr. N. C. Wessinger
Spartanburg County
• Mr. Wesley A. Stoddard
(cc) Chairman
Mr. T, R Adams, Jr
Mr Andy N Beiers
Mr. John L Brady, Sr.
Mr. A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Mr. William M. Cooper
Mr. John B Cornwell, Jr.
Mr Jack Cribb
Mr. John Easterling, Jr.
Mr. W. Gerald Emory
' Judge Bruce Foster
Mr. Harry H. Gibson
Mr. Wilbur K. Hammett
* Mr. E. Guy Hendrix
* Mr. Bill Hendrix, Jr
Mr. Grover C Henry
Mr. W. A Hudson
Mr. A. P. Kerchmar
Mr. Ralph F. King, Jr.
Mr. Henry M Lee
* Mr. Arthur W. O Shields
Mr. Doug Pridgeon
Mr Marvin C. Robinson
Mr R. L Stoddard
Mr Ted Wilson
Union County
Mr H Russel Caston (cc)
Chairman
Mr John P Brown
Mr. Cecil Wayne Comer
* Mr H. S. Harris, Jr.
Mr. B. E. Kirby
* Mr. Thomas E. Mack
Mr. Edward L B. Osborne





330 Fairway Rd. SW
Aiken, SC 29801
Aiken County
Mr. John G. Molony (cc)
Chairman
Mr. William R. Alexander
Mr. Richard L Boyleston
Mr, Johnny L. Cagle— Mr. Alan J. Coleman
Mr. M. G. Coleman
Mr Robert M. Cook
Mr. Thomas H. Coward
Mr. Thomas Eiserhardt
Mr. Frank T. Gibbs
Mr. Elbert Hines Hamilton
Mr Eugene H. Kneece, Jr
Mr Gerald W. Metts
Mr. Brad Pressley
Mr. Mark Steed
Mr Alan M Tewkesbury.
Ill
Dr Charlie W. Timmerman
Mr. F. A. Townsend, Jr.
— Mr. James L. Walpole
Mr. Carrol H Warner
Mr. H. 0. Weeks, Sr.
Edgefield County
" Mr. Lewis F. Holmes, III
(cc) Chairman
Mr. Greg W. Anderson
• Mr. E. O. Dukes, Jr.
Mr J. W. Gilliam, Jr.— Mr. Lewis F. Holmes
Mr. Watson Rhodes
Mr. Thomas H. Ryan
Lexington County
• Mr. Robert M. Taylor (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Billy Amick
Mr. Alvin N. Berry
Mr. Jerry Brannon
• Mr. R. Hugh Caldwell
Mr, Fred H. Carter, Jr.
'+ Mr. D. H. Caughman
Mr. James Tracy Childers
Mr. Ernest Jamerson
Corley, Jr.
Mr. H. Ralph Corley, Sr.
• Mr. John Melton Gault. Ill
Mr. Robert T. Haselden,
Jr.— Mr. T. A Henry
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Mr Henry M. Herlong, Jr
' Mr. Warren Craig Jumper
Mr V F Lmder, Jr.
Mr John W. McLure
Mr. J. W. Riser
Mr, Thomas R. Robbins
Mr J. Tom Shell
• Mr. Charles M. Stuck
Mr Woodrow H. Taylor
" Mr C Paul Wessinger
Mr. Lee H. Whitt, Jr.
Newberry County
• Mr. Earle J. Bedenbaugh
(cc) Chairman
Mr. Thomas M Abrams
Mr. Walter B Cousins
' Mr. Louie C. Derrick
" Mr L. Glenn Fellers
Mr. Melvin L. Longshore
• Mr. C. H. Ragsdale, III
• Mr. Terry C. Shaver
Mr Joe H Simpson, Jr.— Mr. Clifford T. Smith
Mr C. Gurnie Stuck
Mr. David Waldrop. Jr.
Richland County
• Mr. Don E Golightly (cc)
Chairman
Mr George I Alley
Mr Jack W. Brunson
•—Mr. Philip C. Chappell, Jr
Mr Albert G. Courie
" Judge Michel R. Davis
Mr. James W. Engram
Mr, Lawrence M.
Gressette, Jr.
• Mr William E. Hair
Mr Harry J Johnson
• Mr. Terryl Klosterman
Mr. William T. McDaniel
• Mr. James P. McKeown
Mr S. C McMeekin, Jr.
' Mr. Crawford E. Sanders.
Ill
• COL A Lee Sheider, Jr.
Mr B. Marion Smith
• Mrs Davis O Smith
' Dr. John H. Timmerman
Mr. E. Ralph Wessinger,
Sr.
Saluda County
Mr Bernard L Black (cc)
Chairman
• Mr Alfred B Coleman
Mr James A. Derrick
Mr Benjamin H Herlong
' Mr. James Robert
Herlong, Jr.
Mr. Mark S. Patterson
Mr. John H. Wheeler




S. Lynn Campbell, Director
Box 11326
Rock Hill, SC 29730
Chester County
• Mr, Edward C Abell (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Richard A. Coleman
Mr. Robert A Darby
' Mr Steven Epps
• Mr. George R Fleming
Dr. Carl H. Jones, III
' Mr. W. E. Lindsay
• Mr. John M. Little, III
Mr. Donald B Murray
Chesterfield County
' Mr. James C. Stone (cc)
Chairman
Mr. John R Thomas
Mr. Dan L. Tillman, Jr.
Mr. Patrick K. White
Mr. Ray L Wilson. Jr.
Darlington County
Dr William P. Kennedy (cc)
Chairman
Dr Hubert C Baker
Dr. T. James Bell
• Mr. J. W. Carter
Mr. Marion D. Hawkins
Mr George A Hutto, Jr.
Mr. Warren Jeffords
Dr G. J. Lawhon, Jr
• Mr William B McCown, III
Mr. Harry M McDonald
Dr M. B. Nickles. Jr.
• Mr. Bill Reaves
• Mr. John Walker
Fairfield County
' Mr Harold R. Jones (cc)
Chairman
" Mr. Louis M Boulware
' Mr. J. K. Coleman
Mr. Earnest C. Hughes
• Mr Forest E. Hughes, Jr
Mr William L. Wylie
Kershaw County
Mr. Tommie W. James, Jr.
(cc) Chairman
Alan C Alexander
Dr Kenneth W. Carson
Mr. G. P. Lachicotte
Mr, T. F. McNamjra, Jr.
"+ Mr. J. F. Watson
Lancaster County
Mr. Joe H. Lynn (cc)
Chairman
Mr James A. Adams
Mr. W. P Clyburn
Mr. Marion 6. Lever, Jr.
Mr. Garrett J Mobley
Mr James A Mobley, Jr,




Mr. C. Green DesChamps,
II (cc) Chairman
Mr. W. G. DesChamps
Marlboro County
Mr. Mark S. Avent (cc)
Chairman
+ Mr. C. E. Calhoun
Mr. William E. Gore, Jr.
Mr. Ray C. Smith
York County
• Mr William R. Adkins (cc)
Chairman
Mr. David E. Angel
" Mr. S. Lynn Campbell
Mr. 0. T. Culp
" Mr. F. Buist Eaves, Jr.
• Mr. Fred W. Faircloth, III
•—Mr. Harper S. Gault
Mr. E. M. George
• Mr. Jeffery T. Haire
Mr. James W. Hancock.
Jr.
Mr. Will'am F. Harper
Mr. Alford Haselden
Mr, Lewis W. Hicks
— Mr. W. T. Jenkins
Mr. James H. Owen, Jr.
• Mr. J. C. Rhea, Jr.
• Mr. Ben R. Smith, Jr.
• Mr G G. Thomas, Sr.
Dr Roger Troutman




Edgar C. McGee, Director
P. 5 Box 383
Orangeburg, SC 29115
Allendale County
Mr. Frank M. Young (cc)
Chairman
Bamberg County
Mr. Fred Schrimpf (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Rhett Davis. Jr.
'+ Mr. R Herman Rice
Barnwell County
Mr. Howard G. Dickinson
(cc) Chairman
* Mr. H. M. Anderson
Mr Grover C. Kennedy, Jr.
Mr Calhoun Lemon
Mr. Jimmy L. Tarrance
Beaufort County
• Mr. J. Harry Tarrance (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Henry C Chambers
Mr. Doug Corkern
Mr. James S. Gibson. Jr




" Mr. W Henry Thornley (cc)
Chairman
Mr. J. Donald Austin
Mr. Bill Blanton
Dr. Thomas Dantzler
• Mr David Jettcoat
• Mr. Nolan L Pontiff, Jr
Mr. Thomas P. Ryan
Calhoun County
• Mr William H Bull (cc)
Chairman
• Mr Gerald Bozard
Mr Tatum Gressette. Jr
Charleston County
" Mr Van Noy Thornhill (cc)
Chairman
• Mr. John W. Adams, III
Mr J Donald Austell— Mr Archie E Baker
Mr. Georgia Bullwindel, Jr.
• Mr H. L.Dukes. Jr
Mr. M Dreher Gaskin
' Ms Beverly Hafers
" Mr. Al Hitchcock
Dr. John P. Howard
• Mr William C. Kennerty
Mr. Robert C. Lenhardt
" Mr Thomas E. Lynn
Mr David M Murray. Jr.
Mr Carl S Pulkinen
' Mr. Paul Quattlebaum. Jr.— Mr. A B Schirmer, Jr.
• Dr. J. R. Stout
Colleton County
Mr. J. Ryan White, III (cc)
Chairman
• Mr. Jack W. Carter, Sr.— Mr W R Carter
Mr Horace D Kinsey— Mr. B. George Prince
" Mr. J Ryan White, Jr.
Dorchester County
' Mr. Dexter Rickenbaker
(cc) Chairman
Mr. James H Abrams
Mr. Thomas W Bailey
Mr. Bo Blanton
Mr H D. Byrd
Mr Gene W Dukes
Mr Will Grant
Mr Clifford M Henley
Mr Stephen Hutchinson
— Mr. E. T. Salisbury
Hampton County
• Mr. William F Speights
(cc) Chairman
ur. juny r, orews, Jr.
Mr. David B, Gohagan
Mr. Winston A. Lawton
Jasper County
Mr. Frederick A. Nimmer
(cc) Chairman
Mr. Dale Ferguson. Ill
Orangeburg County
• Mr. William B. Bookhart,
Jr. (cc) Chairman
Dr Julius C Babb
Mr. Bethel C Durant
Mr. Larry Dyar
• Mr F Reeves Gressette,
Jr.
• Mr. W. C Higginbotham,
Jr.
Mr. Edgar C. McGee
Mr Fletcher M. Riley, Jr.
Mr. J. M. Russell, Jr.
Mr Jack G. Vallentine. Ill
Mr. James C. Williams. Jr












Mr Theodore B. Gardner
(cc) Chairman
Mr. Julius R Eadon. Ill
Mr G H Furse, Jr
Mr Steve Gamble
Mr. H B Rickenbaker
Mr. Horace F Swilley
Dillon County
• Mr Billy Daniel (cc)
Chairman
Mr. John Alford
• Mr Charles F Carmichael
Mr L B. Hardaway, Jr.
Mr. W G Lynn
Mr. Joseph L Powell
Mr Billy G Rogers
Mr Gordon Rogers
Mr John C Rogers
Mr Neal Rogers
Florence County
Mr Clyde S, Bryce (cc)
Chairman
• Mr Thomas D Birchmore
Mr. Rufus M Brown
Mr. Marvin Cockfield
• Dr. William L Coleman
'—Mr Frank A Douglass. Jr
'—Mr L. B Finklea, Jr.
Mr. Harold B Haynes
• Mr Ernest L. Jones
• Mr. L Chappell Jones
" Mr. James W. King
Mr. Julian Price
Mr John F Poole
Mr. Wilbur O Powers
Mr Tom Robertson
— Mr John G Rose
Mr. Pat Wiggins
Mr. Allen P, Wood
— Mr Edward L. Young
Georgetown County
Mr. Glenn A. Cox (cc)
Chairman
Mr Joe Thomas Branyon,
Jr.— Mr. Samuel M Harper
— Mr H E. Hemingway, Jr— Mr. A. H. Lachicotte, Jr
Mr Robert T Mayer, Jr.
Mr. Philip H, Prince
Mr. Willie C. Shelley
Mr. Ernie Wright
Horry County
• Mr R G Horton (cc)
Chairman
Mr James W Barnette. Jr
Mr. F. L, Bradham
• Mr. J Q Gerrald
Mr Buddy Gore
Mr. Pat Gore
Mr. Harvey Graham, Jr.
' Mr. John H. Holcombe, Jr.
• Mr, S, F, Horton
• Mr. Thurmon W McLamb
Mr. Richard W Sarvis
• Mr. R. L. Wilder, Jr.
• Mr. R. S Winfield
Marion County
Mr. T. C. Atkinson. Ill (cc)
Chairman
•—Mr. T C. Atkinson. Jr
• Mr. John H Holt— Mr. Robert G. Mace
Mr Duncan C. Mclntyre— Mr. George G. Poole, Jr
Sumter County
Dr. Wyman L, Morris (cc)
Chairman
Dr John J Britton, Jr
• E M DuBose
Mr. Heyward L Fort
Mr. W T. Fort. Jr.
Mr Robert Galiano, Jr.
Mr James F. Kinney
Williamsburg County
• Dr W C Cottingham (cc)
Chairman
Mr. W H. Cox
Mr Fred P. Guerry. Jr.
Mr, James M. Kennedy
• Mr Thomas O. Morris, Jr








Mr. W. W Allen
• Miss Edith Batson
Mr Eddie N Dalton
Mr Robert L Dunnigan
Col J L Edmonds
Mr Gregory S. Parish
• Mr Richard J Fisher
Mr Danny Floyd
Mr. James B Foster
Mr John L Garavaglia. Ill
Mr Thomas W Glenn. Ill
Dr Joe B Godfrey
Dr Jay D Hair
Mr H L Hoover
Mr Dave Jenkin
Mr W D Kirkpatrick
Mr Charles G Lucius. Ill
Mr, Robert E. McClure
Mr E. T Mclllwain
Mr John Mclnnis. Ill
Mr Edgar L Miller, Jr
Mr Tom R Morris. Jr
Mr W D Moss, Jr
Mr Thomas G Roche. Jr.
Dr C R Sweanngen
Mr Don Tomberlin
Dr T G Westmoreland
Mr D V Whelchel
Mr William T Worth





P. O Box 3577
Dalton. GA 30721
Georgia
Mr Barnett A. Allgood. Ill
Mr. Rudy Bell
Mr. Robert S Bonds
Mr Robert H Brooks
" Mr Andrew P Calhoun
Mr David Tilman Clme
Mr. John A Dickerson
Mr Douglas C Edwards
Mr William C Efird, Jr.
Mr. Howard E Hord
Mr. Carroll F, Hutto
Mr. Robert A. King
Mr. William C. Lawson
Mr John L. Murray, Jr.
Mr Thomas E Peterson
Mr. Edwin S. Presnell
Mr Mickey E Reeves
Mr John L Scoggins
Mr W B. Shedd
• Mr. Lawrence V. Starkey.
Jr.
Mr. John Tice





P O Box 67




Mr Emerson E. Andrishok
Mr. Carl F Bessent
Mr Victor G Chapman.
Sr
Mr Daniel R Clemson
Mr David Copeland
Mr. Robert P. Corker




Mr. Mark G. Fellers
Mr. James C Furman
Mr. Walter L Garvin
Mr Thomas E Grimes, III
Mr Gray Hipp, Jr
Mr Ben Hornsby
Mr Alvm J Hurt. Jr




Mr J V Roberts
Mr Ben K Sharp
• Mr Harry W Smith
Mr Joseph W Turner. Jr
Ms Millie D Williams
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proud to be a part ofthe winning
team at Clemson.
Environmental Landscaping has installed Toro
Automatic Irrigation Systems and provided our
professional turf services for all areas of Clemson
University Athletics.
"Excellence in Athletic Turf
Toro.. ..your source for automatic irrigation and sprinkler systems. IrrtgatKXi Division^
Serving Alumni and Friends of
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
The Clemson Alumni Association is a non-profit educational service association
organized to promote the general welfare of Clemson University through such
activities as:
Clemson World magazine
^ Clemson Club program
^ Young Alumni Associates program
^ Career Services program
^ Educational Travel programs
^ Student programs
^ Constituency Groups such as Alumni Band, Clemson Physicians, Clemson
Attorneys, Clemson Dentists, Black Alumni, etc.
^ Alumni Headquarters during away football games
^ Reunions and many more
For more information, contact the Alumni Association (803) 656-2345
THE ALUMNI CENTER IS OPEN EVERY SATURDAY MORNING PRIOR TO
HOME FOOTBALL GAMES. COME VISIT US!
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THE EAMES LOUNGE CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
Allow 8 wks. Delivery
Model #ES67071
Inquiry and Orders - 255-3984
Ease into the elegance, affluence and
comfort of the exquisite Eames Lounge Chair
and Ottoman.
Experience for yourself the finest leathers and
luxurious cushioning of superior Foam and
Dacron " , encased in the highest quality
rosewood veneer.
With your own discriminating taste, discover
why the Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman is
included in the permanent collection of the
New York Museum of Modern Art and
acclaimed as one of the most significant
chair designs of the 20th century.
Created by the renowned Charles Eames. the
Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman is truly an
international symbol of seating comfort and
aesthetic excellence.
631 S. Main St. Greenville, S C.
Last spring over 70 athletes in vari-
ous sports earned a 3.0 GPA or bet-
ter and every sport at Clemson boasted a
cumulative GPA of at least 2.0. The aver-
age grade was near 2.4 for the year and 73
student-athletes qualified for the Atlantic
Coast Conference's Academic Honor
Roll.
Additionally, Clemson had five student-
athletes on the Atlantic Coast Conference
Academic All-Star team for 1985, more
than any other school in the league. Lance
Masters, Bruce Bacon, current second-
team linebacker Scott Enzor, starting
punter Andy Newell and starting offensive
guard John Watson, were all chosen to
the team. Newell and Watson were also
chosen for the Toyota Leadership Awards
given by CBS Sports and Toyota.
These fine statistics are due in part to
the athletic department's commitment to
academics through its academic counsel-
ing program. The athletic department
spent over $200,000 last year in tutoring
expenses, as Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson places as much emphasis on
winning off the field as on the field.
The "coach" of the academic team is
Joe White. The academic staff puts in
even more hours than the football staff as
tutorial sessions can go on long after
practice has ended.
White is the academic advisor for all
athletes at Clemson University, and is in
charge of coordinating the progress of
Clemson's athletes through their college
career. He works within the academic
structure of the university with the deans
of each school. His involvement begins as
recruits of all 17 sports visit Clemson. At
that time White, or his assistant, Ian
Davidson, begin the counseling process
that hopefully ends in graduation.
"When the recruit makes his official
visit, we explain our program, especially
the tutoring and study-hall concept," says
White. "If the prospective student-athlete
knows what academic program he wants
Academic Excellence
Clemson had more representatives than any other school on the J 985 Academic All-Conference
Team.
Jeff Davis, now with Tampa Bay Bucs, earned
his degree in 1984 with the help of Clemson's
Academic Advising team.
to pursue, we usually have a faculty mem-
ber counsel him on his choice. If the re-
cruit doesn't know what he wants to
concentrate in, we give him a general idea
of the overall academic program with the
help of some of our faculty."
Supervised by Dr. B. J. Skelton and the
Office of Student Affairs, the program
goes much further than the athlete's initial
visit. Study hall is required for incoming
freshmen and all students with less than a
2.0 grade point average. "We have 70
tutors and four full-time counselors on
hand for two hours five nights a week,"
Davidson says. "If the student's difficul-
ties can't be solved in regular study hall,
we arrange for additional tutorial as-
sistance. We might have the largest aca-
demic counseling staff in the country."
These academicians aid in scheduling,
counseling, tutoring and the establish-
ment of study hall hours. Over 30 rooms in
Daniel Hall on the Clemson campus are
utilized by the tutors for individual atten-
tion. The attention is available to all ath-
letes, not just the ones under an academic
by Tim Bourret
Clemson has over 70 tutors on what might be
the largest staff of its kind.
border, and everyone takes advantage of
the individual attention.
"When I played football at Clemson, ac-
ademics were important,'' says Jeff
Davis, now a starter with the Tampa Bay
Bucs. "I was able to keep things in per-
spective, and with the help of the tutors, I
was able to come back and get my degree.
There were no excuses if you were willing
to work. It is a good program and although
I had to come back after a couple of sea-
sons, I got my degree and I am glad I did."
In general, tutors are graduate students
or local teachers who are tutoring in a field
they are pursuing as a career for a post-
graduate degree. They aid a student in
course work or in the basics of good study
habits. The student-athlete is provided
with the best academic help available to
assist him in realizing his full potential as a
student.
"We feel that it's important to help stu-
dents be the best they can possibly be,"
commented White. "We try to make them
aware of the need to earn their degree,
and its importance to them in later life.
Only two percent of college athletes play
professional sports, and they eventually
retire, and leave the sport. We want to
prepare our youngsters for fulfilling lives
off, as well as on the field."
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Clemson University Student-Athlete Honor Roll 1986
NAME SPORT MAJOR
Adam. Heidi Tennis Biochemistry
Bailey. Greg Football Financial Management
Baucom, Steve Baseball Industrial Education
Beacher, Dave Track Zoology
Bowman. Brooke Swimming Administrative Management
Breit. Elsa Cross Country Microbiology
Broe. Christine Cross Country Nursing
Burns. Greg Golf Financial Management
Camarada, Jack Track Financial Management
Carollo, Paul Soccer Administrative Management
t Christian. Kitty Swimming Industrial Management
Cox. Rim Track Engineering
Crow. Andrew Tennis Chemical Engineering
Dealmeida. Jeff Track Parks, Recreation, Tourism Management
Dwane, James Swimming Administrative Management
Drawdy, Oswald Golf Engineering
Driehuis, Ingelise Tennis Chemistry
Eichmann. Eric Soccer Administrative Management
Enzor. Scott Football Secondary Education
Farns. Kevin Track Economics
Flynn. Martin Track Administrative Management
Fortner, Bill Soccer Accounting
Frooman, Matt Tennis Accounting
Forsberg, Suzette Track French
Gordon, Michele Swimming Administrative Management
Hausman. Tim Swimming Financial Management
Haywood. Curt Wrestling Psychology
Holycross. Bridget Volleyball Zoology
Hooper. Ricardo Football Political Science
Inge. Mark Football Financial Management
Jenrette, Jeff Track Industrial Management
Kalikin, Michele Cross Country Elementary Childhood Education
Kidd, Michael Tennis Chemical Engineering
Knight. Janet Basketball Secondary Education
Krebs. Tina Cross Country Architecture
t Lambert. Dave Swimming Civil Engineering
Landgren Dick Soccer Parks, Recreation, Tourism Management
Lassiter, Dave Wrestling Parks. Recreation, Tourism Management
Lebeau. Jeff Swimming English
Lenhardt, Ross Swimming Liberal Arts
Lucey, Steve Soccer German
Lugering, Lynn Volleyball Administrative Management
Marchal. Doug Baseball Administrative Management
Matlack. Dave Track Graphic Communications
Meyer, John David Golf Political Science
t Murphy. Denise Volleyball Zoology
Nix, Cheryl Basketball Elementary Education
Orr. Bill Wrestling Financial Management
Paskert, Lynne Tennis Parks, Recreation, Tourism Management
Powell, Shannon Swimming Textile Technology
Quaresima, Tammy Volleyball Early Childhood Education
NAME SPORT MAJOR
Reichard, Scott Track Accounting
Rogers. Helen Cross Country Pre-Physical Therapy
Rootes, Jamey Soccer Administrative Management
Rutenis. Paul Soccer Administrative Management
Rutter, Linda Swimming Administrative Management
Schuler. Cynthia Volleyball Math
Selleg. Gail Swimming Pre-Prolessional Health
f Sherman, Chris Volleyball Industrial Engineering
Skov, Henrek Track Economics
Stamaker, Doug Wrestling Political Science
Stevens, Davey Swimming Textile Chemistry
Stover, Dave Golf Administrative Management
Talbert, Scott Track Mechanical Engineering
Thomas. Allen Swimming mi if rdhin Irvnu
Topley. Tammy Track Secondary Education
Treadwell. David Football Electrical Engineering
Tucci. Cindy Volleyball Administrative Management
Vanderkerkhove. Peter Track Economics
Wade. John Football Mechanical Engineering
Williams. Perry Football Industrial Education
Wilson. Boyd Swimming Administrative Management
Zonneyville. Janney Swimming Parks, Recreation, Tourism Management
t — President s List (4 GPA)
* — Dean s List (3 5 GPA or better)
David Treadwell was one
o' 73 athletes on the




track champion Tina Krebs won yet
another honor last spring, this time
for her outstanding accomplish-
ments in the classroom. The senior
was chosen to the GTE/College
Sports Information Directors of
America second-team Academic
All-American at-large squad.
Krebs, a native of Holbaek, Den-
mark, compiled a 3.54 cumulative
GPR in architecture last year. She
Tina Krebs also was selected to the ACC Honor
Roll for outstanding academic achievement for the fourth year
in a row. She is the first Clemson female athlete to achieve this
academic honor four times.
Besides being a four-time Atlantic Coast Conference Cham-
pion in the 800 meters. Krebs is an eight-time All-American,
twice in cross country, and three times each in indoor and
outdoor track. She won her first national championship in 1 983
by taking the 1 000-yard indoor title. In 1 985 she won the 1 500-
meter indoor crown and during the 1986 indoor season she
claimed the one-mile title.
Krebs, the most highly decorated women's track athlete in
Clemson's history, also won the Women's ACC Scholastic
Award for 1985-86, and won the 1986 Frank Howard Award,
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symbolic for the athlete bringing the most honor to Clemson
University.
Lady Tiger volleyball player De-
nise Murphy was the first female
athlete at Clemson to be selected to
the GTE/College Sports Informa-
j| , V tion Directors of America Academic9 All-America Volleyball team, having
H| s > ^ been chosen second-team Aca-
^ demic All-American for 1985.
\ To qualify for selection to the Aca-
1 \ demic All-America team, an athlete
must be a starter or key reserve and
maintain a grade point ratio of 3 200
Denise Murphy Qn a 4 QQ sca ,e tnrougnout her
career.
The senior AII-ACC performer is a zoology major and carries
a 3.90 grade point ratio into her senior year. Her future plans
include medical school. She has been named to the ACC Honor
Roll for outstanding academic achievement all three years
she s been at Clemson.
A three-year starter. Murphy holds three Clemson career
records, for most attempts, most kills, and most defensive
saves. Last fall she became Clemson's first junior volleyball
performer to receive first-team all-conference honors since
1981
Where good people go for good food
PORTS FEATURE I
by David Latimer
Every August, fresh, eager faces appear
on the Clemson practice fields, usually in
the form of incoming freshmen recruits. This
year is no different. The Tigers once again have
a strong freshmen class. However, this season
brings with it four additional eager faces to the
field. Head Coach Danny Ford has hired four
new assistant coaches for the 1986 season.
On the offensive side, Coach Jack Crowe will
be in charge of the quarterbacks, replacing
former offensive coordinator Nelson Stokley in
that capacity, who became head coach at SW
Louisiana. Coach Wayne Bolt will be responsi-
ble for the tight ends and in addition, he will
double as the supervisor and director of the
athletic dorm. Offensive line coach Bill D'An-
drea will assist Coach Larry Van Der Heyden,
specifically with the offensive tackles.
On the defensive side, Coach Bill Oliver
brings with him 22 years of experience ranging
from head coaching positions in the high
school and college level to defensive coordi-
nator at the professional level. He will specifi-
cally supervise the defensive backs this year.
All bring a level of maturity and knowledge of
the game that will pump fresh blood into the
Clemson staff.
Although Jack Crowe has held the title of
offensive coordinator for the past seven years
at North Alabama (1979-80). Wyoming (1981).
and at Auburn (1982-85), he will not be desig-
nated as the offensive coordinator for the Ti-
gers. But this does not bother Crowe. In fact, he
may prefer that it remain as is.
"I am much more program-oriented now
than I have been in the past when my attentions
were focused in that area alone. I have had all
those responsibilities before and your title or
role with your peers is not what is important —
the essence of coaching is the relationship with
the kids you are responsible for . . . my basic
concern right now is getting our quarterbacks
to play to their potential consistently."
Even though Crowe has been associated
with developing good, solid quarterbacks, he
offers no miracle philosophy for breeding the
ideal quarterback.
"I consider myself a teacher. I use my own
personal experiences dating back to my days
as a quarterback in high school. Just as most
everyone who has played a sport, I have had
good coaches and bad coaches. My basic phi-
losophy is that you take a player and you make
him as good as he can be, you have to develop
intangibles within the position; you just do not
go with anyone who has all the physical tools.
You must find a player who shows poise and
confidence also. I believe a coach can help
develop those qualities.
Crowe then decided he had put so much
effort into coaching the last four years that
there was no way he could give it up. By the
time he was 26 years old, (1977) he had se-
cured his first head coaching position at
Livingston College From there, after realizing
he needed to learn more before he could be an
effective head coach, he accepted the offen-
sive coordinator position at North Alabama. He
then moved to Wyoming and Auburn to further
his knowledge.
Whereas Crowe was undecided as to wheth-
er he should pursue a coaching career, Coach
Wayne Bolt was never in doubt as to whether
he could make it as a coach after his first year
as a graduate assistant.
After playing four years at East Carolina,
Eager Assistants
Clemson's four new coaches have pumped fresh blood into the program.
"There is a stereotype of a quarterback to-
day that he should be loud, dynamic, and char-
ismatic. Nothing could be further from the
actual truth. There are leaders that are low-
profile. A young quarterback must only have
some desire to accomplish something and if his
drive to accomplish is strong enough, there is
no telling how good he can be. That becomes
the basis of leadership."
Crowe has taken an interesting route into the
coaching profession. He attended the Univer-
sity of Alabama-Birmingham (a school that
does not even have a football team) as an aspir-
ing medical student majoring in chemistry. He
also remained on the coaching staff of his for-
mer high school.
As his college career progressed, he never
could free himself from the game. He was so
successful at coaching the B-team (Crowe's
teams only lost one game in his first three
years) that during his senior year at UAB, he
began coaching the varsity. He then led West
End High to its first undefeated season ever.
and remaining there as a graduate assistant the
next year, I knew that I belonged in football,
said Bolt. "I really began to enjoy being with the
kids, seeing them develop into young men . . .
that is what it is all about; helping these young-
sters become better men. I knew I wanted to
teach youngsters all I knew about football and
help them apply that to their lives after they
leave football. . . . Seeing these young players
mature — that is probably what I enjoy most
about my responsibility as dorm director."
Bolt says that there are so many different
roles in his position. Whether it be arranging for
the players needs, having room furnishings
fixed, or supervising the players and seeing
that they make their curfew, one common fact
remains — Bolt does it for the interaction with
the players and the responsibility he feels to-
wards them.
"If it weren't for the players. I probably would
not be in coaching. They know that I am going
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21 ALLEN, TERRY
Banks Cty., Ronnie Parson, Commerce, GA
RB 6-0 185 FR HS 42 JOHNSON, TRACY
Brown Bob Boswell Kannapolis NC
FB 6-0 227 so 1VL
1 ANDERSON, RANDY
Broome, Dalton Rivers, Cowpens, SC
QB 6-5 192 *JR 1VL 92 JOLLAY, MIKE
Shamrock John Wells Tucker GA
LB 6-2 220 *SR 1VL
60 BAK, JEFF
Danen, Jim Girrard. Darien, CT
OG 6-2 250 *SO 1VL 49 LANCASTER, CHRIS
Riverside Academy, Errol Bisso, Mableton GA
FB 6-1 230 SO 1VL
27 BEASLEY, GENE SS 6-0 205 SO 1VL 66 LONG, STACY OT 6-3 270 FR HS
Booker T. Washington, Leon Jamison, Atlanta, GA Griffin Lloyd Bohannon Griffin GA
30 BEATTIE, RICHARD
Warwick, John Garcia, Warwick, NY
RB 6-1 197 FR HS 5 LOTT,' JAMES
Brown Bob Boswell Kannapolis NC
CB 5-10 170 •FR RS
69 BELCHER, PAIGE
Irrno. Joe Turbeville. Irmo, SC
OT 6-4 248 FR HS 12 MACK! TERENCE
Winnsboro Ken Atkerson Wmnsboro SC
BAN 6-3 245 *SR 3VL
2 BRADY, KEVIN
Douglass, Charles Brannon, Clarkston, GA
SS 5-11 200 \JR 2VL 56 MARIABLE, DORIAN
Spartanburg Allan Sitterle Spartanburg SC
LB 6-2 235 *FR RS
32 BROADWATER, CROSBY
Aiken, Eddie Buck. Aiken, SC
CB 5-10 185 SO SQ 96 McCULLOUGH, RICHARD
Loris Allen McNeil Loris SC
DT 6-5 250 *SO 1VL
40 CARTER, HENRY
Hunter Huss, Tom Merritt, Gastonia, NC
LB 6-3 235 *SO 1VL 22 McFADDEN, WESLEY
Lewisville Jimmy Wallace Chester SC
CB 6-0 190 SO 1VL
62 CHAPMAN, ROBBIE
Broome, Dalton Rivers, Spartanburg, SC
C 6-7 270 *JR SQ 74 McKENNY, PAT
Robert E Lee Corky Rogers Jacksonville FL
MG 6-2 245 •so 1VL
31 CHARPIA, RUSTY
Midland Valley, Graniteville, SC
DB 5-11 160 SO HS 84 MEADOWS,' DWAYNE
'
Spartanburg Fred Kyzer Spartanburg SC
DT 6-4 250 *JR 2VL
79 CHAVOUS, RAYMOND
Silver Bluff, Clayton Chriswell. Aiken, SC
DT 6-5 290 *SO 1VL 81 MOORE, OTIS
Westside Donald Fendley Augusta GA
DE 6-3 250 *FR RS
11 CINIERO, GEOFF
Centennial. Carl Perkins, Columbia, MD
FS 5-9 172 SR 1VL 8 MOROCCO, CHRIS
Clarke Central Billy Henderson Athens GA
QB 6-2 191 *FR RS
88 COLEY, JAMES
Lee, Corky Rogers, Jacksonville, FL
TE 6-6 245 SO 1VL 53 NIX, ERIC
T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser, Anderson, SC
C 6-2 255 •SR 2VL
25 COOPER, GARY
Ambridge, Frank Antonini, Ambridge, PA
WR 6-4 185 *FR RS 78 NUNAMACHER, JEFF
Somerville, Jerry Moore, Somerville, NJ
OT 6-2 280 *SO 1VL
95 CURTIS, RODNEY
Trueten County, Jim Bailey, Soperton, GA
OLB 6-4 225 SO 1VL 89 PEARMAN, DAN
Independence, Allen Sitterle, Charlotte, NC
TE 6-2 230 JR 1VL
7 DAVIS, CHIP
Evans, Coley Cassedy, Evans, GA
RB 5-11 195 FR HS 91 PERRY, MICHAEL DEAN
S. Aiken. Gary Smaller, Aiken, SC
DT 6-2 270 *JR 2VL
41 DAVIS, SCOTT
Forest, Jim Simmons, Ocala, FL
LB 6-3 220 FR HS 72 PETERSON, JON
Duluth, Cecil Morris, Duluth, GA
OT 6-5 255 *JR SQ
70 DelULIIS, FRANK OT 6-6 265 *SO 1VL 50 PHILLIPS, HANK C 6-4 235 *FR RS
Penn Hills, Roy Kasmaikis, Pittsburgh, PA Mitchell County. Leland Riddle, Spruce Pine, NC
85 DRAG, MARK MG 6-4 255 *SO 1VL 61 PHILLIPS, JOHN OG 6-5 250 *JR 2VL
W Mecklenburg, Jim Hambucher, Charlotte, NC Mitchell, Rusty Coggins, Spruce Pine, NC
9 EARLE, JAMES
Easley, Larry Bagwell, Easley, SC
OLB 6-5 215 JR 2VL 68 PUCKETT, DAVID
Garinger, Steve Shaughnessy, Charlotte, NC
OT 6-4 250 *FR RS
64 ENZOR, SCOTT
Floyd. Rusty Holt, Green Sea, SC
LB 6-1 225 JR SQ 93 RABER, BRIAN
Lumpkin, Larry White, Dahlonega, GA
MG 6-4 260 *SR 3VL
55 FERRENCE, BOB
Ambridge. Frank Antonini. Ambridge, PA
OT 6-1 265 *FR RS 99 RIGGS, JIM
Scotland, Mike Dubis. Laurinburg, NC
TE 6-5 245 *SR 3VL
46 FIELDS, STACY
Beaufort, Mike Rentz. Beaufort, SC
OLB 6-4 230 FR HS 34 RIGGS, MATT
Scotland, Mike Dubis, Laurinburg, NC
SS 6-1 200 •so 1VL
33 FLAGLER, TERRENCE TB 6-1 200 *SR 3VL 15 ROULHAC, TERRANCE WR 5-10 200 SR 3VL
Fernandina Beach, Donnie Braddock, Fernandina Beach, FL Raines, Freddie Stephens, Jacksonville, FL
48 FLOWERS, KENNY TB 6-0 210 *SR 3VL 10 SCHONHAR, TODD QB 6-0 190 *SR SQ
Spruce Creek, Terry Manfredi, Daytona Beach, FL Easley, Larry Bagwell, Easley, SC
73 FOX, ANGELO
Lee County, Paul Gay, Sanford, NC
OT 6-5 295 *FR RS 19 SEYLE, RUSTY
Calvary, Dennis Roddenberry, Savannah, GA
PK-P 6-1 175 *SR SQ
37 GILSTRAP, CLAY
Campbell, John Allison, Smyrna, GA
OLB 6-1 188 *JR SQ 28 SMITH, RICHARD
Hancock Central, John Flen, Sparta, GA
FS 6-0 195 SO 1VL
71 GRANGER, TY
Pickens, Bill Isaacs, Easley, SC
OT 6-7 270 *SO 1VL 3 SPECTOR, ROBBIE
Calhoun, Jerry Smith, Calhoun, GA
WR 6-0 168 FR HS
44 GRIFFIN, STEVE TB 5-10 185 *SR 3VL 59 SPEED, CARLTON OT 6-3 285 FR HS
S. Mecklenburg, James Seacord, Charlotte, NC Rabun County, Bill Hall. Dillard, GA
17 GRIMES, TYLER
West Oak, Tom Jordan, Westminster, SC
CB 5-8 180 *SO SQ 6 SPIERS, BILL
Wade Hampton, Cameron, SC
P 6-2 183 JR HS
35 HALL, DELTON
Grimsley, Dick Knox, Greensboro, NC
CB 6-1 200 SR 3VL 52 SPRY, DAVID
Lee County, Paul Gay. Sanford, NC
C 6-0 240 *JR 2VL
90 HAMMOND, VANCE
Dorman, Al Clark, Spartanburg, SC
DT 6-8 270 FR HS 65 STEPHENS, TONY
Walterboro, Gyles Hall. Walterboro. SC
MG 6-3 285 *JR SQ
76 HARMON, ERIC
Camden, Butch Gale, Camden. NJ
OG 6-2 252 FR HS 86 TAYLOR, BRUCE
Cedar Shoals, John Waters, Athens, GA
WR 6-3 195 FR HS
77 HARPER, J. C.
Daniel, Dick Singleton, Clemson, SC
DT 6-5 260 *SO 1VL 58 TAYLOR, VINCE
Clearwater, Tom Bostic, Clearwater, FL
LB 6-0 215 *FR RS
16 HARPS, WAYNE
Griffin, Lloyd Bohannon, Griffin, GA
BAN 6-2 200 •FR RS 18 TREADWELL, DAVID
Bolles, Jacksonville, FL
PK 6-1 165 *JR 1VL
24 HARRIS, REGGIE
Gaffney, A. L. Curtis, Gaffney, SC
BAN 6-1 205 *FR RS 83 TUCKER, RICHARD
Spring Valley, Roger Hazel, Columbia, SC
WR 6-0 180 FR HS
67 HAYNES, JOEY
E. Henderson, Roy Carter, Hendersonville, NC
OT 6-5 250 •so SQ 47 WALKER, DUANE
Forest Park, Marcus Trivette, Forest Park, GA
LB 6-1 223 *JR 2VL
14 HAYNES, NORMAN
Cedar Shoals, John Waters, Athens, GA
LB 5-10 215 •so 1VL 29 WEST, FERNANDEZ
Haversham Central, Larry Black, Cornelia, GA
WR 5-8 150 *FR RS
26 HOOPER, RICARDO
Fulton, Willie Hunter, Atlanta, GA
WR 5-9 171 •so SQ 82 WILLIAMS, JEROME
Gainesville, Bobby Grohn, Gainesville, GA
TE 6-4 220 *FR RS
51 INGE, MARK
Sun Valley, Hershey Hipps, Matthews, NC
OG 6-4 253 *FR RS 75 WILLIAMS, PAT
Lincoln Ct., Larry Campbell, Lincolnton, GA
OG 6-4 275 *SO 1VL
98 INGRAM, KEITH
Linden, Joe Martino. Linden, NJ
LB 6-0 220 *FR RS 39 WILLIAMS, PERRY
St. Matthews, Danny Wiseman, Adairsville, GA
CB 6-2 200 *SR 3VL
54 JANSEN, JOHN
Heritage, Danny Blue. Conyers, GA
OG 6-5 255 *JR 2VL ^ \j WILLIAMS, RAY
Reid Ross, John Daskal, Fayetteville, NC
WR 5-10 177 *SR 3VL
43 JEFFERSON, STAFONE
A. C. Flora. Charles Macaluso. Columbia. SC
FB 5-8 180 •FR SQ 13 WILLIAMS, RODNEY
Irmo, Joe Turbeville, Columbia, SC
QB 6-2 200 •so 1VL
87 JENNINGS, KEITH WR 6-4 225 SO 1VL 20 WOOLFORD, DONNELL CB 5-10 190 SO 1VL
Summerville, John McKissick, Summerville, SC Douglass Byrd, Bob Paroli, Fayetteville, NC
23 JOHNSON, A. J.
Berkeley, Gerald Moody, Moncks Corner, SC
FS 5-10 190 *SR 2VL
94 JOHNSON, KEITH LB 6-3 195 *FR RS
Lithonia, Phil Knight, Lithonia, GA * Denotes red-shirted one year
56
o find Ballenger, take the
bridge across the river at the
water treatment plant just below the
dam which powers thefacility
setting maintenance records,
near the highway you travel
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When CLEMSON Has The Ball
CLEMSON OFFENSE
99 Jim Riggs TE
71 Ty Granger LT
75 Pat Williams LG
53 Eric Nix C
61 John Phillips RG
78 Jeff Nunamacher RT
15 Terrance Roulhac FLK
13 Rodney Williams QB
33 Terrence Flagler TB
49 Chris Lancaster FB
87 Keith Jennings WR


























THE TIGERS 16 Wayne Harps ... BAN
1 7 Tyler Grimes CB
1 Randy Anderson QB 18 David Treadwell PK
2 Kevin Brady SS 19 Rusty Seyle . PK
3 Robbie Spector . . WR 20 Donnell Woolford ..CB
5 James Lott CB 21 Terry Allen . RB
6 Bill Spiers P 22 Wesley McFadden . CB
7 Chip Davis FB 23 A J Johnson FS
8 Chris Morocco .... QB 24 Reggie Harris .... BAN
9 James Earle OLB 25 Gary Cooper . . WR
10 Todd Schonhar QB 26 Ricardo Hooper WR
1 1 Geoff Ciniero FS 27 Gene Beasley ... . SS
12 Terence Mack BAN 28 Richard Smith FS
13 Rodney Williams . . QB 29 Fernandez West . WR
14 Norman Haynes LB 30 Richard Beattie . . . . RB
1 5 Terrance Roulhac . . . WR 31 Rusty Charpia . . DB
32 Crosby Broadwater . . DB
33 Terrence Flagler TB
34 Matt Riggs SS
35 Delton Hall CB
37 Clay Gilstrap BAN
39 Perry Williams CB
40 Henry Carter LB
41 Scott Davis LB
42 Tracy Johnson FB
43 Statone Jefferson FB
44 Steve Griffin TB
45 Ray Williams WR
46 Stacy Fields LB
47 Duane Walker LB
48 Kenny Flowers TB
49 Chris Lancaster FB
50 Hank Phillips C
51 Mark Inge OG
52 David Spry C
53 Eric Nix C
54 John Jansen 0G
55 Bob Ferrence . . 0T
56 Dorian Mariable LB
58 Vince Taylor LB
59 Carlton Speed . OT
60 Jeff Bak OG
61 John Phillips . . OG
62 Robbie Chapman
. . . C
64 Scott Enzor LB
65 Tony Stephens MG
66 Stacy Long OT
67 Joey Haynes OG
69 Paige Belcher OT
70 Frank Delulns . . OT
71 Ty Granger 0T
72 Jon Peterson 0T
73 Angelo Fox 0T
74 Pat McKenny . . MG
75 Pat Williams 0G
76 Eric Harmon OG
77 J. C. Harper DT
78 Jeff Nunamacher . . OG
79 Raymond Chavous DT
80 Terry Gemas LB
81 Otis Moore DT
82 Jerome Williams . TE
83 Richard Tucker WR
84 Dwayne Meadows DT
85 Mark Drag MG
86 Bruce Taylor WR
87 Keith Jennings WR
88 James Coley TE
89 Dan Pearman . . TE
90 Vance Hammond . . . DT
91 Michael Dean Perry DT
92 Mike Jollay LB
93 Brian Raber MG
94 Keith Johnson BAN
95 Rodney Curtis . OLB
96 Richard McCullough . DT
98 Keith Ingram LB






When VIRGINIA TECH Has The Ball
VIRGINIA TECH OFFENSE
82 Donald Snell WR
79 Mike Clapp LT
77 Ron Singleton LG
63 Bob Frulla C
51 Kevin Keeffe RG
53 Jim Davie RT
87 Steve Johnson TE
16 Erik Chapman QB
43 Rich Fox FB
2 Maurice Williams TB
46 David Everett WB
4 Chris Kinzer PK
CLEMSON DEFENSE
9 James Earle SLB
79 Raymond Chavous DT
93 Brian Raber MG
84 Dwayne Meadows DT
12 Terence Mack BAN
58 Vince Taylor WLB
40 Henry Carter MLB
20 Donnell Woolford CB
5 James Lott CB
2 Kevin Brady SS
23 A. J. Johnson FS
6 Bill Spiers P
THE HOKIES
1 Jeff Roberts QB
2 Maurice Williams . . . TB
3 Andy Ambers SE
4 Chris Kinzer PK
5 Sean Lucas . . . DB
6 Roger Brown OB
7 Jeff Ballance . QB
8 Chris Baucia QB
9 Sandy Bowen PK
1 1 Malcolm Blacken . . TB
12 Tony Romero P
13 Billy Myers OB
16 Erik Chapman . QB
17 Joe Perry OB
18 Lamar Smilh TB
19 Will Gowin OB
20 Randy Jamison SE
21 Sieve Mitchem OB
22 Myron Richardson WB
23 Mitch Dove 08
25 Sean Donnelly FB
26 Danny Eddy SE
31 Curtis Taliaferro DE
33 Tyrone Branch TB
34 Victor Jones DE
35 Bo Blankenship DB
36 Carter Wiley DB
37 Eddie Neel DB-P
38 Scott Rice DB
39 Randy Cockrell LB
40 Jock Jones WB
41 Jamel Agemy L8
42 Lawrence White LB
43 Rich Fox FB
45 Eddie Hunter TB
46 David Everett WB
48 Leslie Bailey LB
49 Earnie Jones FB
50 Dwayne Gwaltney C
51 Kevin Keeffe 0G
52 Chris Henderson C
53 Jim Davie 0T
56 Steve Hale C
58 Scott Duckworth OT
60 Tom Hall 0T
61 John FitzHugh C
63 Robert Frulla C
64 Chris Matheny 0T
66 Scott Hill DT
67 Bo Cothran OT
68 Rodney Good 0T
69 Mark Large .
70 Todd Grantham 0T
72 Larry Peery OT
73 Ernie Davis OG
74 Al Wiley DT
76 Mark Webb NG
77 Ron Singleton 0G
79 Mike Clapp OT
80 Brian McCall TE
81 Ken Barefoot TE
82 Donald Wayne Snell SE
83 Paul Nelson L8
87 Steve Johnson TE
89 Morgan Roane DE
90 Bobby Martin OE
91 Greg Drew NG
92 Randolph Kidd OE
93 Horacio Moronta OT
94 Rodney Varney . . TE
96 Jimmy Whitlen OG
97 Joe Turner DT
98 Chuck Watson OE
99 Rick Singleton . . . DT
59
Home video productions are easy with
RCA's "Pro Wonder"™ Camcorder!
CMR300 Color Video Camera with built-in VHS Video Recorder
• 1-piece record/playback
convenience
• Solid state MOS image sensor
• Electronic viewfinder with
adjustable diopter
• Viewfinder graphics
• 3-way AC/DC versatility
• f1.2 lens with 6:1 power zoom
• Constant automatic white
balance




• High Quality VHS (HQ)
• Pause control and Quick Review
• Audio/video input and output
connections
• Rechargeable battery
• AC adapter/battery charger
• Comes with detachable carrying
handle and shoulder strap
• Audio/video output adapter
cable included
• RF output adapter included
• Earphone included
RCA Stereo Video Cassette Recorder



















RCA ColorTrak 2000 Monitor-Receiver
GMR2760 Full Spectrum TV complete with Full Stereo Sound
• Stereo audio/video jack panel
• Multiple antenna inputs
• Digital Command Center remote
control for RCA TV, VCR and
audio system
• Broadcast stereo sound system
• Bilingual reception capability (SAP)
• Auto-Programming
• "Vista Screen 27" 110° picture tube
• Hi-Con™ picture tube screen
• Quartz crystal cable tuning
• Automatic picture control systems
ItCJI




NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL VL NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL VL
41 AGEMY. JAMEL LB 5-1 1V2 213 •JR 2 34 JONES. VICTOR DE 6-2 233 JR 2
Hollywood. FL Rockville. MD
3 AMBERS, ANDY SE 6-4 215 •JR 2 51 KEEFFE, KEVIN OG 6-1 256 •JR 2
Leesburg. VA Virginia Beach, VA
48 BAILEY, LESLIE LB 5-10V2 209 •FR 92 KIDD, RANDOLPH DE 5-11V2 217 SO
Hampton, VA Martinsville. VA
7 BALLANCE, JEFF QB 6-0 184 SR 1 4 KINZER, CHRIS PK 6-0 209 SO 1
Virginia Beach, VA Dublin, VA
81 BAREFOOT, KEN TE 6-3 220 •FR 69 LARGE, MARK OT 6-4V2 268 FR
Virginia Beach, VA Bluetield, VA
8 BAUCIA, CHRIS QB 6-OV2 202 FR 5 LUCAS. SEAN DB 6-1 V2 192 •FR
Temple Hills, MD Abingdon, VA
11 BLACKEN, MALCOLM TB 5-9 201 •so 1 90 MARTIN, BOBBY DE 6-1 Vz 197 •FR
Beaverlett. VA Martinsville. VA
35 BLANKENSHIP, BO DB 6-1 Vz 190 •JR 1 64 MATHENY, CHRIS OT 6-1 Vz 252 FR
Roanoke, VA Greensboro, NC
9 BOWEN, SANDY PK 5-8 183 SO 80 McCALL. BRIAN TE 6-2 217 •FR
Atlanta, GA Ramelle. WV
33 BRANCH, TYRONE TB 6-1 199 •so 1 21 MITCHEM, STEVE DB 5-10 180 SO 1
Richmond, VA Tazewell, VA
6 BROWN. ROGER DB 5-11 182 •FR 93 MORONTA, HORACIO DT 6-1 265 SO 1
Baltimore, MD Ft. Dix, NJ
16 CHAPMAN, ERIK QB 6-0 193 •JR 13 MYERS, BILLY DB 5-11 187 •JR 2
Landover, MD Pulaski. VA
79 CLAPP, MIKE OT 6-1 Vz 268 SR 37 NEEL, EDDIE DB-P 5-1
1
189 •JR
Adelphi, MD Bluetield, VA
39 COCKRELL, RANDY LB 6-1 217 •FR 83 NELSON, PAUL LB 6-3 208 SR 3
Sterling. VA Frederick, MD
67 COTHRAN. BO OT 6-0 269 SO 72 PEERY, LARRY OT 6-4 291 FR
Forest. VA Tazewell. VA
53 DAVIE, JIM OT 6-3 261 SR 3 17 PERRY, JOE DB 5-7V2 162 JR
Alexandria, VA Baltimore. MD
73 DAVIS, ERNIE OG 6-1 260 •FR 38 RICE, SCOTT DB 6-OV2 192 FR
Hickory. NC Grafton. VA
25 DONNELLY. SEAN FB 6-0V2 214 •JR 1 22 RICHARDSON, MYRON WB 5-10 203 FR
Fairfax, VA Richmond. VA
23 DOVE, MITCH DB 5-11 170 •FR 89 ROANE, MORGAN DE 6-5V2 255 SR 3
Potomac, MD Virginia Beach, VA
91 DREW, GREG NG 6-3V2 247 JR 1 ROBERTS. JEFF QB 5-1 OV2 198 •so
Virginia Beach, VA Reston. VA
26 EDDY, DANNY SE 6-2 202 •FR 12 ROMERO. TONY P 6-0 186 •JR
Vienna, WV Washington. DC
46 EVERETT, DAVID WB 6-3% 205 •JR 1 99 SINGLETON. RICK DT 6-5V2 258 SR 1
Emporia. VA Huntingdon. PA
61 FITZHUGH, JOHN C 6-1 Vz 243 •JR 1 77 SINGLETON. RON OG 6-2 260 •JR 1
Richmond. VA Canton, NC
43 FOX, RICH FB 5-10V2 214 •FR 18 SMITH, LAMAR TB 5-7 189 FR
Temple Hills, MD Baltimore. MD
63 FRULLA. BOB C 6-2V2 250 SR 2 82 SNELL. DONALD WAYNE SE 6-2 179 SR 2
Annandale, VA Radford, VA
68 GOOD. RODNEY OT 6-3 257 •JR 31 TALIAFERRO, CURTIS DE 6-2V2 229 SR 1
Shenandoah, VA Salem, VA
19 GOWIN, WILL DB 5-9V2 172 SO 97 TURNER. JOE DT 6-3 242 SR 2
Buckingham, VA Portsmouth, VA
70 GRANTHAM, TODD OT 6-1 Vz 251 'SO 1 94 VARNEY, RODNEY TE 6-2V2 229 •JR
Pulaski. VA Salem, VA
50 GWALTNEY, DWAYNE C 6-0 230 SR 2 98 WATSON, CHUCK LB 6-1 Vz 218 •so 1
Haymarket, VA Virginia Beach. VA
56 HALE, STEVE c 5-9 198 •so 1 76 WEBB. MARK NG 6-2 270 SR 3
Roanoke, VA Meadowview. VA
60 HALL, TOM OT 6-3 251 FR 42 WHITE. LAWRENCE LB 6-3 231 JR 2
Richmond, VA Blackstone, VA
52 HENDERSON, CHRIS c 6-2 241 •FR 96 WHITTEN, JIMMY OG 6-3V2 235 FR
Gate City. VA Danville, VA
66 HILL. SCOTT DT 6-3 243 FR 74 WILEY, AL DT 6-3 241 'JR
Virginia Beach. VA Washington. DC
45 HUNTER. EDDIE TB 5-10 191 SR 3 36 WILEY, CARTER DB 6-2V2 210 JR 2
Oxen Hill, MD Roanoke, VA
20 JAMISON, RANDY SE 5-10 171 SR 2 2 WILLIAMS, MAURICE TB 6-0 210 SR 3
Coalwood, WV Virginia Beach, VA
87 JOHNSON, STEVE TE 6-6 245 •JR 2 62 WILLIAMS, RICH OG 6-3V2 234 FR
Huntsville. AL Suffolk, VA
49 JONES, EARNIE FB 5-9V2 208 •JR 2
Virginia Beach. VA
40 JONES, JOCK WB 6-2V2 203 FR
Ashland, VA • Denotes red-shirted one year
61
rno.
Athletic, Fraternity & Clemson Clothing — Clemson Gifts
104 College Avenue • Clemson, South Carolina 29631 • (803)654-4203
Haywood Mall, Greenville, SC 29607 (803) 292-3290




Available in your choice of
White, Navy, Orange or
Oxford Grey.
Adult sizes XS-XXL, add
$1 .50 per garment for
XXL.
Youth sizes 2-8, S(6-8),
L(14-16).



















Your choice of Embroidered
Helmet, Paw, Tiger Head,
or Clemson as shown
JACKETS, JERSEYS AND CAPS
RUSSELL
ATHLETIC
Jersey Adult sizes S-XL.
Youth sizes S(6-8),
XL(18-20). Cap sizes
small or large. Jacket Adult
sizes S-XL.
9) Coaches caps w/block
C solid back $7.95.




Visor—one size fits all
$4.25.
12) Replica game jersey
$34.95. Numbers
available: 13, 15, 33,
45, 48, 66, 91. State
first and second
choice.
13) Short sleeve jersey
50/50 blend $16.95.
14) Baseball cap w/script
C, solid back $7.95.




16) Corduroy baseball cap,
solid back $7,50.
Available in Navy or
Silver.
17) The original Tiger car
flag. Easy put on, take
off, no tools required.
$9.95.
18) Also available . .
.
The original "Hold That
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ouchdown. Clemson!" These fa-
miliar and exciting words will sound
the same over the radio air waves this fall,
but there is a difference in the "behind-
the-scenes" aspects of Clemson athletic
broadcasts. This football season marks
the beginning of the Clemson Broadcast
Group's transmission of Tiger radio
broadcasts and TV coaches' shows, as
Clemson attempts to enhance its reputa-
tion on a broader scale nationwide.
Since Athletic Director Bobby Robinson
announced that the CBG (Clemson Broad-
cast Group) had obtained the exclusive
rights to market Tiger radio networks and
TV shows, the CBG has been working
hard to increase exposure of Clemson
nationally.
The CBG is composed of a trio of
owners, headed by CBS basketball ana-
lyst Billy Packer. Jim Dusel, an indepen-
dent television director, and Mike Burg,
executive producer of Jefferson-Pilot
Teleproductions are the other two inves-
tors. Each one brings a specialty to the
CBG that will provide Clemson with better
production and distribution of its radio
and television products.
"Our goal is to streamline the media
efforts for Clemson and to give the max-
imum exposure possible," said Jim Dusel,
who serves as President of the CBG. "By
expanding markets, more and more peo-
ple will be aware of Clemson."
Mark Packer, who serves as the Gen-
eral Manager for CBG, echoes Dusel's
The CBG will bring hard-hitting Clemson foot-
ball to fans all over the nation.
thoughts, "The CBG is a partnership that
will expand the radio networks and
the Football and Basketball Highlights
Shows, which will be shown on a national
basis. We're establishing a three-year
program in which Clemson will receive the
most exposure."
Major expansion has already been es-
tablished as CBG has increased exposure
to remote Tiger fans by placing the TV
shows in many new markets nationwide.
While CBG will handle the marketing of
Clemson Athletics, WSPA-TV in Spartan-
burg will serve as the flagship TV station
for the Coaches' Shows. WFBC Radio in
Greenville will continue to be the flagship
station for both football and basketball
networks. The change in the format of the
TV Coaches' Shows will be the area Tiger
fans will realize the most changes.
For the first time, there will be two
shows during football season; both being
produced by WSPA. Stan Olenik, TV-7
Sports Director for 12 years, will serve as
host. A new show — Clemson Football
Illustrated — is a magazine-format show
which will air each Friday night prior to
football games. "There are very few uni-
versities, if any, that have two different
football television shows," says Packer.
"We have established, along with the Ath-
letic Department and WSPA, the Clemson
Football Illustrated Show, which will prob-
ably start a trend nationwide as schools
promote themselves with their own show.
We feel we are establishing Clemson as a
national trendsetter."
Clemson Football Illustrated shows a
broader look at Clemson. Indepth fea-
tures concerning campus lifestyle and
other aspects of college life will be exam-
ined. One special feature of each show
will be a Frank Howard segment in which
the noted legend looks back on some of
his memorable contests. Assisting Olenik
with many features will be Jane Robelot, a
1982 Clemson graduate and noon news
co-anchor at WSPA.
The second football show will be Clem-
son Football '86, which will incorporate
game footage, indepth interviews with
players, coaches and others who are vital
to the Clemson football program.
During the basketball season, there will
be only one television show — Clemson
Basketball '87. This show will follow much
the same format set for the Football High-
lights Show. Olenik will also host this
show that will give Tiger fans a closer look
at the basketball team.
by Karen Blackman
We re (WSPA) excited about being in-
volved with the shows," said Olenik. "It
will be rewarding to capture the fans, at-
mosphere, and people of Clemson. We
think it's something special and while the
people locally know about the Clemson
spirit, we hope to capture the Clemson
brand of spirit so that the wider audience
will be able to experience the feeling.
The radio broadcasts of football and
basketball games will remain basically un-
changed. Jim Phillips, the "Voice of the
CBG
Clemson's new marketing arm could pass the
Tigers to the forefront of college broad-
casting.
Tigers,' begins his 19th season with
Clemson. During his tenure, he has de-
scribed 198 Clemson football games and
509 basketball games.
Joining Phillips in the booth for football
games will be Tim Bourret. Associate
Sports Information Director, and Mike Ep-
pley, former star quarterback. Bourret is
beginning his fifth season of supplying
Tiger fans with analysis and unique statis-
tical information.
Eppley is in his first season with the
broadcast team. The native of Charlotte
recently received his MBA degree from
the Clemson/Furman program, and his
duties will include providing strategical
analysis of the game.
Phillips and Bourret will handle the Ti-
ger basketball broadcasts again this sea-
son. This will be the seventh season they
have broadcast Tiger roundball together.
As the CBG begins a new era of bring-
ing Tiger broadcasts and TV shows to
fans, look for even more innovative ideas
in the future. "If the first year is any indica-
tion of how things are going to be, we are
extremely pleased with the response from
Clemson. stations and sponsors, said
Packer. "We are looking forward to in-
creasing the football and basketball net-
works along the I-85 corridor next year.
With changes in the Coaches' Shows and
the addition of the Clemson Football Illus-
trated, we are making a step in the right
direction in bringing the excitement and






The Life Reach helicopter is a
familiar sight in South Carolina's skies. Its
mission is to remove the obstacles—time
and distance— that can prevent critically ill
or injured patients from reaching the care
they need to live.
With Life Reach, physicians in com-
munities across the state can send these
patients to the medical referral center best
able to handle their specific problems.
The helicopter is fully equipped for
intensive care, and staffed with a team of
critical care specialists. So besides providing
fast transportation, we can maintain the
necessary level of care and life support for
our patients.
Providence has expanded the ser-
vices offered by the Life Reach helicopter to
all who need immediate, continuous inten-
sive care during transport—cardiovascular,
head injury, internal hemorrhage, burn, and
other patients. We can handle transfers from
hospitals, accident scenes, or clinics to
Providence or any hospital within a 150
mile range.
There are South Carolinians alive
today because the helicopter got them to






Jkao longer the defending national
mW champions, the 1986 Clemson so-
ccer team will be concentrating its efforts
on retaining its 1985 ACC championship
and regaining its 1984 NCAA champion-
ship status. The Tigers should be con-
tenders for that title, and even a usually
down-playing Coach I. M. Ibrahim is look-
ing to the 1986 season, the 20th year of
Clemson Tiger soccer, with "cautious
enthusiasm.''
Clemson's major forte in 1 986 will be its
experience and its bench depth. Of the 1
8
players who were called upon at any given
time to start in 1985, 10 are back, includ-
ing the Atlantic Coast Conference's top-
scoring trio Gary Conner, Bruce Murray
and Eric Eichmann.
Although experience should weigh
heavily in Clemson's favor, Ibrahim is a
little wary of it all the same. The veteran
coach said, "If we aren't careful, we could
also. Joining the Tigers will be Joe Hum-
mell and John O'Brien from St. Louis, as
well as John Hummell, a transfer from
Central Florida.
Although the majority of Clemson scor-
ing comes from the frontline, the Tigers
also depend on the midfield for added
points. Coach Ibrahim considers the mid-
field the most vital area on his team. He
said before the 1985 season that Clem-
son's success would depend on whether
or notthe midfield came together as a unit.
It did and Clemson went on to a 19-3-2
season. With three of four midfielders
back, this area appears solid.
Dick Landgren, Jamey Rootes, and All-
ACC midfielder Bruce Murray, the 1984
national Rookie-of-the-Year. are the re-
turnees. Landgren, who had eight goals
and eight assists in 1985, was selected
second-team AII-ACC in 1985.
This group will be joined by a deep
Reliving The Kingdom
The 7 986 Clemson Soccer team returns three Ail-Americans who know how to win the national
title.
be our worst enemy. Since this team has
had the success it has had, we have to
make certain that we don't get an attitude
where we just automatically expect it to
continue without working for it. For-
tunately, we have a great bunch of seniors
who should keep the team on the right
track."
Shawn Cartmill, a hero of the 1984
NCAA playoffs, has graduated from the
college soccer fields, but Chris Dudley, his
partner in the net in 1985. has returned.
Dudley registered a team-high 46 saves in
13 games last season while allowing just
0.9 goals per game.
Kevin Taylor of Pittsburgh and Steve
Jaworski of Walnut, California, will be
bringing more size and speed to the Ti-
gers' goal defense. Both players are over
six-feet tall and are able to get out in the
box quickly.
Assisting the goalkeepers will be a
corps of backfielders who are returning
three of four starters from the 85 squad.
Leading the way will be AII-ACC Bernard
Gray, who had a very successful season
last year in the backfield after spending
his first two seasons at Clemson in attack
positions. Joining him will be AII-ACC can-
didate Paul Rutenis and Paul Carollo. Bill
Fortner, who missed much of last season
because of injury, has considerable expe-
rience from his first two seasons.
Recruiting should assist in the backfield
corps of incoming recruits, including
transfer Keith Parkinson, someone Ibra-
him expects to be able to play right away
because he will need little adjustment to
the Clemson style. Parkinson will be
joined in the midfield by Dave Fortner,
Bill's brother, and John Meek of St. Louis;
Dave Veghte of Clearwater. Florida; and
by David Webb
Alfie Zarlengo of Boulder. Colorado.
Clemson s major scoring punch in re-
cent seasons has come from the strikers
and that shouldn t change this year. Lead-
ing the way will be 1985 ACC Player-of-
the-Year Gary Conner and AII-ACC Eric
Eichmann. Both were All-Americans ac-
cording to various services last year. Con-
ner led Clemson and the ACC in both
goals scored (21) and total scoring (48) in
1985. while Eichmann blazed the trail for
both in assists (19). Conner has led the
Tigers in those areas since 1984 and now
ranks fourth in Clemson career scoring
and goal-scoring, while Eichmann heads
the Tigers' career assist list (36) and also
holds the Clemson single season assist
record (19). "Both Conner and Eichmann
can strike from any number of areas and
both are skilled passers, says Ibrahim.
Bruce Murray could also be called up
from the midfield if needed. It was the
position he held as a freshman. Murray
was an Ail-American last year as a soph-
omore and is already third in career as-
sists at Clemson. Thus Clemson has three
returning All-Americans, the only team in
the nation who can make that claim.
Clemson has the experience and depth
it needs to challenge for conference and
national honors in 1986. Overall. Tiger
success should hinge on how rapidly in-
coming recruits and transfers mature and
whether or not the team manages to re-
main healthy. If the cards fall favorably.
1986 could be one of Clemson's best
seasons.









Some people set higher standards for themselves. They come out
early. And stay late. Funny, how they're usually the winners.
At Ricoh, we set higher product standards. And we put in that
extra effort. Mavbe that's why Ricoh's line of copiers,
digital facsimile, faser printers, and shredders are setting
new standards of performance in today's modern
office. And that's why Ricoh cameras are winning
the attention of amateurs and professionals alike in
the world of photography.
Be a winner. Demand that extra effort. Ask for Ricoh. We Respond.
5 Dedrick Place, West Caldwell, NJ 07006, (201) 882-2000
IT'S A JUNGLE OUT THERE.
Phillips Fibers Marvess olefin is your guide to superior contract carpet
It's a jungle out there, with thousands of pairs
of feet walking, running and stomping on your carpet.
Countless spills and constant cleaning. Sunlight
and humidity.
Graphic contract carpet made with tough
Marvess olefin BCF yarn outlasts the competition for a
lot of good reasons.
You can now have beautifully luxurious, soft,
strong Marvess olefin carpet for about the same price
as standard grades of contract carpet. So you get
a lot more value for your money. And Marvess olefin
comes in 50 solid shades— styling colors developed
especially for the commercial market.
Further, performance of a carpet is judged
almost exclusively by its appearance retention. The
following characteristics are what make Marvess olefin
a better buy:
Marvess olefin carpet is highly stain-resistant and
easily cleaned. And the color is more stable due to the
use of selected pigments rather than dyes. These less
permanent dyes are used to color nylon, polyester or
acrylic carpet yarn.
Marvess olefin carpet has a high abrasion
resistance and is chemically resistant as well. It is also
performance rated over a 5-year period for no more
than 10% pile weight loss.
Graphics carpet featuring Marvess yarn retains
its appearance after heavy traffic over a longer period
of time and resists static buildup, too. Additionally, it
passes the Department of Commerce's Standard DOC
f-1-70 "pill test" for flammability.
No other contract carpet will
the durability, lasting color retention
and wide choice of brilliant colors.
For your next contract
carpet application, specify
Phillips Fibers Marvess olefin.
For a free informational bro-
chure, call (803) 242-6600.
give you
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY
OLEFIN FIBERS MARKETING
P.O. BOX 66, GREENVILLE, SC 29602
(803) 242-6600 -Trademark Phillips Petroleum Company
"THIS IS TIGER COUNTRY"
WearHousE
"WE ARE INTO ATHLETICS - BODY AND SOLE"
ANDERSON MALL (803) 224-5562 ANDERSON, S.C.
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Office Machines American Color Corp. Tops Business Forms Bernhardt Furniture Co.
IBM Arts Engraving Co. Inc. Business Accessories Bevis Custom Tables Inc.
Xerox Jim Walter Paper Visual Graphics Corp. WA.Beuning&Co.
Olivetti U.S.A. Caskie Paper Co. Weber Costello Chromcrart Furniture
Fellowes (Powerslired) VGC Marsh Chalkboard Co. Davis Furniture Industries
Micheal Business Machines Monarch Color Corp. SmokaDorlnc. Pauliot Designs Corporation
G.F. Business Equipment
x-v Til* T
Owens Illinois Inc. The Staplex Co. HoosierDeskCo.
Lany Fax ofAmerica Inc. Dillard Paper Co. Wite-Out Products Jasper Desk Co.
NuarcCo.Inc. Sabin Robms Paper Co. tbernardraberlnc. Kinetics Furniture
Syntrexlnc. Baumfolder Corporation Acme Staple Co. Inc. Madson Square Furniture
Kroy Industries Inc. Mac Paper Co. S.P. Richards Maharam Fabric Corp.
A B Dick Virginia Paper Office Furniture Nucraft Furniture Co.
Printing Llano Myrtle Desk Office Equipment Wholesale Inc.
Heidelberg Press Office Supplies
T^l > 1 1 T
TheGunlockelnc. Stamco
Muller-Martini Dennison Howe Furniture Storwall International Inc.
LogE
»ii ^> . •




rr-<1 . y * T
Thonet Industries Inc.
Misomex WilsonJones Fixtures Trendway
Superior Printing Ink Co. 3M Madison Furniture Wood Designs
Kodak A&M Leatherlines St. Timothy Chair Krueger
Brown Camera ACCO International
TT' 1 AM_ „ '
Hickory Chair The Lawrence Co.
Polar Cutters A.T. Cross Company Dar/Ran Lear Sieglerlnc.
Westvaco Dome Publishing Co. Inc. Design Tex Jorco
Robertson Camera
T T 1
Hazel Haskell or Pittsburgh Gregson
Byron Weston Parker Pen Company Marvel Metal
17 It T , . • 1
Knoll International
Unijax Inc. Canon U.S.A. Inc. Hon Industries Hiebert Inc.
Accurate Printing Co. Pentel or America LTD. United Chair Peter Pepper Products
Acme Printing Ink Shaeffer Eaton Textron Patrician
W)rkwiththe greatest
names inbusiness.
Sometimes it's a lot easier to get ahead ifyou know the right people. Mathias make all the difference. They are among the printing division
Like the people ofThe R.L. Bryan Company, who can introduce employeeswho average over twenty years ofexperience in making
you to the greatest names in business. Names such as IBM, Xerox and you look good on paper.
Olivetti when your office needs electronic typewriters. Copiers byAB And the names ofour expert service technicians, located all over
Dick. Herman Miller and Knoll for economically designed office the state. So that when you need them, they'll be there in a hurry,
furniture. Reprographics systems byAB Dick and VGC. Thousands of Call The R.L. Bryan Company today at 1-800-RL-BRYAN, and
office supply names, including Cross pens. start working with the best products and the best people. Because in
When it comes to printing, names like Pat Sandifer and Buz2y business, it's the only way to make a name for yourself.
The R.L. BryanCompany
Putting new ideas towork forover a century.
3 -sTv^
Code of Officials' Signals
1Si
Ball ready lor play Start clock
Timeout
Discretionary or in|ury time










Legal touching ol forward Inadvenent whistle






















Invalid fair catch signal Forward pass interference



















Illegal use of hands or arms
Helping runner
Interlocked interference















SERVING NORTH AMERICA SINCE 1 968
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Century Plaza, Suite 200-B 550 Hillcrest Offices
Greenville, South Carolina 29606 Spartanburg, South Carolina 29302
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YOUR MOBILE HOME NEEDS
Call us concerning our Land & Home Packages






Route 9, Box 233
Easley, South Carolina 29640
(803) 269-7205
We specialize in CACES
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Lee lacocca may not be interested in
running for president, but a sizeable
chunk of the Clemson University fresh-
man class is interested in him.
The Chrysler executive topped the list
of potential candidates when freshmen
were asked who they'd pick to be the next
president of the United States. Of the 698
students surveyed. 236 (34 percent) pick-
ed lacocca.
Thirty-five percent of the students listed
no choice, and the rest scattered their
picks among 47 other answers ranging
from Vice President George Bush, with




Clemson's Freshman class has an interesting
personality.
lacocca also leads the list of public fig-
ures the students indicated they most ad-
mire. Fourteen percent named him, 12
percent named comedian Bill Cosby, and
5 percent named President Reagan.
The 116 other answers include every-
body from CBS anchorman Dan Rather to
singer Bruce Springsteen to the sassy
cartoon cat Garfield, who garnered five
votes.
The unscientific survey was conducted
during summer orientation sessions for
students entering Clemson this fall. About
2,200 new freshmen enrolled for the se-
mester that began Aug. 19.
Nearly three-fourths of the students
surveyed (72 percent) indicated they think
the ideal age for marriage is between 21
and 25. Another 21 percent chose the
26-35 age bracket as the best time for
wedding vows.
More than half the students (54 percent)
consider television their major source for
news and information on current events,
according to the survey. Twenty-eight
percent rely on radio, 1 percent on news-
papers, and 5 percent on news maga-
zines.
Here are other results from the survey:
— MUSICAL TASTE: Fifty-one percent
of the students listed some form of rock
TV roll as their favorite kind of music.
"Pop/Top 40" came in second with 31
percent. Among the other selections:
country music (31 responses), soul (21),
classical (18), jazz (11). and reggae (11).— RELIGION: Forty-eight percent indi-
cated they go to church "every now and
then. Twenty-eight percent marked
"regularly," 4 percent checked "never,"
and 20 percent didn t respond.
— CAREER PLANS: Forty-six percent
plan now to "get a job after graduating,
1 9 percent want to go to graduate school,
15 percent plan to enter law, medical or
other professional school, and three per-
cent plan to go into the military.
— FITNESS: Asked how often they ex-
ercise, 40 percent checked "regularly,"
20 percent marked "rarely, 19 percent
marked "every day," two percent marked
"never," and 20 percent didn't respond.
by Jack A. McKenzie
The largest percentage (32) chose to
attend Clemson because of the influence/
opinion of relatives, friends, teachers or
others. The campus and its atmosphere
attracted 1 1 percent and the location nine
percent. Other reasons given include
"Great architecture school" (19 re-
sponses) and Dad paid for it" (three
responses).






























































Front Row (L-R): Lane Price, Head Mgr. Peter Fennell, Todd Sanders and Gary Pait. Second Row (L-R): Bryan Bingham, Lance Roberts,
Troy Chatterton and Field Mgr. David McClain. Back Row (L-R): Gib Lackey, Mark Speir and Buzz Lombard.
Meeting Your Energy Needs Now
Ballard Concrete Co. Inc.
Concrete Products • Passive & Active Solar Products
Energy Consulting • Wood Heating
The Sun Building Grady Ballard '42
ft<< nl ~ Becky Ballard Stiegel '69
81 PlaZa-POWderSVllle Margaret Ballard Spradlin '76





1. He was Clemson's first consensus All-American:
(A) Terry Kinard (C) Harry Olszewski
(B) Banks McFadden (D) Bennie Cunningham
2. He was Clemson's first 2-time All-American:
(A) Joe Blalock (C) William Perry
(B) Joe Bostic (D) Jerry Butler
3. In 1 981 , three of the following were first-team All-Americans. Identify the other who was a 2nd
team All-American:
(A) Jeff Davis (C) Perry Tuttle
(B) Jeff Bryant (D) Terry Kinard
4. This All-American was the first three-time captain of the Tiger football team:
(A) Joel Wells (C) Jackie Calvert
(B) Tom Barton (D) Ralph Jenkins
5. He was both a first-team All-American and a first-team Academic All-American:
(A) Lou Cordileone (C) Harvey White
(B) Steve Fuller (D) Lee Nanney
6. This Tiger All-American was born in West Germany:
(A) Dave Thompson (C) Terry Kinard
(B) James Robinson (D) Steve Reese
7. He was the first Clemson All-American to play in the Super Bowl:
(A) Bennie Cunningham (C) Jim Stuckey
(B) Steve Fuller (D) Joe Bostic
8. This Tiger All-American holds the Clemson record for most total offense in a game:
(A) Steve Fuller (C) Banks McFadden
(B) Bobby Gage (D) Charlie Bussey
9. This All-American was the first Tiger to have two 200-yard all-purpose running games:
(A) Banks McFadden (C) Jackie Calvert
(B) Perry Tuttle (D) Joel Wells
10. This All-American was named to the ACC Silver Anniversary Team:
(A) Bennie Cunningham (C) Harry Olszewski
(B) Joe Bostic (D) Lou Cordileone
1 1 This All-American is the only player to make at least 20 tackles in three different games:
(A) Johnny Rembert (C) William Perry
(B) Jim Stuckey (D) Jeff Davis
12. This All-American shares the single season record for sacks with William Perry:
(A) Jim Stuckey (C) Jeff Bryant
(B) James Robinson (D) Johnny Rembert
13. This All-American holds the Clemson record for the longest touchdown run in a bowl game:
(A) Bobby Gage (C) Steve Fuller
(B) Banks McFadden (D) Joel Wells
14. He is the only junior college transfer to be named All-American:
(A) Wayne Mass (C) Dave Thompson
(B) James Farr (D) Johnny Rembert
15. He is Clemson's only three-time All-American:
(A) Steve Fuller (C) William Perry
(B) Banks McFadden (D) Terry Kinard





menca became totally enamored with
former Clemson player William Perry
last year. But, to Clemson fans, he has been a
legendary figure in this state for many years.
This two-page feature is a summary of anec-
dotes, facts, stories and statistics about Clem-
son's only three-time All-American.
Fridge Fever
period of time in an effort to get him down to a
svelt 305. In the middle of spring practice he
had worked himself down to 314 and the staff
was feeling pretty good.
Then came "Hotdog and Apple Pie Day" at a
Clemson baseball game in late March. Any fan
with a ticket stub could turn it in for a free
hotdog and apple pie. Perry was not a regular
fan at Clemson baseball games, but the promo-
tion seemed to catch his eye. The friendly
Clemson 's William Perry has become an international celebrity.
The most often quoted story about William
Perry concerns his infamous lunch visit to
McDonald's with Perry Tuttle in 1981. Over
time, the magic of the media and inflation, writ-
ers have said he spent $55 at the fast-food
chain in Clemson in one sitting. Although I was
not there when the bill was paid, I was in the SID
office when Tuttle related the story to a writer.
According to Tuttle, he offered to treat William
one afternoon and the total bill for the two of
them was $22, a sizeable total that would be
normal for an establishment that includes "at-
mosphere'' in the tariff.
Now, let's be serious, Chicago media, $55 for
one person at one meal? Not even "The
Fridge" could put down that many quarter-
pounders ... but hotdogs, that's another story.
The spring of Perry's sophomore year the
Clemson training staff decided it would monitor
every morsel "The Fridge" consumed over a
tackle used his personal charm to collect about
1 5 of the ticket stubs and he quickly consumed
15 dogs, virtually ruining the program.
Here is the official list of products William
Perry was endorsing as of August 1: In TV
commercials he has appeared in Coca-Cola,
Pontiac, Kraft Cheese, Georgia Pacific, Mc-
Donald's, Rath Blackhawk Bacon, and Tesco
Supermarkets. In print advertisements he
hawks Carrier Transicold, Shakespeare, Al-
berto-Culver, Georgia Pacific, Drexel Burnham,
Hair Care Products, Mr. Big Paper Towel, Long
Underwear (Royal Textile Mills), Duke Man-
ufacturing and Levi-Strauss.
Last year, Perry was named Commercial
Spokesman-of-the-Year by one advertising
publication, and receives $15,000 for an ap-
pearance outside of Chicago and $10,000 for
one in Chicago.
There have been all kinds of requests ac-
Perry turned into all-purpose player in Chicago in 1985.
by Tim Bourret
cording to his agent, Jim Steiner of St. Louis.
This year he cut a commercial for a meatpack-
ing firm in London when the Bears were in
England to play the Cowboys. The commercial
ends with Perry stating, "You better shop at
this company for all your meats, or I'll eat the
entire British Isles."
Yes, William Perry can dunk a basketball, and
seemingly regardless of his weight. When he
came to Clemson as a freshman he enjoyed
posting up low in pickup games in Fike
Fieldhouse. But those were the days when he
weighed only 295. Prior to his senior year he
reported about 350. ("Why come to camp in
shape, that's what camp is for, to get in shape,"
he once said). A photographer from a national
magazine was sent up to take pictures of the
Fridge dunking a few. A day before the pho-
tographer appeared Perry assured me he could
still do it, even though I had seen on the chart
outside the weightroom he was still over 330.
Sure enough he lived up to his word, and dun-
ked until the photographer could shoot no
more.
William Perry's weight has always been a
much discussed subject. In Clemson press
guides he was listed at 285 as a freshman, 310
as a sophomore, 320 as a junior and 305 as a
senior. The spring before his senior year (dur-
ing the pro scout season) Perry got down to 31
and assured me he would be 305 for the start of
the season. He was on a strict diet and was
down to 305 by the end of spring practice.
But, a summer of home-cooking in Aiken
ended that, as the "chicken population in the
state took a nose-dive," as Mike Ditka would
say. Perry played most of his senior year at 337
pounds after reporting at 360. He has weighed
as much as 390 according to published reports.
As far as his younger days are concerned,
Perry was 13 pounds at birth, 220 pounds by
the seventh grade, 235 in the eighth grade, 265
as a junior in high school and 290 as a senior in
high school.
While one might think Perry would get sick
now and then, or pull a muscle on occasion, he
missed only one day of practice and never
missed a game at Clemson. The same held true
for his high school career, and last year with the
Bears. He played in 45 straight games for Clem-
son and has not missed a game for any reason
in the last nine years.
Clemson trainer Fred Hoover says he missed
only one practice due to a knee strain in his
sophomore year. He went to the workout in a
yellow jersey, but that is the only day of practice
he missed in four years at Clemson. Perry's
mother also reports that he went four straight
years in grade school with a perfect attendance
record.
Perry had great stats in his Clemson career.
He is the ACC's all-time leader in career tackles
for loss and sacks, is the only down lineman to
lead Clemson in tackles for a season ... we
could go on and on.
But. Perry's ability to make the big play is
probably the primary reason for his notoriety.
There are many memorable plays; a sack in the
fourth quarter at North Carolina in the National
82
Career Statistics for William Perry
AT CLEMSON
Year GP-GS Tot Tackles 1st Hits Ast TL-Yds Sacks-Yds CF-RF PBU-BK
1981 12-4 48 33 15 9-50 4-44 1-2 0-0
1982 11-7 52 30 22 9-66 5-38 3-1 0-0
1983 11-4 61 38 23 15-67 6-40 2-1 1-0
1984 11-11 100 67 33 27-111 10-69 2-3 1-1
TOTALS 45-26 261 168 93 60-302 25-190 8-7 2-1
CHICAGO BEARS
Year GP-GS Tot Ast Sacks Rush Yds TD Rec Yds TD
1985 16-9 57 26 5-42 5 7 2 1 4 1
Facts About Fridge
* Clemsons first three-time Ail-American (1982-83-84).
* Only fourth ACC defensive player to be named conference Player-of-the-Year.
* Only fourth ACC defensive player to be named AII-ACC player for three years.
* First Clemson player to be named a three-time all-conference selection.
* First among Division I players in tackles for loss in 1 984 with 2.45 per game (27 in 1 1 games).
* All-time ACC leader in tackles for loss for a career with 60
* Broke Randy White's all-time ACC record for tackles for loss in a season with 27.
* Broke Mike Corvmos (also Maryland) record for career quarterback sacks by an ACC
player. Corvino had 24 between 1979 and 1982 and Perry had 25.
' Led the Clemson team in tackles in 1 984 with 1 00 and was the first Clemson player in history
to lead the Tigers in tackles as a down lineman.
" Clemson had 37-6-2 record in his career, the best record in Clemson history.
It took 30 hours to sell out the poster.
Championship season, a close-lining tackle of
Georgia's David McCloskey in 1983. and the
sequence against North Carolina in 1984 when
he stopped Ethan Hortan for losses two plays
in a row, then forced an interception on the third
down — they all stand out.
However, my favorite William Perry play took
place in a victory over Wake Forest in 1984. In
the second quarter Wake Forest was forced to
punt and in an attempt to catch Clemson off
guard, the Deacons lined up in a hurry. Perry
was not on the punt return team, but he could
not get off the field fast enough so he lined up to
block the punt, the only time in his career he
was on the punt return team.
Perry overpowered the opposing center and
ran into the upback so hard he shoved him into
orbit and right into the Wake Forest punter,
Harry Newsome. Newsome punted the ball off
his upback's back and Clemson recovered 36
yards from the original line of scrimmage. It is
the only time in history a Clemson player has
blocked a punt with an opposing player.
William Perry grew so quickly his senior year
that his thighs increased from 31 inches to 33.
By the end of the season his coach had to take
two pairs of football pants to a seamstress who
sewed them together to create a pair of pants
Perry could fit in.
No one. probably not even William (but we
bet the IRS does), knows for sure how much
money he made last year, but according to
published reports, he has a four-year contract
with the Bears for 1.4 million dollars, and that
includes weight-loss incentives. But, with his
endorsements he should make about six mil-
lion dollars during his fiscal year (when you
make that much money you can have your own
fiscal year). That would rank him. by himself, as
the 14th most lucrative franchise in the NFL. In
other words he will make more money by him-
self than half the teams in the NFL.
The William Perry Growth Poster was proba-
bly the most interesting and certainly the
largest project the Clemson SID office has un-
dertaken. The idea actually came from Jeff
Pratt, a printer for Sports Graphics in Chicago,
in the spring of 1984. How ironic that Perry
would end up with the Bears.
Pratt had printed full length posters for ath-
letes before and they were used as give-aways
at pro sporting events, but never had one been
used to promote an athlete.
The athletic department ordered 4.000 post-
ers, 2.000 to send out to media and high
schools in Clemson s recruiting area, and 2,000
to sell to the general public. The project cost a
little over 10,000 dollars and at a sales price of
$5 each the project could pay for itself.
We thought we honestly could sell 2,000 of
them over the course of the season. They were
ready by October 20. 1984 for Homecoming
game with Duke, the 50th anniversary "to the
day" of the first great promotional picture in
sports history, the shooting of the Four Horse-
men on horseback on a Notre Dame practice
field.
The interest in the poster was mind-boggling.
The athletic department sold all 2,000 posters
in 30 hours and had the money needed to pay
for the project before a bill had arrived.
Perry did not win the Outland or Lombardi
Trophies, although he was a finalist for both.
But he certainly gained much notoriety as his
legend continued to grow. It's still growing.
Perry's nickname. The Refrigerator," all
started on an elevator in Mauldm Hall on the
Clemson campus in September of 1981. The
elevator was crowded as it landed on the sec-
ond floor. Ray Brown, an ebullient defensive
tackle, wanted to get on, but faced with Perry in
the front of the elevator he could not see any
room for his 6-3, 250-pound frame.
Brown said, "William, you take up almost the
entire elevator. I'm going to call you G.E. from
now on because you are as big as a re-
frigerator. Later in the week Brown related the
story to Clemson SID office student assistant
Jeff Rhodes, who in turn mentioned it to Clem-
son SID Bob Bradley. Bradley first used the
story in an October 1 release prior to the Ken-
tucky game and he referred to him as William
G.E Perry
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In Memory Of Ralph Jones
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In Memory Of Fraz
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Mr & Mrs D Michael Greer
Belton SC
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Belton SC
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Belton SC
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Available from these fine stores:
PIEDMONT PRINTMAKERS
1815GervaisSt. Columbia, SC 29202
803-254-6295/1-800-922-5522 SC
PIEDMONT PRINTMAKERS




657 N. Church St. Spartanburg, S C 29303
803-585-8388
ARCO BLUEPRINTERS
524 McDowell St. Asheville, N C 28802
704-254-9536/1-800-452-2856 N C
DIVISIONS OF ATLANTA BLUE PRINT & GRAPHICS CO.
Mr & Mrs James S Gibson Jr
Beaufort SC
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Mrs John E Taylor Jr
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Mr & Mrs Frank B Barnett
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Mr & Mrs Harry G Batson
Greenville SC
John P Batson Jr
Greenville SC
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Cobb
Greenville SC
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Intex Products Inc #2
Greenville SC
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Mr & Mrs Rhett Copeland
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Greenwood SC
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Greenwood SC
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Greenwood SC
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Two Starr/lva Friends Of
Clemson
Greenwood SC
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Greenwood SC
Dr & Mrs J C Rockwell
Greenwood SC
In Memory Of Robert H Rykard
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Thomas E Connelly Jr
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Robert & Amelia Price
West Columbia SC
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Easley SC
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Serving Georgia - North Carolina - South Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
P.O. BOX 570










PERFORMANCE is the key to
success, whether on the
football field or in the modern
weave room. That's why
LeSco, Inc. is the best source
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Easley SC
Mr & Mrs Donnie G Patterson
Easley SC





Easley Ob-Gyn Associates PA
Easley SC
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Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
Mr And Mrs Larry O Gamble
Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
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Columbia SC
Susan & Sam Mathews
Columbia SC
Gary J Matthews




Dr Robert J McCardle
Columbia SC
W Powers McElveen &
Associates
Columbia SC




































Mrs Frances L Chappell
Hopkins SC
Phillip C Chappell Jr
Hopkins SC
Saluda




S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring SC







Max & Rita Gregory
Chesnee SC




J W Gaston Jr
Duncan SC
Mr & Mrs Gary Johnson/
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Johnson
Duncan SC
Palmetto Sup & Repair
Duncan SC
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Roebuck SC
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Dewey L Hanna Jr
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Mr & Mrs Allen Lundy
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W Benjamin Mason Jr
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Mr & Mrs Tim Miller
Spartanburg SC










Mr & Mrs John A Schwartz
Spartanburg SC
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J & M Wren
Spartanburg SC
Sam P Clark & Charles E Moore
Woodruff SC
Sumter




Charlie R Boyle Jr
Sumter SC
A Friend Of Clemson
Sumter SC





(Jesse & Bubba James)
Sumter SC
Frank A McLeod Jr
Sumter SC
Mr & Mrs Robert M Muldrow
Sumter SC









A Tiger Fan & Supporter
Sumter SC
Union
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A J Rigby Jr
Kmgstree SC
William D Rigby
Mr & Mrs G A Rigby
Kmgstree SC
York
John N (Nickey) McCarter Jr
Clover SC


























































Mr & Mrs Laurence C Mudge
Cary NC






Thomas W Glenn III
Charlotte NC












Ann & Bill Wood
Charlotte NC
W Alvin Gamey/E Dean Nelson
Clemmons NC
























Dr Joseph E Fewell Jr
Hickory NC
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
Hickory NC
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Monroe NC
Mr & Mrs John H McNeely
Monroe NC
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Raleigh NC
J Glenn McCants Jr
Rockingham NC
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Shelby NC












































Dr Randolph R Smith
Augusta GA






Raymond I McFadden Jr
Covington GA
Mr & Mrs Robert D Bagwell
Dahlonega GA





























R A Bowen Jr
Macon GA








Mr & Mrs Bruce F Morse
Martinez GA

































Dr E D Conner/W H Conner
Birmingham AL








Albert W Pritchard Jr
Doylestown PA












Mrs Harry W Smith
Kingsport TN
Mr & Mrs H E McConnell Jr
Kingston TN
The Dave Hall/Tilman Miller/
David Anderson Families
Lexington KY
Charles W Aiken Jr
Louisville KY




John W Holcomb Memorial
Mclean VA
























James F Cox Jr
Slidell LA






John C Riley Jr
West Chester PA
Donald G Gallup MD
Augusta GA





Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Mr & Mrs Ted W Craig
Cathy & Chuck Connelly
James H (Jay) Gully
Mr & Mrs James S Hunter
Marvin B King
Littlejohn Memorial
J Roy Pennell III






Mr James T Faulkner Jr
Duanne Hall
Mrs C L Huggins




Mr And Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
M Earle Williamson
Billy Wilson
Mr & Mrs James T Wilson




Robert & Fern Bickley
Gerald & Mary Brown





H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansby
H D Dickert
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Ten & Penney
A G & G G Evans
James D Fulghum
Donald L & Paul Fulmer
George Funeral Home Inc
James K Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Hoyt W & Bilhe R Hamilton
H Earle Holley Jr
Mr & Mrs Boyd E Jacobs
Ashley/Paul/Ellen
Arthur Leroy Jones






Mr & Mrs Jesse G McElmurray Jr
Thomas T McNair Jr
John G Molony &
William W Molony
A H Peters Jr
Rees Electric Co Inc
Mr & Mrs Gene Roe
Lewis & Sara Rutland
William S & Suzanne Seabrook
George & Manone Seigler
Erskme T Shealy
Edward A Speed Jr
Alan M Tewkesbury III
Gary Thompson





Dr W Gamewell Watson
H Odell Weeks Jr
Francis M Wise Sr




Fairfax Dimension Co Inc















Randy & Janet G Barnette
Harold & Jean Bates
Bates Brothers & Son
Dr Robert B Belk
Belton Industries Inc
Better Beer & Wine
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
John E Boulware
Dr William N Boulware
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs Ronnie L Brock
Mr & Mrs George Brothers













Tommy. Jane & Jana Crawford
Mr & Mrs Ron Cromer
Chester L Cueman
Fredda B & Keith Culbreth
Darby Metalworks Inc
Clarence A Davis
D C Motors & Controls
Mr & Mrs Buddy Dillard
W M Dillard
Dr Leonard W Douglas
Roland & Nancy Drake
Tom W Dunaway Jr
George H Durham Jr
Mr & Mrs Harry L Ebernickle
Roger I & Salhe H Eskew




Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox
Aaron. Robbie & Mike Gambrell
Jimmie L Geddings
Robert I Geisel
George s Drive Inn
Dr M Ray Gillespie
Steve And Lillie Gilmer
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer &
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co Inc
Joseph B & Linda K Glenn
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Dr Charles R Griffin
Claude T Griffin
Franklin Grooms
Dr & Mrs John L Guy
Mr & Mrs William E Hall Jr
Scott & Ashley
Robert G Hammond
Hardy Boys Food Shops
J w Hare Jr
Harley-Davidson Of Anderson
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberge
R-Michael & Andrea (G'ville)







Mr & Mrs Keith F Heintz
Robert Lee Hill








William P Kay Sr
George & Jean Keasler
Robert & Mary Gambrell
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley PA
Dr William E Kennedy
Gary C Kidd
Arthur M Klugh III
Steven M Krause/Jody M Young
Lazer Construction Co Inc
James F Little
Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr
Mrs C H Lomas
David D Lowery






Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G Olson
McAlister Heating & AC
Leonard T McAlister
McCall s Inc
Mr & Mrs Carl McClain
Dr B C McConnell Jr
McCoy Lumber Company
Dr L E McGaha
Mrs Walter L Gaillard
Mark Jackson Mizzell
Dr & Mrs Harold L Murray
Mr & Mrs W Charles Cain
Butch & Lisa Overcash
John H Owens Jr/Manon Brooks
Ray E & Floyd Patrick
J Norman Phillips
Rick & Beth Phillips
Harold A Pickens & Sons Inc #1




Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
Pete J & Jim Stathakis
James C Reece
James E Reid
Mrs James B Rhinehardt Jr
Will H Rice
M J Richbourg
John C Rivers III
Jim Roberts
Roddy s Fried Chicken
James & Dons Rogers
Mr And Mrs Gregg S Rowe
Dr James M Ruff
Grady & Patricia Sanders
Mr & Mrs E J Scarborough Jr
Robert R Seawnght
Mr & Mrs Dennis B Simmons
James M Simpson
Singer Company Motor Products
& Sewing Machine Divisions
Mrs Charlie E Smith
Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Walter A Smith
William (Blinky) Smith
South General Const Co Inc
Arnie C Spencer
Walter Price Spires
Roger & Cher Stamey
Frank M Stevenson
Tony K Stewart
Mr & Mrs Furman Stone Sr
Mr And Mrs Frank B Sullivan
Dr Edgar Talbert
Mrs John C Taylor III
Tom W Taylor Jr
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
Mrs Nancy S Thompson
Milan & Virginia Graham
Thompson
Mrs Ligon Tollison
Tn County Battery Sales
Gregory E Tysl
Robert F Unser
In Memory Of Marion Washington
Calvin R Waters
Bruce Watt
Frank B Watts Jr
Wells Aluminum Southeast Inc
Western Sizzlm Steak House
David G Williams






Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley







Jack E Sr & Jack E Jr Turner
Barnwell
Hugh Birt
Clem & Brannon Collins
Allison & Patsy Grimes
Clinton Calhoun Lemon Jr
A Friend From Wilhston
Frederick D Mixon
Henry O Pickering
Bob & Dot Sanders
Norman M Smith II
Thomas Warren Weeks
Beaufort
Charles P Ballenger Jr
Gene Deloach








Berkeley County Clemson Club
James E Dangerf.ald Jr
Robert H Dangertield Jr
Deleon & Arnold Enterprises









David D Page Jr
F M Peagler
Stephen R Piatt
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
Riley Lumber Inc
James H Rozier Jr











Mrs Eldon V Haigler Jr
H B Hair
James M Moss III & Son
Jim Pooser
H T Ulmer III
Charleston
John Q Adams Jr & John Q
Adams III
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Don & Joyce Austell






H A Chacknes III
Douglas F Clark
John D Doscher Jr
Philip Favaro
Rick Glover
F Gregorie & Son
Al Hitchcock
Thomas A Holahan
W Howard Holl III
Mr & Mrs Perry M Holloway Jr
Dr John P Howard
C Roger Jennings
Charles & Rowena Joyce




Mr And Mrs Tom B Laroche
Harvey W McCormick
Charles F McCrary





David M Murray Jr
Aaron A Nettles Jr




Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers
Inc
R E Sink Jr
Ben M Smith




H E Tyler Construction Co Inc
Dewey B Welch Jr
Andreas Westergaard III
Richard E Wheeler
Skeeter & Abbey Wiggins
Douglas L & Susan Wilbanks
A Y Willard Jr
OI Tiger-Mt Pleasant SC




Robert A Darby Sr
Terry & Sandra Darby
Steven Epps
Robert G Garrison Jr
S Wayne Goodyear




Mr & Mrs Stewart F Melton
Mr & Mrs S Tyson Melton
Michael D Owensby
J B Pressley Jr
Joan B Pressley/J N Pressley
Donald E Reed
John A Seidenstricker
Mr & Mrs H W Shepherd
S Marvin Waldrep
John D Weir Jr
Mrs W T Wrenn
Chesterfield
James C Jr & W Kirk Crawford
Macklyn R Sellers
Bobby W Thomas
Mr & Mrs John R Thomas
Clarendon
Dr & Mrs Clarence E Coker Jr
G Ray Coker
James R Coleman Jr/James R
Segars Jr/Danny J Wingard
Marion E Dubose
Julius R Eadon Jr








Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Timothy L Beach
Larry Berry/Dr Sam Hazel





Dr William R Blakeney
Billy Burch
J W Carter
Dawkms Concrete Products Inc
Martin S Dnggers
Robert H Goodson Jr




George A Hutto Jr
Dr Wm P Kennedy













In Memory Of O J Knight Class
Of 22






Cdr & Mrs Robert L Burns
Earl R Dupriest Jr





Mr/Mrs William E Campbell Jr
Dr J M Carroll
John O Childers Jr





Robert W Le Master
Mrs J J Norton III
R Alberta Phillips
R B Sanders
Southern Loom Reed Mlg Co







A A Muckenfuss Jr




R Allen Traylor MD
W Jerry Utsey
Mr & Mrs Robert D Westover
Larry E & Judy H Yonce
Edgefield


















Get away from it all in South Carolina on a Ramada R&R weekend
and you'll get 25% offyour room. This offer is good for Friday, Saturday
or Sunday nights, subject to room availability. Reservations required.
Ramada Inn
Clemson
































1001 So. Church St./I-85
232-7666 NEXT TIMERamada Inn Airport
Charleston




1-77 & 21 North
329-1122 RAMADA*
Expiration Dec. 31, 1986




Mr & Mrs J W Gilliam Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr & Mrs James C Holmes
Mr & Mrs L D Holmes Jr
M E (Betsy) Holmes
Mr & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth I Kaltz
James F Martin
William A Morris
William H Rushton Jr
Mr & Mrs G Milton Saggus Jr
Catherine S Walsh





Lt Col Ralph W Boys
James L Dorrier
James B Frazier IV
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
William B Hendrix
Warren R Herndon Sr
John J Hood Jr
Michael & Nancy C Johnson
Joe D Jolly
Pigeon Granite Co-J P Brooks.
J P Brooks Jr
Frances & William H Wyhe
Florence
Or H Morris Anderson Sr
Thomas D Birchmore
B M Brodie
G Wilson Bryce Memorial
—




Frank A Douglass Jr
Dr George Economy
Clyde S Bryce Jr. PE-
Engineenng Consultants















S E Parker Jr DOS
Jimmy Poston
Robert H Rhodes
S A Rodgers Jr
R A Vaughan










James S & Denise B Grant
H E Hemingway
Larry E Holliday




Mr & Mrs W Farrel Owens
Sam E Smith/Richard F Odom
Bruce D Wheeler
Jesse E Wright lit




Mr & Mrs Charles A Allen
Parker Altman
American Equipment Co Inc #1
James D Anthony
Virgil L Ashmore Jr




J E Austin Jr
Rick & Teresa Bagwell
Gregory Ballew
Don Barbery
C B Barksdale Jr






















J W Burnett III
Leslie M Burns Jr
Jim Cagle
Frank B Cameron
Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc #2
Carolina Meter & Supply Inc
Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc
Carolina Welding Supply & Repair
Inc
Carolina Acoustical Co
Mr & Mrs Churchill A Carter
R L Carter
Thomas Carter




Chemurgy Products Inc #1
Mr & Mrs Albert G Childress
H R Chitwood








Commercial Air Cond Service
Charles W Cook Jr
W Gary Cooper
Malcolm E Corbett










Daley Engineering & Sales
Thomas Ray Darragh Jr
Bill & Shelia Davidson
Mrs Billy W Davis
Stephanie E Davis
W Cantey Davis Jr/James Davis
C F Dawes
Price & Ernestine Delk
Dr & Mrs Perry B Deloach
John Lee Dill
Mr & Mrs David K Domnitz




Charles B Duncan Jr
Billy & Donna Durham
Mr And Mrs Charles F Durham Jr
Joseph H Durham Jr
Lloyd M Eargle
William Earley










John & Celia Few
Thomas Finley
J Ryan Flanagan
Ernest B Fleenor Jr
Flower s Industries
Foothills Delta P Inc
Patrick Foster
James E Foster Jr &
E Cole Huckabee
Miss Larue H Fowler
W T Fraser Jr
Sid D Freeman
Jim & Jean French
Marvin K Friar
Mr & Mrs Arno H Frosh
Robert Gage
Howard Galloway
Jim C Galloway Jr
Richard W Galway/David E Lake
Donald A Gardner
Donnie L Garrett
M L Garrett Construction Co
Scott P Garrett
L Gray Geddie Jr











Jennings L/Jennings L Jr/John/
James Graves
Ronnie O Gray
Mr & Mrs Steve B Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert C Coates
Dr & Mrs David Greene
Mrs Oliver B Greene
Greenville Industrial
Jane H Greer
Mr & Mrs Charles D Gregory
Dr Floyd F Griffin Jr
Joanne Griffin
W A (Nig) Griffith
Edward D Guy Jr
R Dean Hackett
Marvin W Hambleton
Julia A & Robert E Hamilton
Robert C Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Dennis Hamm
Handee Mart Food Stores Inc
James W Hannah
Mr & Mrs Bruce C Hansel
John B Hardaway III
Mr & Mrs William R Harling/














Mr & Mrs Jerry Hendrix
Darrell B & Rebecca W Herlong
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Joe A Hewell
Eddie Holbrook
Holder Electric Supply Inc
James & Rhonda Holtzclaw
W B Hopkins




Roy F Hunt Jr
Ms Margaret Huskey
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Joe A ivester








Mr & Mrs William R Jolly Jr
Mrs Dorothy B Jones









Mr & Mrs Alvin C King
Gary K Kleister
B B Knight Jr
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth Jr
B R Langley Jr/W L Brigham Jr
The Bennie Langley Family
W S Langley




Mr & Mrs L G Lewis Jr
Charles R Lindsey
Curt Lollis Builder
Bud & Sandy Long
Joe E Long
Joseph R Lovin
James H Mack Jr
Mr & Mrs Mike Magee
E D Maney
Mangum-Dillard Inc
W M Manning Jr
Mr & Mrs Seabrook Marchant
Marsh & McLennan Inc





Ralph C May Jr




Dr James P McNamara
Harold L Merck















Natn I Starch & Chemical Corp
Ronald E Nesmith
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
John P Nickerson
Col (Ret) & Mrs Paul T Norris
Harold Orr
Cody And Nina Owens
W D Owens Jr
Milton I Ozmint
Arnold & Gwen Pace
Russell Hunter Park
James H Parsons III
Douglas F Patrick & Robert G
Hopkins
Philip Patrick
L R Choppy Patterson
John H Paylor
Joe D Pearson
Debra & Wayne Phillips
Gene Phillips
S B Phillips Sr
William L Phillips
William M Pittendreigh
Mr & Mrs Charles B Pitts
David R Price PHD
H H Provence Jr
Raymond E Putman




Mr & Mrs L M Ragsdale
Hunt & Cathy Redfern
Don Reed & Associates
Mr & Mrs James L Reese
Mr & Mrs Dusty Reid
The George Reids
Frednc W Remhold Jr
Richards/Wilson




Rogers & Brown Custom Bkrs #2
David H Roper
Mr & Mrs J T Roper
LTC (Ret) & Mrs H Perry
Rosamond
Harold A/Cheryl/Darryl Rowley










Don & Mary Skelton
John G Slattery
Donald C Slaughter
Sloan Construction Co Inc #2
J Michael Smart
Dee Smith Family
H W Smith & H W Smith Jr
Howard F Smith









William R Stoddard Jr MD
William W Stover Jr
Richard P Strawhorn
Heath L Strawn Jr







Terry & Jean-Mane Taylor
Newell D Crawford Jr
Teachey Mechanical Inc
John Russell Terry Jr






J P Thompson Jr
Jim Thompson
Robert J Thompson
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben
ThrailkJII
Threatt-Michaei Const Co inc
Dr William E Tucker







John & Sally Wallace
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Mr & Mrs David E Watson &
Rush
Eddie & Sandra Watson
Joseph P Watson/John Harrison
Kermit M Watson
Ronald R Watson
Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson &
Ashley
Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson &
Ashley
Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson &
Ashley









D D Williams Jr
Dan H Williams
Mr & Mrs Edward R Williams
George E Williams
J V Williams




C Richard & Janet D Wyatt





Dr F E Abell Jr
Nick P Anagnost




Mr & Mrs Ronnie H Barnes &
Miss Julia Gregory
Everett E & Joyce P Bedenbaugh
C O Browning
William E Burnetl
Mr & Mrs Pitts Camak Jr
Ronald L Carlay/J B Nalley






Mr & Mrs James Corley
Mr & Mrs George L Crout
R B Culp Jr
Charles M Davis
Mr & Mrs John R Davis & Robbie
Harold Deloach
Floyd Demoss
Dickert s Moving & Storage
G Dorroh & G M Neel
Robert H Drinkard
Environmental Landscaping
G & P Trucking Co Inc
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines Inc
John F Gregory Jr
William & Dania Griffith
Mr & Mrs John G Hammond
Rutledge H Hammond Jr
G Bonner Harvley
G W Hawthorne











John Lumley/B M Keck
James H Martin Jr
Russell & Leigh Mathis




Dr W B Moseley
James E Mulligan III
P R Nickles
Barbara Page
Joseph H Patrick Jr
J David Patterson
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Dr S D Pendergrass III
J Herbert Powell Jr
Terry & Deborah Powell
Raymond F Prince
Quick Copies Of Greenwood
Eugene Wallace Roberts Jr
J/B/G Rosenlund/M Ozburn
Tony And Diane Shealy
George F Smith Jr
Mrs Lula Mae Smith
South Carolina Aviation Inc
Richard & Dan Suggs
Mr And Mrs Robert S Terry









Dr Jerry Frank Crews Jr
S F Crews Jr







Mr & Mrs W H Mauldm




James W Barnette Jr
Marion T Bellamy
R Paul Benik Jr










Mr & Mrs Harvey Graham Jr
Franklin D & Joyce B Hartsell
Oscar L Hodge
Dr Wm S Holliday
S F Horton
Earl O neil McCoy Jr
Dennis Neeley
H E Pearce Jr
Peoples Underwriters Inc
Mr And Mrs Don Perry
Dr Jerd W & Melinda M Poston
Starwood Nursery & L'scaping
Inc By D L Locklair
C A Timbes Inc










J W Martin Jr
Ralph E Sims
Leslie M Stover
Gilbert & Kay Webber
Lancaster





Mr & Mrs Michael C Crenshaw
Cecil K & Judy E Faile
Don W Faile
Frank & Ann Ferguson
First Palmetto Co
James S Harper
Dr John R Howell Jr
Jennings/Walker
Dennis Kirk/Jerry Hammond










Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat
M G Williams




Mr & Mrs James L Bolt Jr
Keith M Bouknight
James Buchanan
Mr & Mrs R L Cason
Mrs T Heath Copeland
G Alan Crawford
Col & Mrs Marvin C Ellison
McArthur A George
Charles J Glenn
Mr & Mrs Wayne Kinard/Amy
Lester
Albert Dial McAlister
Mr & Mrs James H McClellan Jr
Walter S Ramage
Mr & Mrs Thomas B Stoddard
Richard T Townsend
Jim Welborn
Dr N C Wessinger
Lee
Wallace P Deschamps
Don R Mcdaniel Sr
Wyman McDaniel
C B Player Memorial
Player Jr & C B Player III
Lexington
Mr & Mrs H L Allen Jr
Billy Amick
Lonnie Edward Amick




J M Bates Jr
Mr & Mrs John A Bearden
Mr & Mrs Alvin N Berry
Ray O Bickley
F U Black
Woodrow W Boozer Sr
Dr And Mrs Robert W Branch
Mr & Mrs Jerry A Brannon
Harold & Doris Brewer








William L Coleman Jr
Frank H Connell
Robert J/Brenda W Cooper
H Ralph Corley Sr




Dean & Ten Edgar
William Q Elliott Jr
Hubert Lee Evans
Mrs John L Frierson
Samuel B George II
W W Harley
Archie L Harman II










Mr & Mrs Cyril F Kneece
Lexington State Bank
Walter W Lindler




Buren & Cheryl Mitchell
Frank D Moore
Dr Larry H Nelson
Kenneth W Nettles
Carl & Peggy Patterson
Thomas W Plumblee/
John F Long/Philip Law
Ronald M Poston
Charles And Lynn Price
Wayne P Rawl
Hampton Redmond
Sylvia & Joe A Rinehart
G Randy Rish
Roberts Electric Co
W Frank Rogers Jr
Glenn Scott
Mr & Mrs Clinton W Sease
Mrs James R Sease
Dennis G Shealy
Mr & Mrs John E Shealy




Sox Well S Pump Co
Charles J & Rose Stancil
Charles M Stuck
Harold B Swygert Jr
Dr Wm Carver Talbert Jr
Tamper Corportion
John F Taylor









Fritz N Johnson MD
Leslie W Levy





Dr Raymond E Ackerman













Mr And Mrs Woodrow K Koon
Gordon S Leslie Jr
"A Friend"
Olin Lominick Jr













David C Waldrop Sr
David C Waldrop Jr
Powell E Way Jr
Richard A Wicker





Roy D Adams Memorial
Archie I Barron







Dr Frank A Hoshall Jr
K-Mac Service Inc
Kawasaki Of Seneca
Deryl C Keese & Wm C Keese
John N Landreth Sr
Robert L Lee
F Tibertus & Cynthia L Lenz
Dr Harry B Mays
Col William M Mays
William E Mcalister
Mr & Mrs Jim McCall
William T Mcclure Jr
Bill Mclees/Otto H Schumacher
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Sara & Edd Mize
Oconee Golf Shop
Wilson W S Laura Palmer
J Denver Powell
S K Rogers DMD PA
Samaha Inc
Cecil T Sandifer
David R Schumpert Jr
Claude S Simpson Jr &
Col Tom Maertens
Mr & Mrs Chauncey D Smith Jr
Bill Steele
Frank M Terlizzi/ Wayne Glenn
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
Orangeburg
E R Bair Jr
George L Binnicker Jr
Wm B Bookhart Jr & Sons
Sheriff & Mrs Vance L Boone
Kenneth Buck
Mrs Starr C Busbee
W A Cartwright Jr
Dantzler Builders
W W Dukes Jr
C F Evans & Co
H D Folk




Garrick Bros Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
Gray & Gray Farms #2
Gray & Gray Farms #1
Shelton Hoffman
E O Hudson Jr
Lake Electric Inc
Arnold J Nettles Jr
Frankie A & William H O Cain
J Marshall Polin
J M Russell Jr
Col & Mrs W B Salley Jr
Harry E Sanders
G Tom Sandifer
James H Shirer Jr
Short Stop Food Store
M B Sowell & Son
J Harold Thomas
Jack G Vallentme III





Benson L Bagwell DMD
Mr & Mrs William J Barnett
John R Bell
Robert L Bishop
Dr & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton





Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
W J Byrum
Mr & Mrs Ricky E Capps





Mr & Mrs T J Coleman
Bethal & Elizabeth Couch
Walter T Cox
J Redmond Coyle &
Nicholas Fletcher III
Jerry Crawford
Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony & Allen Day
Roy M Dill Jr
Dixie Egg Farms Inc
Dr & Mrs William P Dubose III
Duckett Funeral Home
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Barry S Durham







James & Sheryl Fulmer




Tom And Penny Goebel
John C Goodwin III
Dr Wm J Goudelock
Mr & Mrs Ralph W Grant &
Mr & Mrs Ronald W Grant
Dorsey E & Virginia B Greer
William V & Lynda C Griffith
Charles Hagood





David T & Janet Hogsed





Coach Frank J Howard
Hubert Steve Huffman










R Frank Kolb II
John W Lame
Johnny L & Ann Lee
Mr & Mrs Lee F Lemere
Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little




Col Edward R Maddox





Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
J H Mills Auto Supply
Wayne Mitchell
Monty's Of Greenville Inc
L H Moore
Chuck Nalley





Jim & Debbie Pinner
Robert F Pittman Jr
Pizza Inn




Robert And Margaret Redden
Paul J Reece
Tommy L Reid Family






Shealy, Smith & Welborn PA
Sam W Sheriff
Dr B R Skelton
G Neil Smith
Smith's Heatg & Air Cond Inc
David L Sparks
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
W F Strauss Jr
Frankie/Marion/Linde Summey
John N Jr & J Norman Warren
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Robert A Watson
Mr & Mrs Larry White







James G Bagnal III
Tom Baldwin
Chevis F Ballentine Jr
B P Barber & Associates Inc
R Kent & Marilyn Bedenbaugh
F David Burton
George W Caughman Jr
Mrs Judith P Chandler
Kenneth L Childs




Mr & Mrs Fred E Culvern Jr
Ralph B Cureton Jr
Judge Michael R Davis
Reid Dempsey
William T Derieux
Sandra & Danny O Brien Derrick
O Marshall Dodds
Francis S Dunn
Dr Raymond C Elam/
Dr Walter B Gregg
F Douglas P Evans
Dr George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel Jr
B Lee Floyd
Wilder & Christine Funk
William N Geiger Jr
Gmk Inc
Buford Goff & Associates
John E Haas
Mrs Cynthia Evatt Hamilton
Mr & Mrs William M Hamilton
Dr Rudolph C Harrington Jr
W L Harrington Jr
William R Heatley Jr
Mr And Mrs Michael E Herndon
Charles E Hill
Mark Thomas Hobbs
H M Hodges Jr Memorial











Mr & Mrs J J Kirby Jr
Oliver S Kolb
Cecil Glenn Lester Jr
A Frank Lever III
Mr & Mrs Sonny Mabe
Ben|amin D Massey
George G Matthews Jr





David & Ruth McLellan
Timothy P McLellan &
Billy Fellers
David Mitchum
W L Monts Sr
Austin T Moore Jr
Jeffrey A Cain
F Mccord Ogburn Jr
James W Orr




Mr & Mrs Pete Rabon
Donald H Rader
George H Reed
F M Reeves/K L Rice
Jimmy M Rogers
Mrs Oavid Roof & Davida Roof
Marion F Sadler Jr
Seaman Electric Supply Inc
S Bruce Seawright
Jimmy R Sellers
Col A L Sheider Jr
George Z Siokos
Carolina Forklift Inc
South Carolina National Bank
Lawrence Steedly/David Gardner
Oscar L Derrick
C Leroye Stokes Family
Gerald E Styles
Mr & Mrs H T Thompson Jr &
H T Thompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E Till
John R Tripp
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten Jr
Mr & Mrs Jerry W Vaughn
David J Weeks
Joe Ben Weeks




Mrs Stephen F Wyndham
Saluda
James D Bledsoe
Frances S & John W Hare
Sandra Harmon
Mr & Mrs Carl O Gibson
James R Herlong Sr &
James R Herlong Jr
Joe P Herlong
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
Mr & Mrs John Allan Long
Bruce Rushton
Shore Livestock Co
George S & Joe Todd
D T Wannamaker III
Wheeler Tire Service
Spartanburg
ACE TV Rental Inc
T R Adams Jr
William A Alexander
William Scott Allen
Larry M Allsep Jr/B C Hood
Richard L Bagnal
Michael & Anne Bailey
Marvin B Banton
H Walter Barre II
Mr & Mrs Eber J Blackwood
J J Blake
Broadus J Blanton Jr
Sue Boone
Mr & Mrs Dennis Brannon
Mr & Mrs H G Brock
C & S Natl Bank




Dr James Milton Coker
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
J Carroll Cox
Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
Susan R Culbreth
Diversco Inc
Douglas Pest Control Inc
Timothy M Drake
John T Duncan Sr
Tommy C Dykes/Paul Bleckley
Mr & Mrs Harley W Easier








Mr & Mrs Wilbur K Hammett
Mrs Darcy D Harris Jr










Kirkland S Johnston &
John B Johnston




Mr And Mrs Mac Mauldin Jr
R Everette McAbee
Mrs Crayton McCown
Dr Austin R McElhaney Jr









Mr & Mrs Hughes C Pennington
Art & Flo Pettigrew





Ray Roberts & Mark Tessnear









Spartan Food Systems Inc
Spartan Security Inc
Jack M Steinberg CLU &







Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Taylor
James R Thomason
Barham F Thomson Jr
James A Trammel
H C Turner III
John W Waddell
Steven D Weathers




A D Jr & Joe Allbritton
Hugh B Betchman Jr
John J Britton Jr
A Friend Of Clemson"
William W Campbell
Cuttino/Berry
Demosthenes & McCreight AIA
E M Dubose
Bill Duniap







The National Bank Of SC
Dr John W Shaw
D Leslie Tindal
Mr And Mrs George Trask




William T Howell Sr




Wendell O Brown Atty
Alan K Chandler
Dr W C Cottingham
Vina V Floyd
W W Holhday Jr
James M Kennedy
Joseph P Lazzan
Thomas E Setzler II
Mr & Mrs Eric K Wilson
Tara And Scarlett Wilson
York




Mrs John K Benfield Jr
John H Blackwell III
Bill Brooks
S L Campbell








Dr Frank Strait Fairey




Mr & Mrs Jeffery T Haire
Martin B Jr. M Brian III &
Edmund F Hall
Tom & Shirley Hamrick
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen
Mountain View Industries Inc











David C Leslie Jr
John A & Carolyn B Lesslie
Woodrow W Littlefield Jr
Mack Lyle
Stephen S McCrorey
Mr & Mrs Randall D Merrell
William L Morrow
Robert W Neal
Mrs Robert E Norris
Dr Floyd L Parrish
Ms Rebecca Partlow
J M Peek
G A Pelletier Jr
Thomas B lll/L Earl/
T B Jr Pettit
John F Pridmore
Bruce A & Elaine B Pullen
William R Pursley Jr
Mark Ravan
Baxter Simpson Jr
Ben R Smith Jr
Sunbelt Thread And Tape Inc
B Craig Thomas
Jerry A Underwood




Melvin W Ashe Jr
Associated Mechanical Contr




Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
Mr And Mrs Phil Bechtold
John C Boesch Jr
Ronald K & Steven W Boyd
Joseph W Boykin
James E Brennan
Mrs H Paul Bridges









Mr & Mrs Thomas S Castles
Jerry O Chapman




Dan W Dale Sr




Herman L Dixon Jr
Larry G Dorman
J Henry Dowdy
Brenda & Tom Dukes
Mr & Mrs James L Duncan Jr
E Robert Eckley III
Howard D Williamson Jr
Thomas J Edmonds
Mr & Mrs William H Elam
Carrol & Pat Epting
Beniamm M Evatt
James T Fans Jr
Greg S Parish
Mr & Mrs James D Fisher
Robert L & Kenneth R Flint
Jimmy D Fowler
G P Genet




Dr Joe B Godfrey
W S Gordon Jr
Grace Equipment Company
John W Gravely
Mr & Mrs William D Griffin
Steve C Griffith Jr
Lloyd G Gurley
Robert A Hammett




Mr & Mrs W M Hobson
Jeffrey And Stephanie Holland
H L Hoover
Samuel Reid Horton Jr
Steve & Susan Hughes








Byron L & Patti L Jones
Richard Manning Jones Jr
Donald F Kapp
Hardin Keitt
Joe D Kmard Jr
Mr & Mrs Doug Kingsmore
James M Kizer




Mr & Mrs Robert M Lindsey
Robert H Livingston
Robert F Martin
James H McMillan MD
Edgar L Miller Jr
Michael S Mitcham
Clarence Nesbit






George N Payne Jr
Daniel L Pearman
Larry B Penley Sr
James M Perry








Hugh D Putnam Sr
C Jeff Reece Jr
Edward L Reynolds
Henry L Richbourg
Richard & Tommy Roche
Dewey P Rochester Jr
William Joseph Roddey IV
Floyd & Barbara Rogers









Fred & Connie Silver
Donald F Sink
C Carl Smith
Col Fred L Sparks Jr
Guy P Stanley
Mr & Mrs Mack C Stewart Jr
David K Stokes III









J S Whiteside & Co Inc
Garland L & Barbara Whitlock
Gregory Steven Whitt
Archie T Wilbanks
R W Wilkerson III
Jim & Betsy Williams
Kenneth D Williams Sr









J C (Doc) Bradham
C & K Machine & Fab Inc
Jack J Camarda
John Thomas Cely
W C Childers Memorial
A J & Nona Coleman
John Herbert Conrad
Donnie Craven s Inc






Dr J R Edwards/Larry Sweat
Mr & Mrs Howard Farmer Jr
Mr & Mrs Michael G Gasque
Mr & Mrs Francis J George
Fred & Sybil Graham
Thomas A Grant




John S & Charles R Jr Hatcher






Neely McFadden Hollis Jr
Frank L Holroyd Jr
Howard E Hord
Wearon Huckaby
Mr & Mrs Allan Johnson
W E Josey
Jim & Nancy Kay
Dr B Paul Kellett
Jack S Kelly
Mr & Mrs Lamar Kennedy




Mr & Mrs Robby D Martin
Warren C Maxwell
John N McDonald Jr
Walter McGee
Monroe Janitorial Service




Mr & Mrs Charles D Parker
Milton E Pate
















G Larry Wood/J R Hambnght
Rudolph L Yobs
M Lamar Young








Mr & Mrs Robert Cantrell
James L Cartee
Sonny Cassady
Wilson C Childers III
Douglas F Clements





James O Eubank II
Ford F Farabow Jr
Carroll F Fowler




Mr & Mrs Gray Hipp Jr
Dr William P Hood Jr
Bob Hudson
Walter Fleming Jones







Dr Robert C McDaniel
J G Moxon
Ronnie & Susan Nettles










Dawn V & David A Sapp
Helen & Ben K Sharp
Mrs John C Sharpe
T L Shealy Jr
Mr & Mrs Delmar W Shirley
James A Sizemore
Thomas E Skornschek
In Memory Of Col Francis L
Jenkins
Oliver I Snapp Jr
Mr & Mrs Thomas M Tobin
Joseph Wm Turner Jr
William C West
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
Tiger Life
For the past 52 years thousands of you
have displayed your unsurpassed loyalty
to Clemson by making IPTAY one of the
greatest athletic scholarship groups in
America.
Now there are some individuals who
want to make another unique effort for
Clemson by providing an endowment to
assure the future security and success of
the Clemson Athletic Department.
Tiger Life is a program through which
you can make an affordable investment
over a few years to insure a sizable future
gift to the Clemson Athletic Department.
Listed below are a few individuals who
with a few others who wish to remain
anonymous have arranged for gifts in ex-
cess of $2,000,000 to the Clemson Ath-
letic Department Endowment.
Mr. Mark S. Avent
Mr. David E. Cleveland
Mr. Daniel H. Coker, Jr.
Mrs. Rebecca D. Coker
Mr. and Mrs. R. Allison Dalton
Mr. James Engram
Mr. Rodney C. Foster
Mr. Jimmy K. Gerrald
Mr. and Mrs. Jane P. Gough
Mr. David A. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert L. Henderson
Mr. Landrum H. Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy H. Hester
Mr. and Mrs. T. Carroll Holcombe
Mrs. J. William Holcombe
Mr. and Mrs. Terry M. Home
Mr. Daniel E. Hunt
Ms. Deana G. Lynch
Ms. Terri D. Lynch
Mr. Thomas C. Lynch, III
Mr. Charles D. Miller
Mr. James B. Prince
Mr. Kevin H. Prince
Mr. Robert W. Robinson
Mr. J. Christian Swift
Mr. and Mrs. Sam White
If you think you would like to consider
this unique opportunity you may call Bert
Henderson or Allison Dalton at (803)
656-2101 or write either of them at P. O.
Box 31, Clemson, SC 29633.
This is a good opportunity to do some-
thing for Clemson that will make a big
difference forever.
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Nuclear energy is important to us in South
Carolina— it is used to generate more than half of the
electricity we use. So, when you turn on the lights, or
the television, there's a good chance the electricity
you're using comes from a nuclear generating plant.
Nuclear energy and technology are also vitally
important in medical research and the treatment of
many diseases. Industries, too, use nuclear materials
in productive, socially useful applications.
But like almost every other aspect of modern
life, both the production of electricity and the other
uses of nuclear technology create waste. Most materials
that come into contact with radioactive substances
become contaminated and must be properly handled.
Even slightly contaminated articles like tools and rags
have to be disposed of with care.
That's where Chem-Nuclear comes in. We've
developed much of the technology used in the
management of low level radioactive waste—from
processing, packaging, and transportation to
permanent disposal. Andwe provide all those services
to utilities, hospitals, universities and industries in
every area of South Carolina.
These Chem-Nuclear services all have one
goal—protecting public health and safety and pre-
serving our environment. Everythingwe do is carried
out with the highest degree of safety-consciousness
and attention to detail—no corners are cut.
Modern life produces waste. Whether it's your
family's garbage that can be hauled to a sanitary
landfill, or the low level radioactive waste produced
when you turn on a light, it must be managed properly
if the quality of our environment is to be maintained.
All of us play a ®|






please contact our Public Affairs Office in Columbia
Corporate Office:
220 Stoneridge Drive/Columbia, South Carolina 29210/(803) 256-0450
Barnwell Operations:
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The race-winning Corvette of Rippie/Anderson Motorsports
Tires: Goodyear Eagle VR S "Gatorback" street radials*
The fact that both of these
Corvettes are on Goodyear Eagle street
radials is no coincidence.
The 1986 Corvette Convertible.
Factory specified tires: Goodyear Eagle VR "Gatorback" street radials
Every Corvette made since
1984 comes with just one make
of tire: the Goodyear Eagle VR
"Gatorback" street radial.
Which is no coincidence.
Because the Eagle VR
"Gatorback" was developed




of the Eagle VR "Gatorback;' it's
not surprising that successful
SCCA Showroom Stock Endurance
racing teams like Rippie/Anderson
also choose an Eagle street radial:*
The Eagle VR S "Gatorback;
a version of the Eagle VR
"Gatorback" made for ultimate
grip rather than ultimate treadlife.
The success of both the Eagle
VR and VR S "Gatorbacks" has a
common source:
Goodyear's ability to engineer
better high-performance radials.
For virtually every performance car.
So it's really no coincidence
that the Eagle VR is to be found
on every Corvette made.
Or that the Eagle VR S is the
favorite tire of people who race
Corvettes in the SCCA Showroom
Stock Endurance Series.
In fact, when you think of how
the Eagles perform, it's no coinci-
dence at all.
"Tires shaved to racing depth Before you race on
Goodyear slreel radials. write the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company. PO Box 9125. Akron. Ohio
44305 for preparation recommendations and
procedures
YOU EITHER HAVE GOODYEAR EAGLES. OR YOU NEED THEM.
OOODpYEAR
THE EXPEI
Architects, designers, engineers and planners
have a tough job — finding the perfect balance of
beauty and function, security and low maintenance,
energy efficiency and ease of operation — all
at a reasonable cost and, often, on an
unreasonable schedule.
Since 1921, Overhead Door has been helping
the experts find that perfect balance. Overhead
Door has a complete line of sectional and rolling
doors for residential, com'mercial and industrial
applications. And an experienced team of
representatives to help find innovative solutions
for special applications that require custom-
designed units.
Every Overhead Door product is designed,
engineered and manufactured with strict quality
controland backed by over 60 years ofunexcelled
experience and service.




Overhead Door of Greenville, Int.



























36 by Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State. 1951
by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260 by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954
140 By Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1976
48 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
25 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
.800 (12-15) by Mike Eppley vs. Virginia, 1983
53 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn. 1947
11 by Phill Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163 by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
32.6 (7-1 63) by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1 977
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
13 by Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
51.0 (6-306) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1981
504 by Banks McFadden vs. Tulane, 1939
2 by Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
10 by Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167 by Don Kelley (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
7 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969











Tackles by Lineman: 19







33 by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
9 by Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
4 by Obed Ann on four occasions
1 5 by Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest, 1 978 and 1 980
by Donald Igwebuike vs. Duke, 1984
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina. 1980
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Edgar Pickett vs. Wake Forest, 1983
by Willie Underwood vs. South Carolina. 1 980
by Ronald Watson vs Georgia Tech, 1984
5 by Steve Durham vs. Maryland. 1979
5 by Perry Williams vs. Virginia Tech, 1985
3 by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest and Mary-
land, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. State, 1984
2 by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
by Jim Scott vs. Boston College. 1983
by Henry Walls vs. Duke, 1985
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
101 by Willie Underwood vs. South Carolina, 1 980
Team Records
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most TDs Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Fasses Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965; vs. Florida State,
1970
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State. 1970
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina. 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest. 1981
Most Total Plays: 96 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland. 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida, 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957; vs. Wake Forest.
1981
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina. 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 18 vs. Duke, 1983
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs Furman. 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford. 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 143 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland. 1970
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland. 1979
Pass Broken Up: 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke. 1965
Cliff Austin set a single game record for yards
rushing with 260 vs. Duke in 1982.
107
DOOM ! copyright 1 978 Custom Specialty Company
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24"or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas





P. O. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add
5% (500) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.














Also Available at Mr. Knickerbockers
TheSweetestPawsofYourDay
The Tiger's got a sweet tooth! And he's dyin' to get his paws on the sweetest
little chocolates you've ever tasted. In fact, he's left his tracks on every box of
Tiger Paws you buy
Creamy Raisin Fudge. # Crunchy
Peanut Cracknel. & Thick, chewy cara-
nels. Just a few of the Tiger's favorites.
Buy a box of Tiger Paws for your
sweet tooth. On sale at the conces-
sion stand and the campus book-
store. And don't forget your favorite
tiger fans—They have a sweet tiger
tooth too!
he Tiger's favorite choco-
lates make a favorite gift. For
birthdays. For anniversaries.
For tailgatin' parties. For the
sweetest paws of your day
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Please send me boxes ofTiiier Paws
(o $6.75 each. Price includes postage and ban






Total amount ot older S
Allow 21 days tor delivery.
(dRQUEST The Right Place to buy auto parts."
Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice
SPECIAL SPALDING OFFER
FROM WIX FILTERS
Take your choice of an official
Spalding" football or basketball,
a regular $14.00 retail value . .
.





With the purchase of 2 WIX Filters.
°JL
Sanders
Brothers,Inc. SERVING INDUSTRY SINCE 1955
Post Office Box 1 88 • Gaffney. South Carolina 29340 • 803-489-1 1 44
Metal Fabrication
Products: Products constructed from all
thicknesses and grades ot metal include
but are not limited to: tanks, hoppers,
ductwork (rectangular, round and oval),
breeching, conveyors, pressure vessels,
pipe support systems, air pollution con-
trol equipment, ladders, catwalks, quench
tanks, guards, parts washers, combus-
tion air fuel systems, prefabricated pipe
systems, process dryers and special
machines
Process Piping
Services: Services offered vary from un-
derground process and plumbing sys-
tems to all types of chemical and high
pressure piping
We have ASME "U," "UM," "PR" "S,"
and "A" stamps and the NBBPVI "R"
stamp, for fab and erect capabilities on
all types of boilers and pressure vessels.
Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning Systems
Services: Sanders Bros , Inc offers dients
HVAC installation in the institutional,
commercial and industrial market We
further offer design build capabilities in
the commercial and industrial areas We
follow our installations with service after
sale capabilities on a contract mainte-
nance and emergency basis.
Millwright • Rigging • Machinery Erection
Services: We offer our clients a full range
of mechanical and design-build services
These include but are not limited to:
machinery erection, process piping, fume
and exhaust systems, instrumentation,
plant relocation, export packing and pro-
cess air systems.
We employ in-house millwrights, sheet
metal mechanics, riggers, ironworkers,
certified welders, pipe fitters, instrumen-
tation technicians, electricians and test-
ing and balancing personnel.
Our total mechanical capability offers our
clients a single source for services, from
two-man cleaning crews to maior plant
relocations or installation ol new produc-
tion equipment.
We offer complete shut-down and turn-
around service, contract maintenance,
supplemental mechanical services and
special mechanical pro|ect construction-
Industries served: We serve the textile,
chemical processing, metal working, food
processing, glass, fiberglass, rubber and
other industries requiring quality me-
chanical service
Licensed in South Carolina. North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee and Georgia. ASME "U," "UM," "PR" and "A" certificates. NBBPVI "R" certificate.
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Eager Assistants
(Continued from page 55)
to give my best for them every day of the week
and they also know that I expect them to give
their best for me. I see that they conduct them-
selves in a proper manner; that reflects the type
of program that others see as a winner.
"Some days I will be a father to them, giving
them whatever advice I can give them; some
days I will be a mother to them, consoling and
supporting them when they need a boost. If
they need for me to just sit there and listen,
while they air some thoughts out, the players
know I will be there for them. That is what our
coaching staff is here for; to help the players be
the best they can be."
Bolt coached under Auburn's Pat Dye for the
past 11 years, and has enjoyed great success
both as a player and as a coach. Bolt was a
four-year starter at offensive guard for East
Carolina and after his senior season was
named third-team All-American in 1977 by the
Associated Press. His level of play showed
steady improvement from the time he was
named Freshman-of-the-Year by the con-
ference in 1974 until he was selected as All-
Southern Independent in 1977 in addition to
being named All-American.
Bolt continued his winning ways as an as-
sistant, particularly at Auburn where they
achieved an overall record of 38-11 and gar-
nered one SEC championship in 1983 and
nearly a national championship that same year.
Bolt has proven he is a winner.
Coach Ford is a successful coach. His as-
sistants are successful people. Exposure to
them can only help me maintain a positive ap-
proach and give me new ideas on how to win a
national championship. That is one of the main
reasons I came here. Each year Clemson
works for a national championship. That is one
of my goals — to be part of national champion-
ship. And Clemson can win another one!"
Coach Bill D Andrea also sees this as part of
Bill Oliver is one of the finest secondary
coaches in the nation.
his reason for joining Clemson's staff. Having
been at Clemson previously as a volunteer
coach between 1982-84. D'Andrea has seen
this winning attitude first hand and knows what
kind of personnel it takes to instill this attitude in
the players.
"I enjoy working with successful people and
you cannot find many programs that have been
as successful as Clemson has under Danny
Ford," said the native of Pittsburgh He has
some of the top coaches in the nation. They
have shown they can get the best from the
players and that usually means winning ball
games. Hopefully, I can give something back to
Clemson football in return for what I have
learned already."
D'Andrea, just as Coach Crowe had done,
quickly rose in the ranks of the profession after
receiving his master s degree at East Carolina
in 1975. Upon graduation, he accepted a posi-
tion as an assistant coach at the University of
Virginia. However, D Andrea found himself at
Clemson for a two-year stint until he accepted a
position as the offensive line coach at Southern
Mississippi in 1984-85.
D'Andrea, along with Coach Van Der Hey-
den, probably have the most difficult task of all
the assistants — they must rebuild the offen-
sive line for the fourth consecutive year The
key to the offense's success could depend on
whether the line can stay healthy, whether or
not he can find enough depth, and whether or
not leadership emerges from the younger
linemen.
"Coach Ford, ideally would like us to be two-
deep at each position on the line. Because of
injuries, graduation, and other factors, we are
only able to run one substitute on each side of
the line. We hope some of the less experienced
players really come through for us. Right now,
what we need is some kids to show some real
leadership.
"John Phillips has really come into his own
since the middle of last season. I consider him
our true leader on our line. We need more kids
to work as hard as he does in the weight room
and on the practice field."
Defensive back Coach Bill Oliver may have
an even more difficult task than D'Andrea. Al-
though he inherits a secondary that has experi-
ence, it does not have the experience neces-
sary for the system which he has implemented.
This year the defensive backs will be re-
sponsible for more reads; whereas, last year
they were not responsible for any reads at all.
This year we want them more active than in the
past ... we want them more involved in the unit
as a whole.
They are doing many new things they have
not done in the past. Right now, we are trying to
fine-tune the skills which they have acquired
since practice began. We would like the entire
defensive unit to come together and gel as one.
Without the defensive line and linebackers, we
are nothing; and without us. they are nothing In
time I believe we will blend into a good defen-
sive TEAM."
Jack Crowe was the offensive coordinator for
Auburn's SEC scoring champions.
No doubt Oliver will have the secondary
ready. Coach Ford has the utmost confidence
in Oliver, calling him "one of the best at his
position (secondary coach) anywhere.
"He knows the game of football and he has
proven every place he has been that he can
transcribe his thoughts to his players. We feel
very fortunate to have a man of Bill's caliber
and enthusiasm on our staff.
"Bill has coached at all levels and at a lot of
places," continued Ford. "He could have con-
tinued in the pros, but he wanted to settle down
in this area and we are fortunate to have him.
He brings us knowledge he has learned from
the USFL and can apply it to our situation."
Bill Oliver knows what it takes to be a winner;
just look at the teams he has been around. As a
player he was a starter on Alabama's 1961
National Championship team. He has also
coached on many successful teams at Ala-
bama and was a part of three National Champi-
onship teams Bear Bryant put on the field in the
1970s. He was also a part of many successful
teams at Auburn.
Each coach brings with him a special knowl-
edge to the Tiger staff that comes from a com-
bined total of 35 years of coaching experience
at the major college level or above. But each
also has a unique approach to the game of
football itself, to the development of players on
and off the field, and to the method of re-estab-
lishing a winning atmosphere at Clemson Uni-
versity. With the optimism and winning attitude
each coach reflects, it is only a matter of time
before the Clemson Tigers once again rise to




Developers: Roy B. Jeffcoat
Kenneth R. Jeffcoat
Architect: Robert Goodson
Northlake Condominiums make luxuri-
ous lakefront living affordable. The latest in
modern architecture joins with the natural
beauty of Lake Hartwell to create a unique
housing alternative, or the perfect weekend
retreat.
Each of the two and three bedroom units
is energy efficient, with maximum insulation.
Every unit includes thermal windows, high
efficiency heating and cooling systems, mod-
ern appliances and a patio. Additionally,
many units have such special features as
skylights, solariums, fireplaces, whirlpools
and saunas.
The development also features a central
clubhouse, tennis courts and a swimming
pool. The clubhouse contains a fitness area
with weight machines, sauna, whirlpool and
steam room. Northlake Condominiums repre-


















The drought ends today. The long
dry-spell that started last April 5
with the end of the Orange-White game
ends today. The agonizing drought that
forced Tiger fans to rely on films and
memories to satiate their football desires
ends today. The rain and reign of Tiger
football is back as Clemson kicks off a
new era and welcomes the Virginia Tech
Hokies to Death Valley.
Tiger Band, itself in a new era with new
uniforms, kicks off the 1986 campaign
with its traditional pregame show. The
glory of the National Championship will be
revived with the opening "Sock It To 'Em"
and the Orange Bowl March progressing
into spirited "Tiger Rag" while Tiger Band
spells out the word "Tigers."
New Eta
Tiger Band unveils new attire this afternoon.
Today is IPTAY Day and the guests of
honor who will be dotting the I in Tigers
during pregame ceremonies are Calhoun
Lemon and Harper Gault. Lemon, a native
of Barnwell, SC, was president of IPTAY
in 1 957 and 1 958, while Gault, of Rock Hill,
SC, served in the same position between
1961 and 1962.
Tiger Band continues the pregame
show by offering its rendition of "You're A
Grand Ole Flag" and "America the Beau-
tiful," directed by Dr. Richard E. Good-
stein and accompanied by the Clemson
University Chorus. "The Star-Spangled
Banner" will be played next, directed by
Dr. Bruce Cook, while an ensemble from
Pershing Rifles Company C-4 presents
the colors. Mr. Mark Jessie, new director
of the Clemson University Chorus, will
lead both choral and instrumental ensem-
bles as they perform the Clemson Univer-
sity Alma Mater.
The invocation will be offered by Mr.
David "Twig" Gray, South Carolina State
Director of the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Finally, that drought-crushing
"reign" will pour with pregame's conclu-
sion, as the Fightin' Tigers make their cel-
ebrated run down the hill.
The 243-member Tiger Band will offer a
flashy halftime show that includes a nine-
minute non-stop medley of Broadway
show tunes that was arranged by Tony
Fox of Hollywood from an original com-
position by Tommy Newsome of the
Tonight Show Orchestra. The presenta-
tion will open with "There's No Business
Like Show Business" from the musical of
the same title.
by David Webb
Tiger Band will march to an old-fash-
ioned circle drill when it plays "Another
Opening, Another Show" and continues
with "That's Entertainment" and "Every-
thing's Coming Up Roses," the song
made famous by Ethel Merman and the
Tournament of Roses Parade in Pas-
adena, California. An old-fashioned dia-
mond drill will go along with the previous
drill when Tiger Band plays "76 Trom-
bones." The show continues with "Don't
Let The Parade Pass Me By", "Ease On
Down The Road", and "On A Clear Day",
before Tiger Band leaves the old-fash-
ioned stuff behind and does some 80 s-
style dancing to "One", the famous hit
from A Chorus Line.
A company front formation will end the
medley with the song "Somewhere" from
West Side Story. Still, no Clemson halftime
show would be complete unless it ended
with Tiger Band s salute to Tiger fans in
Death Valley and beyond with "The Song
That Shakes The Southland," TIGER
RAG!!
The 1986 theme for Tiger Band is "A
New Era," referring to the new uniforms
Clemson obtained since last season. The
uniforms were selected by a special com-
mittee, and the selection process was
quite complicated.
A committee with representatives from
IPTAY. CUTBA (Clemson University Tiger
Band Association), Tiger Band, the Tex-
tiles Department, and the Purchasing De-
partment first met last autumn to gain
some ideas for the fifth basic uniform of
Tiger Band. Having garnered some ideas,
the committee solicited some watercolor
drawings from the top five uniform com-
panies in the nation.
With pictures in hand, the committee
then made some modifications and de-
sign changes and decided on one particu-
lar design before soliciting a sample
uniform from each of the uniform com-
panies. From the samples, more design
modifications were made with specifica-
tions for further refinements.
Later, in February, representatives
from each of the companies came to
Clemson to make a presentation to the
committee. Final specifications were
made, and four of the companies made
written bids.
Another sample uniform was requested
of the companies in line with the final
specs, and the committee put them to the
"blind evaluations" test. The labels were
covered, and the uniforms were checked
for workmanship, design, wearability,
Band members model new uniforms.
quality, etc. The preferred uniform was
unveiled and the order was given to the
Freuhauf Uniform Company of Wichita,
Kansas — incidentally, the same firm that
made the uniforms worn from 1978-1 985.
The order was placed towards the end
of April and received in early June. It was a
long, but satisfying task for committee
members.
The project received funding from
IPTAY. Associate Band Director Richard
Goodstein said. "We'd like to thank IPTAY
for their generosity that made our dream a
reality." Band Director Bruce Cook add-
ed. "The procedure was long and, at
times, tiresome. But it was worth it — our
uniforms are really beautiful."
The 1986 Tiger Band staff includes Jim
McKennck and Billy Baker, serving as Ti-
ger Band drum majors, while James
Grubb will serve as band commander.
Cheryll Crenshaw will once again be Flags
Coordinator, and Marcella Frese has
joined the staff as Percussion Teaching
Assistant. Furthermore, the veteran
"Voice That Shakes The Southland," Nick
Peck, will serve as band announcer.
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Sept. 14 Soccer vs North Carolina, 2:00
Sept. 16 Volleyball at South Carolina, 7:00
Soccer vs Wright State, 8:00
Sept. 19 Volleyball in UAB Tournament (Birmingham, AL)
Soccer vs American (George Mason Invitational),
2:00
Sept. 20 Football at Georgia, TBA
Volleyball in UAB Tournament (Birmingham, AL)
Women's Cross Country at Georgia State
Invitational
Men's Cross Country at Penn State Invitational
Sept. 21 Soccer at George Mason, 3:00
Sept. 24 Volleyball vs Western Carolina, 7:00
Soccer vs Erskine, 8:00
Sept. 27 Football at Georgia Tech, 12:20
Volleyball at Baptist, w/Mercer, 2:00
Sept. 28 Soccer at Duke, 2:00
Sept. 29 Volleyball vs Furman, 7:00
Sept. 30 Volleyball at Georgia, 7:30
1 Soccer at Furman, 3:30
2 Volleyball vs Presbyterian College, 7:00
4 Football vs The Citadel, 1:00
Women's Cross Country at Stanford Invitational
Men's Cross Country in Tiger Invitational
(Clemson, SC)
5 Volleyball vs Duke, 2:00
Soccer at Wake Forest, 2:00
7 Volleyball at Furman, 6:30
8 Soccer vs Wofford, 8:00
Oct. 10 Volleyball in Central Florida Tournament
Oct. 11 Football at Virginia, 7:00
Volleyball in Central Florida Tournament
Oct. 12 Soccer at South Carolina, 2:00
Oct. 14 Volleyball vs South Carolina, 7:00
Oct. 15 Soccer vs Southern Connecticut, 8:00
Oct. 17 Volleyball vs North Carolina, 7:00
Oct. 18 Football vs Duke, 1:00
Men's Swimming in Orange and White Meet
(Clemson, SC)
Women's Swimming in Orange and White Meet
(Clemson, SC)
Women's Cross Country at Wisconsin
Invitational (Madison, Wl)
Men's Cross Country at Badger Classic
(Madison, Wl)
Soccer vs N. C. State, 2:00
Volleyball vs Georgia Tech, 7:00
Volleyball at East Carolina v G. Mason
Soccer: Clemson vs Indiana (Clemson-Umbro
Invitational), 8:00; UCLA vs American, 6:00
Football at N. C. State, 7:10
Volleyball at UNC-Wilmington, w/George Mason
Men's Cross Country at USC Invitational
Soccer: Clemson vs UCLA (Clemson-Umbro
Invitational), 3:00; Indiana vs American, 1:00
Volleyball vs Winthrop College, 7:00
Volleyball at Wake Forest, 7:00
Volleyball at Virginia, 7:00
Football at Wake Forest, 1:00
Volleyball at William and Mary, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Cross Country in ACC Championships
(Clemson, SC)
Men's Cross Country in ACC Championships
(Clemson, SC)
2 Soccer vs Virginia, 2:00
4 Volleyball at Western Carolina, 7:00








































Volleyball at UNC-Charlotte, 6:30
Football vs North Carolina, 3:20
Volleyball vs Maryland, 10:00 a.m.
Wrestling in West Virginia Open
Soccer vs Maryland, 2:00
Volleyball vs UNC-Charlotte, 7:00
Basketball vs Athletes in Action (Exhibition)
Volleyball at N. C. State, 7:30 p.m.
Men's Swimming vs Georgia Tech, 4:30
Football vs Maryland (Baltimore, MD)
Volleyball at West Virginia, 11:00 a.m.
Women's Swimming vs Virginia, 11:00
Men's Swimming vs Virginia, 2:00
Women's Cross Country at Regional Meet
(Greenville, SC)
Men's Cross Country at District III
Championships (Greenville, SC)
Volleyball in ACC Tournament (Raleigh, NC)
Men's Swimming at Duke
Women's Swimming at Duke
Football vs South Carolina, 1:00
Volleyball in ACC Tournament (Raleigh, NC)
Wrestling in Ohio Open (Dayton, OH)
Volleyball in ACC Tournament (Raleigh, NC)
Wrestling in Ohio Open (Dayton, OH)
Women's Cross Country at NCAA
Championships (Tucson, AZ)
Men's Cross Country at NCAA Championships
(Tucson, AZ)
Men's Basketball in IPTAY Tournament
Women's Basketball in Minnesota Tournament
Wrestling in Southern Open (Chattanooga, TN)
Men's Basketball in IPTAY Tournament
Women's Basketball in Minnesota Tournament
(Minneapolis, MN)
Wrestling in Southern Open (Chattanooga, TN)
Men's Swimming in Tiger Invitational (Clemson,
SC)
Women's Swimming in Tiger Invitational
(Clemson, SC)
Wrestling vs Oregon State
Men's Basketball vs UNC-Asheville, 7:30
Women's Basketball at Duke
Wrestling at Tennessee-Chattanooga
Men's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Women's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Men's Basketball vs Texas Tech, 5:00
Women's Basketball vs South Carolina, 7:30
Men's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Women's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Men's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Women's Swimming at Nebraska Invitational
Women's Basketball vs Baptist College, 3:00
Men's Basketball at South Carolina
Women's Basketball at Florida
Men's Basketball vs Prairie View A&M, 7:30
Women's Basketball vs N. C. State, 5:00
Men's Basketball vs Armstrong State, 7:30
Women's Basketball vs Alabama
Men's Basketball in TCBY Yogurt Classic (Little
Rock, AK)
Wrestling in Sunshine Open, Orlando, FL
Men's Basketball in TCBY Yogurt Classic (Little
Rock, AK)
Wrestling in Sunshine Open, Orlando, FL
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MVP in his sport of
swimming as a rookie.
He highlighted the Ti-
gers ACC championship year by captur-
ing two league titles, the 500 and 1650
freestyle, and collecting honorable men-
tion All-America plaudits at the NCAA
meet. His 55 points scored in the ACC
meet paced the Tiger squad as he also
took fourth in the 400 individual medley.
Last season he finished first in 1 5 of his 1
8
starts in dual meet action and enters this
season with three school records under
his belt (500, 1000 and 1650 freestyle
events). Aronberg returns for his soph-
omore campaign this year following an
outstanding summer of swimming, which
included a pair of 10th place showings in
the 800 and 1500 freestyle events at the
U. S. Senior Nationals. Last summer he
won four gold medals in the 12th World
Maccabiah Games in Tel Aviv, Israel.










into her junior year,
Tucci already ranks second on Clemson's
all-time assist chart and has the third most
all-time defensive saves. She also holds
both the freshman and sophomore marks
for most assists. Last season she led the
Lady Tiger netters in committing the
fewest reception errors with only one, and
she served as co-captain, quite an honor
in just her second varsity season. The
former four-sport letterwinner is one of
the strongest and hardest working play-
ers on the team. Tucci is pursuing a de-





Hofer, 19. is back for
her second season
with the five-time de-
fending ACC Cham-
pion Lady Tiger tennis
team. Playing num-
ber-one singles a year
ago, Hofer earned All-America honors as
a freshman and became the second Lady
Tiger ever chosen to the U. S. Junior
Federation Cup team. She posted a first-
year mark of 36-7 in singles and went 22-5
in doubles en route to her selection as the
Lady Tigers MVP. Hofer was selected to
the AII-ACC team in '86 and already has
one league title under her belt, as she
joined Pam Menne to win the ACC's
number-three doubles crown. Last Janu-
ary, Hofer competed at two events on the
USTA Women's Pro Circuit. At the event
in Chicago she reached her first pro final
before succumbing to Czechoslovakia's
Jane Novotna. The following week, in Key
Biscayne, FL, she reached the quarter-
finals. Her successes on the pro tour
earned her a WTA world ranking of No.




Rutenis, 20, is back
for his third season
with the defending
ACC champion soccer
team. While starting all
23 contests he played
in a year ago, Rutenis
led the Tiger backfield in scoring goals (6)
and had three assists for a total of 15
points, second best among the Tiger
backfield corps. His outstanding overall
play, especially as a header, earned him
second-team AII-ACC honors in 1985.
And. in the '85 Clemson-UMBRO Invita-
tional he was chosen defensive MVP and
all-tournament. The former prep A 1 1 -
American became a starter for the Tiger
booters in mid-season of his freshman
year and turned in solid defensive perfor-
mances against UCLA and Indiana in the
1984 Final Four. He is majoring in admin-
istrative management at Clemson.
Randy Mazey
Seward, PA





zey, who surprised» everyone with his bril-
liant play last season, played in 52 games
and finished with a batting average of .363
(20th overall in the ACC). His fielding per-
centage was a fine .971, having commit-
ted four errors in 121 chances. He also
worked from the mound, picking up a pair
of wins to go along with his perfect 4-0
mark from 1985 to give him a career mark
of 6-0. Coach Wilhelm inserted Mazey into
centerfield in the 27th game (Illinois) when
he was batting .125 and the Tigers stood
14-11. Mazey promptly went on a tear,
and hit safely in 19 of the next 21 games,
raising his average to over .430. The Ti-
gers won 17 of those games to improve
their mark to 31 -1 5. He had 21 extra-base
hits for the season, pounded out 11 dou-
bles, five triples and five home runs to go






" T Jamrozy, 22, is hoping
to duplicate the out-
A v standing success she
enjoyed last season
as a rookie when she
^ copped MVP honors
in cross country and captured the 10.000
meter outdoor ACC Championship. Her
fourth-place finish in the 10,000 meters at
the NCAA outdoor championship earned
her All-America honors. Jamrozy paced
the Lady Tiger harrier club in '85 with five
finishes no lower than fourth, including a
third-place showing at the ACC meet, as
well as at the NCAA District III Champion-
ship. Her classroom plaudits were equally
impressive as she posted a perfect 4.00
grade point ratio her first semester at
Clemson. She completed her first year at
Clemson with a 3.26 GPR in parks, recrea-
tion, and tourism management, and was
selected to the 1985-86 ACC Honor Roll.
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The Last Word
— by Bob Bradley
In 17 days (October 1st), we will close
out our 31 st year as Clemson sports infor-
mation director. That first month of Oc-
tober, 1955, was spent with Brent Breedin
showing us the "do's and dont's" of the
office. Come the first of November of that
year Brent joined the Hunt Oil Company in
Dallas and was sent to Pakistan to look for
some black gold.
Whether or not he found any oil isn't
recorded, but he did start a string of out-
standing tennis players in Clemson's di-
rection that brought the Tigers respect on
the court.
The first Saturday in November, 1955,
found the Tigers in Roanoke playing Vir-
ginia Tech. Since this was my first official
game as SID, I didn't ask why we weren't
playing in Blacksburg or any other reveal-
ing questions. I was mostly watching and
listening.
And the watching wasn't too bad.
The Tigers were on their way to a 21 -1
6
victory and a 7-3 season and would go to
bowls three of the following four years.
The Gobblers scored on the last play of
the first half for a 7-7 deadlock. Clemson's
score came on a 23-yard run by Don King,
and a 51 -yard run by Joe Pagliei gave the
Tigers the lead in the third quarter.
VPI scored again and missed the extra
point, but then recovered a Tiger fumble
and Barry Frazee kicked a 26-yard field
goal with 4:55 showing and the Hokies
had a 16-14 advantage.
On the first play after Charlie Bussey
returned the kickoff to the Clemson 40,
Bussey threw a screen pass to Joel Wells
who put on an exhibition of how broken
field running should be performed . . .
going 60 yards to score. The clock
showed 4:06 left.
Some say there were two clips on
Wells' run, but if there were, they were
never called. Clemson ended up winning
the game 21-16 and Frank Howard had
beaten Frank Moseley, his former room-
mate at Alabama.
Howard retired from coaching before
current Virginia Tech coach Bill Dooley
came on the scene. But the two faced
each other three times while Dooley was
still at North Carolina.
Howard's pet name for Dooley is "Little
Brother'' because he is the younger
brother of Georgia coach Vince Dooley.
Bill and Frank used to fish for trout when
they would end up together at Hugh Mor-
ton's Grandfather Mountain at the annual
sportswriter outing each spring.
Another incident involving Howard and
a Virginia Tech game happened at Clem-
son when Lou Bello was the referee. Most
people remember Bello for his basketball
officiating antics, especially when a
charging call was a shooting foul. But
Bello called football, basketball and base-
ball games.
The Tigers and Gobblers were involved
in a one-touchdown separation and late in
the game, Bello came over to the sideline
and asked Howard what to do with the ball
when game was over.
Howard growled: "Bello, if they win,
give it to them. If we win, give it to us. And
if it's a tie. . . ." Howard told him in no
uncertain terms what he could do with the
ball.
Bello turned to walk back on the field,
and about five yards inbounds, turned
around and said, "Coach, can I let the air
out first?"
One of the best typographical errors
we've ever seen came out of a Clemson-
Virginia Tech game.
In Charlie Pell's first year (1977), the
Tigers went to Blacksburg and came
away with a 31 -1 3 win, played in one of the
all-time gully-washers.
The late George Cunningham in the At-
lanta Journal-Constitution wrote: "Per-
haps in recognition of the bitter feelings
that exist between Pell and VPI coach
Jimmy Sharpe, the Clemson team pre-
sented its head coach with the game ball.
Pell and Sharpe were Alabama team-
mates, and the trouble started right here
(Blacksburg) when Pell was Sharpe's
assistant.
"Some say the situation was aggra-
vated when Pell took highly (and instead
of coming out as regarded as it was meant
to be, it came out) retarded assistant
coach Danny Ford away from here."
Each Sunday night during football sea-
son the wives used to bring supper down
to Jervey and all of the coaches would
take time out around 6:00 p.m. from their
film grading. We took Cunningham's arti-
cle around and read it to the assembled
group . . . everybody hearing it for the first
time.
Ford wanted to know if he could sue.
We told him he'd have to prove the story
wronged him and was defamatory first.
He didn't pursue the case any farther.
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In football a fumble can be
The Same is True in Airconditioning




We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
ii ii
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems — Don't Drop the Ball —
Call on the professionals.
thermor^ kinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. - Greenville, S. C. 29605 3 803/277-8080




Yeargin Enterprises, Inc.—"The Building TEAM!' Founded by Clemson graduate, R. Lynn Yeargin—Our company,
an unlimited licensed General Contractor, specializes in custom homes, multi-family, and light commercial
construction. We operate on the principle of building a team type relationship between the client, architect,
and Yeargin Enterprises, Inc., while simultaneously providing quality craftsmanship and personalized service
at competitive prices. We would like to fulfill your building needs! So join our team.
YEARGIN FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
YFA staff members, registered with the National Association of Securities Dealers, market through their
broker-dealer (Investacorp, Inc.) limited partnerships in real estate to individuals as well as income programs
to business and professional retirement plans. Call on our team with offices in Greenville and Spartanburg.
YEARGIN PROPERTIES, INC.
YPI, with offices in Greenville and Spartanburg, is a real estate development, investment, and brokerage firm.
A pioneer in condominium communities in the Carolinas, current projects include Oak Forest in Greenville,
The Somersett in Spartanburg, and Colonial Manor in Hendersonville. Call on us.
115 Edinburgh Court— McAlister Plaza
803-232-1491 Greenville, S.C. 29607
